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ABSTRACT 

Pulmonary diseases are characterized by small-scale and large-scale alterations in 

structure and function of the lung.  Multidetector-row computed tomography (MDCT) is 

a powerful tool for quantitatively assessing small-scale lung structure including 

parenchymal destruction, air trapping and airway remodeling.  When combined with 

novel imaging techniques and contrast agents, measuring small-scale regional ventilation 

(rV̇A) and perfusion (rQ̇) also becomes possible.  This thesis focuses on developing and 

evaluating MDCT-based tools for measuring regional lung function in animal models and 

transitioning them to studying humans.   

Wash-in xenon-CT rV̇A measurements acquired in an animal model were 

validated with inhaled fluorescent microspheres (FMS), an invasive but recognized gold 

standard.  Xenon-CT correlated well with FMS, demonstrating similar gradients in prone 

and supine postures.  Small-scale rV̇A measurements from xenon-CT were less 

susceptible to partial voluming and resulted in reduced scatter. 

To facilitate the measurement of regional structure and function on awake-free-

breathing humans, we developed systems for lung volume standardization during 

scanning for both static and dynamic breathing.  Anesthetic properties dictated using 30% 

rather than 55% xenon-gas, reducing signal-to-noise ratio.  This reduction, in addition to 

the influence of free breathing, made xenon-CT more susceptible to noise and required 

additional post-processing to bolster confidence in rV̇A measurements acquired in 

humans.  Improvements to the available curve-fit algorithms were made and 4D image 

registration was developed to align time-series datasets. 

Applying these techniques, we compared rV̇A between normal never-smokers 

(NS), normal smokers (SNI), normal smokers with early signs of centrilobular 

emphysema not evident by PFTs (SCE) and smokers with COPD.  There was increased 

heterogeneity in SNI versus NS and time constants were lengthened in COPD and in 

SCE.  This is consistent with our earlier hypothesis that while patchy inflammation will 
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occur in all smokers, only a subset of the population with decreased rQ̇ in regions of 

inflammation stemming from a failure to block HPV will be susceptible to emphysema. 

In order to facilitate translation into the clinical research environment, we 

established dual-energy-CT (DECT) methods to replace more elaborate time-series 

laboratory-centered techniques.  Xe-DECT rV̇A measures were optimized through a series 

of phantom and animal studies to determine the proper three-material decomposition 

parameters, imaging parameters, gas mixture and delivery protocol.  DECT perfused 

blood volume was validated as a surrogate for rQ̇ in animal studies in which blood flow 

patterns were altered by increasing lung inflation or occluding a portion of the pulmonary 

vasculature.  

To examine the intricacy of lung function, the effects of disease, and provide 

insight into their etiology we must study gas-exchange on a small-scale.  MDCT-based 

techniques provide the spatial resolution necessary to examine rV̇A and rQ̇ on a small-

scale offering an avenue to identify novel phenotypes that may not only yield insights 

into disease processes but also may provide tools leading to drug and device 

developments, outcomes assessment and ultimately to the selection of subpopulations 

suitable for a particular intervention. 

Abstract Approved:  ____________________________________  
    Thesis Supervisor 

  ____________________________________  
    Title and Department 

  ____________________________________  
    Date 
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Almost everything–all external expectations, all pride, all fear of embarrassment or 
failure–these things just fall away in the face of death, leaving only what is truly 
important.  Remembering that you are going to die is the best way I know to avoid the 
trap of thinking you have something to lose.  You are already naked.  There is no reason 
not to follow your heart. 

 
Stay hungry, stay foolish. 

 
Stephen Paul Jobs 

 
 

There are no mistakes in Lindy Hop (or in life), but variations. 
 

Frankie Manning 
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in the square holes.  The ones who see things differently.  They’re not fond of rules.  And 
they have no respect for the status quo.  You can quote them, disagree with them, glorify 
or vilify them.  About the only thing you can’t do is ignore them.  Because they change 
things.  They push the human race forward.  While some may see them as the crazy ones, 
we see genius.  Because the people who are crazy enough to think they can change the 
world, are the ones who do. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Pulmonary diseases are characterized by small-scale and large-scale alterations in 

structure and function of the lung.  Multidetector-row computed tomography (MDCT) is 

a powerful tool for quantitatively assessing small-scale lung structure including 

parenchymal destruction, air trapping and airway remodeling.  When combined with 

novel imaging techniques and contrast agents, measuring small-scale regional ventilation 

(rV̇A) and perfusion (rQ̇) also becomes possible.  This thesis focuses on developing and 

evaluating MDCT-based tools for measuring regional lung function in animal models and 

transitioning them to studying humans.   

Wash-in xenon-CT rV̇A measurements acquired in an animal model were 

validated with inhaled fluorescent microspheres (FMS), an invasive but recognized gold 

standard.  Xenon-CT correlated well with FMS, demonstrating similar gradients in prone 

and supine postures.  Small-scale rV̇A measurements from xenon-CT were less 

susceptible to partial voluming and resulted in reduced scatter. 

To facilitate the measurement of regional structure and function on awake-free-

breathing humans, we developed systems for lung volume standardization during 

scanning for both static and dynamic breathing.  Anesthetic properties dictated using 30% 

rather than 55% xenon-gas, reducing signal-to-noise ratio.  This reduction, in addition to 

the influence of free breathing, made xenon-CT more susceptible to noise and required 

additional post-processing to bolster confidence in rV̇A measurements acquired in 

humans.  Improvements to the available curve-fit algorithms were made and 4D image 

registration was developed to align time-series datasets. 

Applying these techniques, we compared rV̇A between normal never-smokers 

(NS), normal smokers (SNI), normal smokers with early signs of centrilobular 

emphysema not evident by PFTs (SCE) and smokers with COPD.  There was increased 

heterogeneity in SNI versus NS and time constants were lengthened in COPD and in 
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SCE.  This is consistent with our earlier hypothesis that while patchy inflammation will 

occur in all smokers, only a subset of the population with decreased rQ̇ in regions of 

inflammation stemming from a failure to block HPV will be susceptible to emphysema. 

In order to facilitate translation into the clinical research environment, we 

established dual-energy-CT (DECT) methods to replace more elaborate time-series 

laboratory-centered techniques.  Xe-DECT rV̇A measures were optimized through a series 

of phantom and animal studies to determine the proper three-material decomposition 

parameters, imaging parameters, gas mixture and delivery protocol.  DECT perfused 

blood volume was validated as a surrogate for rQ̇ in animal studies in which blood flow 

patterns were altered by increasing lung inflation or occluding a portion of the pulmonary 

vasculature.  

To examine the intricacy of lung function, the effects of disease, and provide 

insight into their etiology we must study gas-exchange on a small-scale.  MDCT-based 

techniques provide the spatial resolution necessary to examine rV̇A and rQ̇ on a small-

scale offering an avenue to identify novel phenotypes that may not only yield insights 

into disease processes but also may provide tools leading to drug and device 

developments, outcomes assessment and ultimately to the selection of subpopulations 

suitable for a particular intervention. 
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CHAPTER 1: MOTIVATION AND AIMS 

It is basic human nature to seek out knowledge and understanding of the world 

around us.  According to Frank Herbert, “The beginning of knowledge is the discovery of 

something we do not understand.”  When it comes to understanding the human body, 

despite decades of modern science alongside hundreds of years of early investigation, 

there is much we do not understand and we are left with just as many questions as we 

have answers.  In particular, the lung is an astonishingly complex organ with a range of 

functions including the critically important function of respiration; capturing oxygen 

from ambient air and removing carbon dioxide waste generated by the body.   

The process of physiologic respiration is composed of two major components; 

ventilation (V̇A), the bulk flow movement of gases through the conducting air spaces to 

the alveoli and back out again, and perfusion (Q̇), the movement of blood through the 

lungs enabling the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide.   The study of pulmonary 

physiology is a field with a long history of research and discovery.  Work in the modern 

era includes the groundbreaking work by Ewald Weibel studying the morphometry of the 

human lung (1,2) as John B. West lead the charge to understand the mechanisms of lung 

function (3) including the relationship between ventilation and perfusion.  To better 

understand normal function and the effects that disease processes have on the lungs, the 

examination of small-scale regional function becomes essential.  Many techniques have 

been developed to assess ventilation and perfusion, however most have either been 

limited to global whole lung measurements (4-9) or are exceedingly invasive (10-13).  

Therefore the primary goals of this work are to engineer a minimally invasive approach 

for the assessment of the basic regional function of the lung: ventilation-perfusion 

matching.  A motivation for this engineering effort is to gain a better understanding of the 

etiology of parenchymal destruction (centrilobular emphysema) associated with smoking-

derived COPD. 
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The ability to image small-scale regional function has finally become a reality 

with the advent of modern thin-slice multidetector-row computed tomography (MDCT) 

scanners.  Not only can these new scanners show impressive structural detail, in ~1 mm3 

isotropic voxels, but when they are combined with contrast agents they can also elucidate 

function in fine detail.  Spatial resolution is critical when investigating subtle changes in 

lung structure and function related to the initial stages of the disease process.  Prior 

techniques have poor spatial resolution limiting their ability to provide new insights into 

pathological processes occurring at the interface to gas-exchange (4-9).  New MDCT-

based techniques offer a potential avenue to identify novel phenotypes that may not only 

yield insights into disease processes but also may provide the tools leading to drug and 

device developments, outcomes assessment and ultimately to the selection of 

subpopulations suitable for a particular intervention.   

In our laboratory, it has been hypothesized that smoking-associated centrilobular 

emphysema, a disease characterized by regional alveolar destruction, is caused by an 

inability to regulate hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV) on a local level resulting 

in the inability to resolve inflammation (14,15).  A core premise to this hypothesis is that 

there is an initial heterogeneous pattern of ventilation due to very regionalized alveolar 

flooding resulting from patchy inflammation.  While we believe that patchy inflammation 

will occur in all smoking subjects, there is a subset of the population in which perfusion 

will be decreased because of a failure to block HPV.  While we have demonstrated the 

increased heterogeneity of perfusion in normal smokers susceptible to emphysema this 

thesis is aimed at the development and validation of imaging methods to assess regional 

ventilation and to test the hypothesis that ventilation in normal smokers is more 

heterogeneous than normal never-smokers.  

In order to examine this idea, it is necessary to systematically develop tools to 

adequately control the conditions under which subjects are scanned so that we can 

acquire measures of regional structure and function on awake-free-breathing humans.  
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Post-processing methods facilitating image analysis must then be developed to optimize 

the images to allow for the quantification of regional lung structure accompanied by 

functional measures of regional ventilation and perfusion.  We will use these imaging 

methods to compare differences in regional ventilation between disease-free never-

smokers with those from smokers with “normal” pulmonary function tests, in order to 

understand subtle physiological differences that potentially precede noticeable disease. 

Unfortunately, some groundbreaking techniques offer solid ground truth 

measurements at the price of being overly complex-to-perform.  This has the potential of 

preventing them from ever leaving a laboratory setting.  Our goal is to establish some of 

these more ground truth methods, such as wash-in xenon-MDCT (xenon-CT), for use 

with human subjects so that they can then serve as a comparator for less complicated 

methods.  Multispectral CT assessment of regional ventilation and perfused blood volume 

(PBV) is such a method offering decreased complexity.  In this thesis we adapt the wash-

in xenon-CT method for human subjects, develop dual-energy imaging techniques for 

measuring regional ventilation and perfusion, and use these tools to perform some initial 

comparisons of regional ventilation measures in human subjects laying the groundwork 

for future multi-center studies. 

In Chapter 2, we present relevant background material to provide a foundation in 

which this body of work can be understood in the proper context.  We begin with 

background and current knowledge regarding pulmonary structure and function with a 

focus on ventilation (rV̇A), perfusion (rQ̇) and V̇A/Q̇ heterogeneity.  This leads to a brief 

discussion regarding lung volume control and the role it plays in quantitative imaging, 

followed by a discussion of medical imaging methods, predominantly the development 

and limitations of X-ray computed tomography.  This leads to the final topic in the 

background review, a discussion of functional MDCT including recent developments in 

multi-spectral imaging.   
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The first aim of this work is to validate the use of dynamic, respiratory-gated 

wash-in xenon-CT ventilation imaging and evaluate its suitability for the determination 

of regional pulmonary ventilation and ventilation parameters.  These studies serve as a 

platform to evaluate tools and techniques intended for use with human subjects.  The 

xenon-CT validation was accomplished through a comparison with fluorescent 

microsphere (FMS), a previously established gold standard, by correlating regional 

ventilation measurements from both techniques (Chapter 3).  A series of experiments in a 

swine model were performed to obtain both FMS and MDCT ventilation measurements 

and demonstrated good correlation between methods.  In order to compare the two 

techniques, image registration techniques were utilized to match MDCT-based regional 

ventilation measurements to FMS regional ventilation measurements at the FMS 

resolution level of 1.9 cm3.  Comparison of mean values, coefficients of variation, 

vertical gradients and correlations were obtained on regular and normalized data and 

serve to emphasize the effect that normalization can have on one's interpretation of lung 

physiology.   

 MDCT has emerged as a tool for quantitative assessment of parenchymal 

destruction, air trapping (density metrics) and airway remodeling (metrics relating airway 

wall and lumen geometry) in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma 

(16-23).  Critical to the accuracy and interpretability of these MDCT-derived metrics is 

the assurance that the lungs are scanned during a breath-hold at a standardized volume. 

The dynamic wash-in xenon-CT method has proven to be a powerful tool in 

animal studies for a reliable assessment of regional ventilation (24-27).  During these 

studies the animals were anesthetized and mechanically ventilated therefore the 

anesthetic properties of xenon did not hinder efforts to scan at a repeatable set of 

respiratory pauses as xenon gas was washed into and out of the lungs.  The challenge for 

human subjects arose from the fact that subjects must be awake and freely breathing.  

This necessitates using a lower concentration of xenon gas and identifying repeatable 
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pause points in sequential respiratory cycles when axial scans can be acquired.  

Maintaining a consistent end-expiratory lung volume can be difficult even without the 

extra hurdle of anesthetic effects of xenon (28-30).  Thus the xenon-CT technique 

requires considerable development to overcome the limitations essential to scanning 

human subjects, including increased safety requirements and adaptation of the method for 

use during spontaneous breathing.  The first step in this process was to develop tools and 

techniques for reliably controlling the lung volume of awake, spontaneously breathing 

human subjects that are suitable for both static breath-hold imaging and the wash-in 

xenon-CT method (Chapter 4). 

Lung volume control systems play a critical role in the accuracy of quantitative 

imaging especially in conjunction with methods based on time-series imaging.  

Unfortunately, no method for controlling the lung volume in awake, spontaneously 

breathing human subjects will be without limitations.  The spirometric-based methods 

presented in this thesis are limited by the compliance of human subjects to maintain an 

adequate seal of the respiratory circuit such that all of their respiratory effort can be 

monitored.  In order for the wash-in xenon-CT method to tolerate the resultant variations 

in end-expiratory lung volume from imperfections in lung volume control as well as 

subtle image movement due to subject movement and cardiogenic motion, a system for 

time-series image registration was developed.  The Image Segmentation & Registration 

Tool Kit (ITK) provides a robust environment for prototyping and developing registration 

workflows (31).  The thesis utilizes ITK to speed the development process of an image 

registration workflow aimed at properly registering the phases of a 4-dimensional wash-

in xenon-CT dataset, thereby reducing misalignment artifacts caused by cardiac and 

subject motion as well as the subtle variations in lung volume between breaths (Chapter 

5).    

Once the technical challenges of lung volume control and time-series image 

registration have been solved, we further refine the practical procedures during imaging 
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and the analysis process.  We use animal studies to determine the proper image 

acquisition timing, along with testing improvements to post-processing algorithms to 

allow for better quantitative discrimination between subject populations.   

With the imaging and analysis protocols for wash-in xenon-CT method 

established, we can begin to test our hypothesis that ventilation is more heterogeneous in 

normal smokers compared with normal never-smokers, providing evidence for 

heterogeneously impaired gas delivery associated with the heterogeneously impaired 

blood flow observed in smokers susceptible to centrilobular emphysema (14).  We use 

the wash-in xenon-CT method in a 44-subject subset (23 Males / 21 Females, 34 Normal 

Never-smokers, 7 Normal Smokers; 3 COPD; Age (years): min=20, max=73, 

median=31.5; BMI: min=17.9, max=32.7, median=25.1) of an ongoing effort to establish 

a normative lung atlas.  We start by demonstrating the suitability of the wash-in xenon-

CT for detecting variations in regional ventilation patterns not evident by pulmonary 

function, followed by demonstrating differences between normal never-smokers and 

normal smokers (Chapter 6).   

Clinical feasibility is an essential component for any diagnostic technique.  

Dynamic time-series-based methodologies provide ground truth assessment of regional 

lung function comparable to previously established gold standards; however, the 

complexity in performing them in a clinical setting is a barrier to large-scale applications.  

Advances in multi-spectral imaging, particularly dual-energy CT (DECT), provide the 

opportunity for the development of new imaging-based metrics of lung function that are 

considerably less complex to obtain than their time-series measurements counterparts.   

Utilizing dual-energy imaging simplifies the acquisition of regional ventilation in 

human subjects.  The challenge is to understand how single breath measures of xenon 

distribution relate to more established ventilation measures, such as wash-in xenon-CT.  

In Chapter 7 we present and validate techniques for obtaining dual-energy-based metrics 

of regional pulmonary ventilation, we develop and test dual-energy xenon-CT three-
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material decomposition calibration parameters, optimize DECT imaging protocols, and 

determine the optimum protocol and gas mixture for single breath xenon inhalation 

studies. 

  Similarly in Chapter 8, we compare dynamic time-series ECG-gated pulmonary 

blood flow measurements (CT-PBF) with dual-energy metric of pulmonary blood volume 

(CT-PBV).  A series of experiments in two swine models of pulmonary perfusion 

heterogeneity were performed in which regional pulmonary blood flow was assessed with 

CT-PBF and CT-PBV.  Anatomical regions were matched and the normalized mean 

values of CT-PBF and CT-PBV along with their associated coefficients of variation were 

compared demonstrating the suitability of dual-energy CT-PBV as a surrogate for 

dynamic CT-PBF. 

The work represented in this thesis lays a foundation for functional CT imaging of 

the lung and comparison of small-scale regional lung function between normal and 

diseased populations.  The importance of this work lies in the establishment of imaging 

tools for characterizing regional differences in lung function that can be readily translated 

into large multi-center clinical trials.  In combination with the developmental aspects of 

the presented work, the differences in regional ventilation patterns between normal 

smokers and never-smokers showing a more heterogeneous pattern of regional ventilation 

time constants in normal smokers is step in the right direction, helping to confirm our 

hypothesis that an initial heterogeneous pattern of ventilation, due to very regionalized 

alveolar flooding resulting from patchy inflammation, does in fact occur.  The 

combination of both ventilation and perfusion dual-energy techniques will allow for 

larger clinical studies related to obtaining a better understanding of the developmental 

process of COPD. 
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

2.1 Pulmonary Structure and Function 

The lung is a complex and versatile organ responsible for a variety of functions 

necessary for life including operating as a blood reservoir and filtration system, a 

cushioned insulator for the heart, as well as facilitating the pH balance of blood.  

However, the most crucial function of the lungs is extracting oxygen from inspired air 

and eliminating carbon dioxide waste generated by the body.  This process, dubbed 

physiologic respiration, is composed of two major components: ventilation (V̇A), the bulk 

flow of gases through the conducting air spaces to the alveoli and back out again, and 

perfusion (Q̇), the movement of blood through the lungs enabling the exchange of oxygen 

and carbon dioxide at the air-blood interfaces within the terminal, acinar, units of the 

lung.  Both ventilation and perfusion are critical, and are linked to the imaging efforts 

that are the topic of this thesis. 

The study and discussion of pulmonary ventilation requires an appreciation of 

some underlying concepts and terminology.  The lung is comprised of approximately 300 

million air-filled sacs known as alveoli.  It is within the alveoli that the majority of the 

gas-exchange process occurs.  Alveoli are grouped together at the end of a long 

bifurcating series of conducting tubes known as the bronchial tree.  A simplified 

graphical representation of the bifurcating bronchial tree is shown in Figure 1.  As we 

breathe, inspired air enters from the mouth and/or nose and continues through the trachea, 

the largest and upper-most section of the airway tree.  Past the trachea, the conducting 

bronchial tree splits into the right and left main bronchi.  Humans, for the most part, have 

a bifurcating airway branching pattern that results in a fairly equal splitting of a parent 

bronchial segment into two smaller child bronchial segments. While deviations do occur, 

especially in the presence of genetic abnormalities, this is the general airway branching 

pattern up until approximately the 16th airway generation.  As the airway generation 
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increases, the corresponding airway diameter decreases.  These main conducting airway 

segments do not directly contribute to the process of gas-exchange, except to a minor 

extent whereby gas-exchange occurs within the bronchial circulation.  Based on this 

distinction, the volume occupied by these airways is often referred to as the anatomic 

dead space.  Beyond the conducting bronchioles, at approximately the 16th airway 

generation, alveoli start appearing within what is know as the respiratory bronchioles 

until, at the terminal respiratory bronchiole there is a large outcropping of alveoli along 

which is known as alveolar ducts. The unit beyond the terminal respiratory bronchiole is 

known as an acinus.  Acinar structures typically arise at approximately the 23rd airway 

tree generation and beyond.  Due to the intricate structure of the dividing tree, the space 

occupied in the volume of the lung is mainly comprised of alveoli rather that conducting 

airways, thus maximizing the area available for gas-exchange to occur.  Furthermore, the 

human lungs are actually a pair of structures somewhat separated by the positioning of 

the heart between the lungs.  Overall, they are sectioned into 5 distinct lobes by a series 

of fissures yielding three lobes on the right and two on the left. 

2.1.1 Pulmonary Ventilation (rV̇A) 

During inspiration, air is drawn into the lungs from the environment because of an 

expansion of the thoracic cavity that causes a negative surface pressure (pleural pressure) 

on the lung.  Lung expansion is generated through a combination of diaphragmatic 

contraction, causing the diaphragm, and thus the lung, to descend caudally, and action of 

the intercostal muscles, which raise the ribs.  A mixture of bulk flow through the 

conducting airways and diffusion in the peripheral airways combines to move gas into 

and out of the gas-exchange regions of the lungs.  A common set of terminology is used 

to describe the various states of lung inflation.  During normal dynamic steady-state 

breathing, the amount of air moved in and out per breath is referred to as tidal volume 

(VT).  Upon relaxation of the diaphragm and intercostal muscles at the end of a normal 
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breath, the lung is in a relatively relaxed state (outward recoil of the chest wall balances 

inward recoil of the lung).  The volume of the lung in this state is dubbed functional 

residual capacity (FRC).  At FRC, the lungs are not completely empty, and they can be 

forced to empty further through forced contraction of the chest wall and diaphragmatic 

muscles until no further volume change is possible because of airway closure.  At this 

state, the remaining volume of gas in the lung is known as residual volume (RV).  The 

amount of air required to bring the lung from RV to TLC is known as the vital capacity 

(VC).  The level of lung inflation is an important factor that must be considered when 

performing measurements of pulmonary structure and function.  This is especially 

important for imaging methods such as multidetector-row computed tomography that 

assesses the lung by linking X-ray attenuation with structure and function.  Small changes 

in volume cause appreciable changes in lung parenchymal density thus altering X-ray 

attenuation and change the dimensions of the bronchial tree.  Furthermore, a given 

volume of gas inhaled from RV versus some higher lung volume will result in differences 

in relative regional volume changes.  When inhalation occurs from RV, the initial volume 

of gas preferentially is distributed to the non-dependent (upper most) lung regions which 

an inhalation of gas from a lung volume above FRC will result in greater regional 

ventilation in the dependent lung region.  This is because at RV, there is a certain amount 

of surface force on the lung required simple to overcome airway closure while at higher 

lung volumes, the non-dependent lung has reached it’s non-compliant limits and thus a 

greater change in regional volume is seen in the dependent lung.  The inspiratory volume 

changes at which these differences in ventilation occur scale with lung size / vital 

capacity and thus significant care must be taken when examining a given subject such 

that data can be compared between subjects and within a subject across time.  This topic 

will be discussed in depth in Chapter 4. 

Traditional measures of lung volumes that require the inclusion of RV (gas left in 

the lung after a full expiration), such as FRC, are obtained by performing helium dilution, 
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or by using a body plethysmograph and utilizing Boyle's Law (32).  Measurements of VC 

and VT can be directly measured using spirometry-based techniques.  Once FRC is 

determined using one of the above methods, values for TLC and RV can be determined 

by connecting RV (or FRC) volume with additional spirometric results.  The low 

solubility of helium in the body makes the dilution method possible.  If respiratory gas is 

contained in a closed system, the overall amount of helium in the system will remain 

constant.  Thus, a simple mass balance can be performed to provide a measurement of 

FRC after an equilibrium is reached after breathing helium contained in a reservoir as 

part of a closed circuit (32). 

 
 
 
 

 

Equation 1. It is possible to determine the volume of the lung at FRC using a 

mass balance with a helium reservoir while breathing in a closed circuit. 

V1: Reservoir Volume, V2: FRC Volume 

C1: Original Concentration, C2: Equilibrium Concentration 

 

The body plethysmograph enables the determination of FRC lung volume by 

utilizing Boyle’s Law, which states that pressure multiplied by volume is constant at 

constant temperature.  By measuring the pressure in a subject’s mouth, the box, and 

knowing the volume of the box before and after respiratory effort against a closed 

mouthpiece, the FRC lung volume can be determined.  The rise in box pressure caused by 

an increase in the subject’s lung volume translates into a change in volume of the box. 
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Equation 2. Measurements of FRC lung volume are also possible by using 

Boyle’s law in conjunction with a body plethysmograph. 

Volumes:  V1: Box Before, V2: Box After, V3: Lung Before (FRC), V4: Lung After 

Pressures:  P1: Box Before, P2: Box After, P3: Mouth Before, P4: Mouth Before 

 

Since alveoli are only present beyond the ~16th generation in the respiratory 

zone, inspired gas residing within the conducting airways (generations 0 through ~15) 

does not contribute to gas-exchange.  This volume can be measured using Fowler’s 

method (Figure 2).  Fowler’s method includes measuring the concentration of nitrogen at 

the mouth in addition to exhaled breath volume following a single inspiration of 100% 

oxygen.  By plotting the percent nitrogen against exhaled volume as the subject exhales, 

the volume of anatomic dead space can be determined.  The nitrogen concentration in the 

exhaled gas is initially zero due to the exhalation of pure dead space gas filled with pure 

oxygen.  The concentration then rises as exhaled gas is derived from alveoli.  The rise in 

nitrogen concentration eventually reaches a plateau that represents the concentration of 

nitrogen contained in pure alveolar gas.  The volume of the anatomic dead space is then 

determined by placing a vertical line on the plot such that the area below the curve on the 

left and above the curve on the right is equal.  The anatomic dead space volume will then 

be the location of the vertical line on the abscissa. 
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In addition to dead space located in the conducting airways, there can be 

additional inspired gas within some alveoli that does not contribute to gas-exchange due 

to insufficient blood flow in their capillary beds.  This wasted gas volume when 

combined with the anatomic dead space is known as physiologic dead space, and can also 

be measured.  Bohr’s method uses the partial pressure of CO2 in both the expired gas and 

in arterial blood circulation for the calculation. 

 

 

 

Equation 3. Physiologic dead-space can be determined using Bohr’s method. 

VD: Physiologic Dead Space Volume, VT: Tidal Volume 

PaCO2: Arterial CO2, PECO2: Expired CO2 

 

In addition to the volume of gas within the lung, the relative distribution fresh gas 

exchange relative to the elative distribution of perfusion is an obviously important 

question relevant to both normal and pathophysiological processes. As mentioned earlier, 

it is the matching of ventilation and perfusion that brings about the exchange of O2 and 

CO2.  Multiple techniques exist for measuring ventilation including body 

plethysmography (assessing global lung function) and methods assessing increasingly 

more regional physiology including nitrogen washout tests (33-36), the multiple inert gas 

elimination technique (37-41) radiation scintigraphy (42-47), single emission computed 

tomography (48-51) and positive emission tomography (52,53), etc.  It is important to 

recognize that the manner in which these techniques measure ventilation influences their 

results considerably.  Each technique must be considered separately and interpreted with 
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respect to any limitations or assumptions inherent in the measurement.  Regardless of 

whether a method measures global whole lung aspects of ventilation or examines it on a 

regional level, care must be taken to keep results in the proper context. We will discuss a 

variety of measurement methods for examining regional ventilation (rV̇A), the change in 

volume per unit resting volume of a region.  All of the above mentioned methods global 

or regional ventilation at a scale much larger than an acinus. 

Techniques for measuring regional ventilation have provided insight into the 

behavior of the lungs in health and disease.  Past findings demonstrate that ventilation is 

posture and positional dependent due to the structure of the thoracic cavity and airway 

tree (54).  Also, information regarding pleural pressure gradients, weight of the perfused 

lung, weight and positioning of the heart and the dynamics of gas flow in a bifurcating 

airway tree have been shown to affect the distribution of inspired gas in the lungs (55,56).  

Within a normal lung, ventilation has been shown to be higher in the basal and gravity 

dependent regions of the lung (8,43,57,58) (Figure 3).  These regions generally have 

smaller resting lung volumes and require lower inspiratory pressures to cause expansion 

compared to regions in apical and non-dependent areas of the lung.  This is the likely 

significant cause for their higher relative ventilation.  In addition, it has been 

demonstrated that ventilation has an almost linear relationship with height 

(9,26,32,43,47,59-61).  Further discussion of ventilation patterns will be included with 

the various techniques described in this thesis, but as a general rule the regional 

ventilation is highly heterogeneous likely to a point beyond has currently been measured 

with available techniques.  We will use a variety of different techniques in this thesis to 

provide additional insight into regional ventilation. 

2.1.2 Pulmonary Perfusion (rQ̇) 

Similar to the intricate structure of the airway tree, vessels in the lungs form a 

complex series of branching tubes that facilitate the movement of blood.  Beginning with 
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the main pulmonary artery, blood travels down the arterial side of the pulmonary 

vasculature, closely following the branching patterns of the airways.  Upon reaching the 

level of the alveoli, blood vessels diverge into large capillary beds situated within the 

alveolar walls.  Capillaries are densely distributed along and juxtaposed with the alveolar 

walls such that they form an almost a continuous sheet of blood for gas-exchange with 

the alveolar space and the structure of the alveoli and capillary bed are designed so as to 

maximize surface area for gas-exchange.  Weibel has likened the surface area for gas-

exchange within the human lung to the approximate surface area of a standard tennis 

court (2).  Upon exiting the capillary bed, blood converges more succinctly into the 

pulmonary veins and returns back to the heart for the distribution of oxygenated blood 

throughout the body (32).  

Blood flow in the lung periphery, referred to as pulmonary or parenchymal 

perfusion, is governed by a variety of factors.  Thus, similar to the process of 

understanding ventilation, general knowledge will aid the discussion of pulmonary 

perfusion as well as place the interpretation of their measurements in the proper context. 

Similar to the effects of lung volume on regional ventilation, relative distribution of blood 

volume and perfusion is altered with lung volumes and body postures, again making the 

standardization of lung volume at the time of imaging critical. 

Similar to the global measures provided by the pulmonary function test, Fick’s 

principle can be used to measure total pulmonary blood flow (Q̇) by utilizing measures of 

expired oxygen concentration (V̇O2) as well as the concentration of oxygen in arterial 

(CaO2) and mixed venous blood ( ).   It can be an important tool in the global 

measurement of perfusion.  Fick’s principle states that the O2 consumption per minute is 

equal to the amount of O2 taken up by the blood in the lungs per minute (32).  Functional 

imaging measures use a variety of techniques to measure blood flow some of which will 

be described in more detail below. 
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Equation 4. Total pulmonary blood flow measure with Fick’s principle. 

 

Similar to ventilation, the distribution of blood flow throughout the lungs is a 

complex process that results in a significant amount of regional heterogeneity.  It has 

been shown that blood flow in the lungs is greatly influenced by subject posture and 

vessel branching anatomy.  Even more so than ventilation, gravitational forces have a 

considerable impact on blood flow.  In a normal lung it causes strong vertical gradient 

from gravitationally non-dependent to dependent regions.  When a human is positioned 

upright, blood flow becomes higher in the basal regions of the lung.  However, if instead 

they are suspended inverted, blood flow will shift away from the base of the lung and 

shift towards the apex instead (Figure 4).  Exercise has also been shown to have an 

impact blood flow distribution, usually by increasing flow throughout the lung (32). 

A common way to describe the different regions of perfusion in the lungs is to use 

the “West” zones of the lung as shown in Figure 5 (32,60,62-64).  Idea was originally 

described by Permutt (65) and later proven through experimentation by West (62).  They 

yield a convenient way to discuss different ventilation perfusion relationships present 

throughout the lung. 

In Zone 1, pulmonary artery pressure is less than alveolar pressure thus creating a 

scenario in which capillaries are squashed flat, resulting in no flow.  This increases the 

amount of alveolar dead-space in the lung, by increasing the amount of lung with 

ventilation but no perfusion.  These regions therefore do not contribute to gas-exchange.  

Zone 1 occurs when blood pressures are insufficient to drive blood to the top of the lung, 

and can occur in case of severe disease or as a result of hemorrhage.  In addition, the 
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application of extreme pressures in the alveolar spaces from the use of extreme positive 

end-expiratory pressures ventilation (PEEP) can also result in Zone 1 effects further 

increasing dead-space. Zone 2 is characterized by venous pressure and alveolar pressures 

that are both less than pulmonary artery pressure.  Blood flow in this scenario is governed 

by the difference between arterial and alveolar pressures as opposed to the normal arterial 

venous difference present in Zone 3.  A Starling resistor can be used to model flow in 

Zone 2.  If you place a flexible tube inside a rigid chamber, and apply pressure in the 

chamber (alveolar) that is greater than downstream pressure (venous), flow will become 

restricted.  Zone 3 is the normal scenario in the lung in which alveolar pressures are less 

than venous pressures, which is also less than pulmonary artery pressures.  Flow in Zone 

3 is thus governed by the traditional arterial venous pressure difference.  At low lung 

volumes, extra-alveolar vessels are less expanded causing their resistance to blood flow 

to increase.  This increase in resistance causes a corresponding reduction in blood flow 

described as Zone 4.  Finally, in some cases of dysfunction and disease, it is possible for 

blood to enter the arterial system without having first gone through adequately ventilated 

regions of the lung resulting in a phenomenon known as shunt (1,62).   

2.1.3 Ventilation / Perfusion Ratio (V̇A/Q̇) 

Heterogeneity in the distributions of V̇A and Q̇ are quite complex when 

considered alone.  Their distributions vary with posture, position, and in the face of 

disease.  This complexity further increases when you couple V̇A and Q̇ together as the 

ventilation-perfusion ratio (V̇A/Q̇), making it even more challenging to measure and 

interpret.  The human body has developed a number of mechanisms to naturally 

maximize the exchange of O2 and CO2 in the lungs by matching the local rates of V̇A and 

Q̇.  As the correlation of V̇A and Q̇ decreases, so does overall gas-exchange; this is 

especially evident in disease where normal flow patterns are greatly altered (Figure 6, 

right panel). 
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In normal subjects, ventilation and perfusion increase from top to bottom in the 

upright human lung.  Compared to ventilation, the increase in perfusion follows a more 

rapid progression resulting in a gradient in V̇A/Q̇ ratio that decreases down the length of 

the lung.  In each alveolus, gas-exchange is determined by the relative amounts of V̇A and 

Q̇ present.  Typical values for V̇A/Q̇ in a normal lung fall into a relatively narrow range 

with a unimodal distribution centered around 1 (Figure 6, left panel).  The lowest V̇A/Q̇ is 

shunt represented by perfused but non-ventilated alveoli (V̇A/Q̇ = 0) while the highest 

V̇A/Q̇ is pure dead-space, represented by ventilated but unperfused alveoli (V̇A/Q̇ = ∞). 

Assessing V̇A/Q̇ is used to gain insight and understanding into the body’s physiological 

response to stress and disease.  The ability to measure V̇A/Q̇ has been one of the primary 

driving forces in development of functional lung imaging.  The ability to accurately and 

repeatedly measure V̇A/Q̇ in a straightforward manner would be an important tool that 

would enable physicians to track disease progression, treatment and potentially emerge as 

a way to detect early indications of disease development. 

Significant study of the patterns of V̇A, Q̇ and V̇A/Q̇ have been conducted over the 

years by examining of normal function and disease (9,38,66-68).  The ability to detect 

alterations from established normal patterns is a key component in the diagnosis of 

disease and monitoring treatment regimens (Figure 6, right panel).  This can only be 

accomplished through careful study, using tools and techniques designed to accurately 

measure function.  Many techniques have been developed with the goal of assessing V̇A 

and Q̇.  These techniques include radioactive gas scintigraphy and the Multiple Inert Gas 

Elimination Technique (MIGET).  Unfortunately, these techniques yield either global 

whole lung (MIGET) or large-scale measurements derived from limited numbers of 

external detectors (scintigraphy).  In addition, they are often too complex and invasive for 

routine clinical use.  These limitations yield information predominantly based on large-

scale function, and it is likely that small-scale patterns of heterogeneity in V̇A and Q̇ are 

missed.  Though they are limited in resolution, radioactive gas scintigraphy and the 
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MIGET are considered gold standards for the measurement of V̇A, Q̇ and V̇A/Q̇ and have 

been used to provide much of our current understanding of function in the normal lung 

(9,38,66-68).  

Newer nuclear medicine techniques using radioisotopes including Single Photon 

Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) 

have improved upon scintigraphy considerably, but still have relatively low spatial 

resolution (~1 cm3) when compared to the size of the functional units being studied (69).  

Hyperpolarized Noble Gas Magnetic Resonance Imaging (HP MRI) has emerged as a 

non-ionizing alternative, and theoretically provides methods (Apparent Diffusion 

Coefficient: ADC) that interrogate the size of air spaces at the respiratory bronchiolar and 

acinar level (70-74).  HP MRI is still in the early stages of true quantification and suffers 

from limited availability of noble gas supplies (75) and the need for specialized 

polarization equipment and MR equipment upgrades providing broad-band capabilities.  

A key limitation of MR is that the measures are in isolation of anatomic detail provided 

by modern MDCT imaging.  

  There are methods that have been developed to interrogate regional lung function 

which have no place in human research because of the invasiveness of the methods but 

have proven useful in animal studies. These include the delivery of radionuclide or 

fluorescently labeled microspheres (FMS) through inhalation or injection.  This method 

requires the removal and regional dissection of the lungs to derive functional 

measurements.  They also include a technique incorporating the implantation of rigid 

parenchymal markers to monitor tissue deformation. X-ray MDCT remains the most 

promising tool available for studying small-scale regional changes in V̇A and Q̇ due to its 

high spatial and temporal resolution and because of the tools that we have been involved 

in developing which allow for function as well a structural assessment of the lung (24).  

Techniques utilizing X-ray MDCT will be described in detail later in this chapter. 
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2.2 The Necessity of Lung Volume Control 

MDCT has emerged as a tool for assessing parenchymal destruction, air trapping 

and airway remodeling in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma 

(16-18).  Critical to the accuracy and interpretability of these MDCT-derived measures is 

the assurance that the lungs are scanned during a breath-hold at a standardized volume. 

Large multi center trials have determined specific thresholds for emphysema-like tissue 

(< -950 HU) in an inspiratory scan and air trapping (< -856 HU) in an expiratory scan 

that can be used as potential imaging biomarkers (Figure 7) (16,19-23).  The challenge is 

that these values can only be relied upon as a standard biomarker if they consistently 

represent the same phenomenon.  Therefore the manner in which scans are acquired must 

also be consistent for their underlying measurements to be reliable.  This is where using 

the appropriate lung volume control and coaching procedures becomes critically 

important.  For example, if the disease progression of an asthma patient is to be followed 

by examining changes in the amount of air trapping over time, lung volume at the time of 

imaging becomes very important.  If during an initial scan the subject only partially 

exhales to a lung volume somewhere in between FRC and TLC (Figure 8), the test would 

indicate a high amount of air trapping.  However, if during their next scan they exhale 

more completely and accurately achieve FRC, the results from these scans would create 

the illusion that their treatment regimen was working due to an apparent decrease in the 

amount of measured air trapping.  However, due to the difference in lung volume 

between scans, there is no reliable way to determine whether they are truly improving.  

The only way to be prevent this type of scenario is to accurately control lung volume 

during image acquisition (76). 

2.3 Medical Imaging 

In the discipline of biomedical engineering, one must decide specifically what 

measurements are required to answer a particular question, determine what one is 
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actually able to measure, and finally decide how this information will ultimately help 

improve our understanding of the question at hand.  The purpose of developing new 

measurement tools to assess regional lung structure and function is to establish “normal” 

and to understand the etiology of the pathologic process which leads to specific smokers 

acquiring chronic obstructive lung disease (COPD) or specifically, centrilobular 

emphysema. The goal is to also develop a set of tools that will generalize to a much 

broader set of pulmonary diseases. 

While complicated methodologies have important roles to play in limited 

environments, ideally tools should be designed so as to have only the amount of 

complexity as is necessary so as to be broadly deployable and outputs which are 

minimally complex to interpret. To that end, one must start by fully characterizing new 

tools when they are developed in order to properly understand what they measure.  There 

is a need to first determine what is “normal” before one can describe changes that occur 

during disease.  Imaging provides an indispensible tool for non-invasively assessing the 

underlying structure and function of the human body, which is comprised of a wide range 

of materials and tissue types including blood, fat, muscle, bone, and in the lungs, a 

significant amount of air.  It can help us assess this diversity in composition and function, 

and can provide significant insight into the changes caused as a result of disease 

processes. 

The keystone discovery leading to MDCT used in this thesis was the discovery of 

X-ray itself in 1895 by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen (77).  The first radiograph created using 

X-rays was of the hand of Röntgen's wife's (Figure 9).  In 1901, Röntgen was awarded 

the first Nobel Prize in Physics for this important achievement.  Devices that generated 

X-rays were widely available for recreational purposes and were used outside the realm 

of medicine before the dangers of ionizing radiation was identified.  The technique of 

radiography works by using an X-ray tube containing an anode and cathode.  The high-

energy negatively cathode shoots a beam of electrons at very high speeds towards the 
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positively charged tungsten anode.  When the electrons collide with the anode, there is an 

upward shift in the energy level of an electron within the tungsten atoms.  When these 

electrons fall back to their natural state, high-energy photons are released.  It is these 

photons that are filtered and directed towards a detector, often a film-based camera, that 

produce the X-ray images. 

2.3.1 X-ray Computed Tomography 

Conventional X-ray projection is somewhat limited by problems of superposition 

of tissue regions.  By taking advantage of the computational power of computers, X-rays 

can be used to obtain three-dimensional images with a remarkable amount of detail. 

The principles of X-ray computed tomography (CT) involve the measurement of 

X-ray attenuation at multiple projection angles through object utilizing attenuation 

differences to identify material types.  Measuring attenuation from a single projection 

angle through an object would not yield sufficient information to distinguish the variable 

density of materials along the path of the single photon.  However, by combining 

information from multiple projection angles and solving a system of simultaneous 

equations, attenuation coefficients through heterogeneous structures can be determined.  

Algorithms that can perform these types of image reconstructions are critical to the 

successful implementation of CT.  The development of methods which lead to X-ray CT 

by Oldendorf (78) Cormick (79) and Hounsfield (80) lead to another Nobel Prize, this 

time in physiology and medicine in 1979.  

CT scanners have gone through a number of design iterations over the last 40 

years in order to obtain images more quickly while producing images with greater detail 

(Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12).  Early first-generation scanners used a “pencil-like” 

beam of X-rays that traveled across to a single detector on the opposite side of the object.  

Through a combination of translation and rotation, the source and detector were moved 

around the object in order to obtain projection data.  Second generation scanners also 
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employed translation and rotation methods, however instead of a “pencil-like” X-ray 

source, they projected a fan beam across multiple detectors to acquire data more quickly.  

Third generation scanners used wider-angle fan beams and a larger detector arrays in 

order to remove the need for translation.  Fourth generation scanners employ a ring of 

stationary detectors and utilize an X-ray source that rotates around the object.  Third 

generation scanners are currently the most common. 

Early generation scanners required lengthy acquisition times to image large 

portions of the body, likely a barrier to more common usage.  In an effort to shorten 

acquisition times, a variety of techniques were developed.  The most significant was the 

development of spiral acquisition CT scanning modes.  In spiral mode, the source is 

constantly spun around an object while the table moves through the detector ring.  

Initially, the number of times that an X-ray source could be rotated around an object had 

physical limitations that were related to the length of high-voltage cable providing power 

to the X-ray source.  This limitation made it necessary to stop the rotation of the X-ray 

source and switch directions increasing scan times significantly.  The advent of “slip-

ring” technology in late 1980’s allowed for unrestricted rotation of the X-ray source 

finally making spiral-scanning modes practical (81,82). 

Beyond the traditional 1st – 4th generation CT scanners two other types have been 

developed, though their use has primarily been for scientific study rather than widespread 

clinical usage.  These scanners are the Electron Beam CT (EBCT) scanner and the 

Dynamic Spatial Reconstructor (DSR) depicted in Figure 11 and Figure 12 respectively.  

Both scanners took new approaches to CT imaging diverging from the common idea of 

using a single X-ray source and associated detector setup.  Both scanners were designed 

to increase temporal resolution in an effort to more accurately capture function. 

The EBCT scanner incorporates a design based on sweeping an electron beam 

across a hemi-cylindrical anode target surrounding the patient.  As electrons strike the 

tungsten anode, X-rays are produced and transmitted through the object.  These X-rays 
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are then measured by a stationary array of solid-state detectors on the opposite side.  Scan 

times were approximately 50 to 100 msec when the high temporal resolution mode was 

used. Short scan times enable the acquisition of stop action images of the heart 

minimizing artifacts from cardiac motion on the lung parenchyma.  In addition, the short 

scan times can be sacrificed to provide a high spatial resolution mode.  EBCT scanners 

produced images similarly to those of fourth generation scanners, differing mainly in how 

X-rays are generated and directed at the subject.  These scanners are no longer in 

production. 

The DSR was developed in the early mid to late 1970’s with early prototypes pre-

dating commercial CT.  It was designed specifically for measuring function of the heart, 

lungs and the circulatory system (83-85).  The DSR’s unique design allowed it to capture 

a volume instead of just a singe slice with very high spatial and temporal resolution.  It 

represented a unique milestone in technology for dynamic volumetric physiologic 

imaging.  The DSR was able to capture images very quickly allowing for true stop action 

imaging of the heart and lungs.  A key limitation of the DSR in the mid to late 1970’s 

was the fact that computer technologies could not handle the computational requirements 

needed to reconstruct or analyze the image data fast enough to allow the system to be 

used for anything more than very basic physiologic research.  The DSR’s main 

distinction in terms of design was the use of multiple X-ray tubes; most modern 

generation CT systems use only one X-ray tube that spins around the subject.  Recent 

MDCT scanners have now incorporated two X-ray tubes for dual-energy imaging and for 

imaging at faster speeds.  Rotation speeds currently are on the order of one rotation per 

0.25 sec.  The DSR’s rotatable gantry was lined with multiple cone beam X-ray tubes and 

was paired with low-light-level high-contrast video cameras on the opposite sides of the 

gantry.  This allowed for the rapid acquisition of X-ray projection data from which 

multiple transverse cross sections could be reconstructed.  The subject was placed within 

the bore of the gantry inside a stationary radiolucent tunnel composed of 2-mm carbon 
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filament and positioned on a radiolucent table.  The system employed a number of then 

state-of-the-art technologies in order to handle the high data throughput created by so 

many X-ray tube-camera pairs (84). 

By utilizing the high temporal resolution of the DSR, the concept of indicator 

dilution was taken to a whole new level.  Instead of simply looking at pre- and post-

images, 60 images-per-second could be acquired enabling the assessment of regional 

time-series density change.  From this information, average flow in a vessel can be 

calculated and compared to its downstream branches.  One of the most exciting advances 

from the DSR was the ability to observe the spatial distribution of the dynamics of blood 

flow distribution at high-speed.  Even though 30 years have passed since the use of the 

DSR, today’s fastest scanners can only obtain images every 75 to 100 msec, 1/6 of the 

speed of the DSR in 1980.  In addition to blood flow, pulmonary ventilation was 

evaluated by examining the change in parenchymal density cause by lung expansion.  

High spatial-resolution density profiles were generated using the DSR in order to 

examine the of the distortion and redistribution of lung parenchyma at various states of 

inflation and postures (54). 

A substantial amount of effort has been invested in increasing the speed of CT 

scanners, improving image quality and spatial resolution, while at the same time 

minimizing patient risk.  As CT scanners have continued to evolve, advancements in 

volumetric coverage and temporal resolution have been achieved.  The latest scanners are 

able to either cover the majority of the lung in either one rotation or can lower scan 

apertures to ~75 msec.  Furthermore, new scanners are being developed that incorporate 

multiple X-ray tubes that can either be tuned to different photons energies to exploit 

attenuation differences between materials, or they can be set to the same energy level and 

further reduce acquisition times by reducing the degree of tube rotation necessary to 

acquire multiple angles of view. 
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MDCT scanners utilize the principles of X-ray attenuation to non-invasively 

determine the density of materials within the imaging field of view thereby allowing the 

characterization of the various material components that comprise the lung.  As the 

density of a material increases, the amount of X-ray photons blocked or absorbed also 

increases.  Using the Hounsfield unit (HU) scale for calibrating CT attenuation air 

becomes -1000 HU, water 0 HU, tissue ~60 HU and bone varies between 400 and 2000+ 

HU (80,86).  The HU scale between air and water is linear, therefore an increase in the 

amount of air in the lungs (decrease in tissue density) can be observed in a 

straightforward manner (86).  CT imaging is a widely available and routinely used 

imaging modality in the developed world for assessing lung structure in fine detail.  

Today’s modern MDCT scanners have significantly shorter acquisition times and lower 

radiation doses than previous versions and are frequently improved through 

enhancements in spatial and temporal resolution.  When these scanners are coupled with 

contrast agents, multiple X-ray sources and a variety of image gating techniques, MDCT 

scanners also become a powerful tool for assessing lung function in addition to its 

underlying structure. 

2.4 Functional MDCT 

2.4.1 Contrast Enhanced Imaging 

While MDCT scanners have become advanced significantly since their original 

development, their underlying principle remains the same: measuring X-ray attenuation 

to identify material composition.  Certain materials, known as contrast agents, can be 

used to temporarily alter the density of materials within the body and provide an avenue 

for of using density-based imaging techniques to measure function.  Since X-ray 

attenuation is principally defined by material density, functional MDCT contrast agents 

are materials that alter regional density.  One of the contrast agents currently available for 

examining ventilation is 131Xe gas (24,87,88).  While the radioactive isotope 133Xe was 
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used extensively to measure ventilation and perfusion using external scintillation 

detectors by following the emissions from 133Xe as it traveled through the pulmonary 

system (43,45,62,62,89-93), 131Xe alters the air space density as it replaces lighter 

resident gases.  In addition to xenon, there are a variety of other radio-dense contrast 

agents suitable for MDCT including krypton and iodine.  Other medical imaging 

technologies incorporate a wide variety of contrast agents to measure function.  

2.4.2 Wash-in xenon-CT 

The advent of higher resolution CT technologies in the late 1970’s / early 1980’s 

allowed researchers to exploit the higher radiodensity of 131Xe gas as compared to room 

air and use it as a contrast agent for wash-in (WI) and wash-out (WO) ventilation studies 

(94,95).  The density enhancement resulting from the inhalation of xenon gas depends on 

both the concentration of gas as well as the kilovolt (kVp) settings of the scanner.  Lower 

kVp settings yielding greater CT attenuations (~2.24 HU ↑ / %Xe @ 80 kV) (96,97).  

According to Kety, "The kinetics of an inert, insoluble gas such as xenon can be 

approximated in the lung by a continuous model” (93).  Therefore, if one assumes a 

constant input gas concentration and minimal diffusion of the gas through lung-blood 

barrier, the wash-in and clearance of alveoli can be exponentially characterized as shown 

in Figure 13.  By performing these studies at a constant lung volume, the ventilation rate 

constant K is directly proportional to V̇/V (volume-normalized ventilation). 

Using the WI-WO methods pioneered by Kety, Gur et al. performed a series of 

studies on anesthetized mechanically ventilated sheep using 131Xe-CT (95).  Subjects 

breathed in an 80% 131Xe mixture from closed circuit system for 2 to 6 minutes with 

images being acquired at 30 to 60 second intervals during WI.  Once equilibrated, the 

inspired gas source was changed to room air and scanning continued until the xenon gas 

completely washed out.  Each scan acquisition required 10 seconds to complete and 

yielded a 512 x 512 image using 10 mm collimation.  Care was taken to ensure that scan 
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acquisitions were performed during a consistent portion of the respiratory cycle in order 

to minimize lung inflation differences between scans.  In addition to utilizing the lung 

contour, preselected anatomic markers were used to verify positioning between scans.  

Lung volume control continues to be a challenge when using this method to assess 

regional ventilation in both human and animal models.  There have been substantial 

efforts to develop appropriate respiratory gating methods necessary to overcome this 

challenge (98-103).  These efforts include work performed in the thesis described in 

Chapter 4 (98).  Gur’s study was a significant leap in the assessment of ventilation on a 

regional level and provided important insights related to volume control, contrast agents 

and tissue characterization.   

Ideas presented by Gur created a strong foundation that has been built upon for 

the last 3 decades (24,26,27,97,104-110).  Some of the additional studies performed since 

Gur’s experiments include examining various details of the xenon-CT method including 

differences between WI and WO time constants as well as characterizing the effect of 

xenon absorption and reperfusion (105,111).  An example time intensity curve that is 

achieved using the xenon-CT method is presented in Figure 14.  Kreck et al. presented a 

variation to the Kety model that described four-compartment model for use in 131Xe-CT 

that attempted to address the inaccurate insolubility assumption in the single exponential 

model.  This model also has the added benefit of measuring V̇A and Q̇ simultaneously 

with CT.  By measuring the rise in density within a pulmonary artery resulting from the 

absorption of 131Xe gas, regional perfusion could be quantified (111).  Kreck asserted that 

the absorbed 131Xe during WI would circulate and re-evolve back into airspace altering 

WI measurements.  However, it has since been shown that a 4-compartment model is 

likely unnecessary since dissolved 131Xe does not readily escape back into airspaces and 

only minimally affects CT density in the lung (105).  Simon et al. used a Monte Carlo 

approach to test the repeatability and accuracy of the xenon-CT measurements and 

determined how small variations in the measurement would impact the overall result 
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(108).  Simon suggested that the WI-WO model would yield the most accurate results 

since coverage of the steep density change region would be the greatest (108).  This 

assertion would likely be the best approach if 131Xe did not alter the dynamics of flow, 

however findings by Chon et al. regarding the differences between WI and WO time 

constants indicate that a combined model should be considered with caution WI and WO 

techniques both have unique advantages.  WI studies require less xenon gas, which is 

very expensive and presents additional risks to the patient.  However, using only a WI 

methodology will create the possibility of not achieving inspired gas equilibrium in 

poorly ventilated regions, resulting in inaccurate measurements.  A WO approach is more 

sensitive at detecting regions with long time constants and also provides an index of gas 

volume through a comparison of equilibrium and baseline images.  However, the WO 

approach requires considerably more exposure to xenon gas.  Chon et al. demonstrated 

that 131Xe concentration was the most significant factor in the differences between WI 

and WO time constants, and is potentially explained by Raleigh-Taylor instabilities 

created by washing a heavier gas into a lighter gas and vice versa (25,112,113).  Studies 

using lower concentrations of xenon gas (30%) had greater similarity between WI and 

WO time constant values, however they suffered from increased noise.  Supplementation 

with 30% krypton yielded improved signal compared to 30% xenon alone and provides 

an alternative for situations when using >30% xenon is not feasible.  Xenon is known to 

have anesthetic properties in concentrations above 30% that result in disorientation.  This 

would be a considerable barrier when using the xenon-CT method to study spontaneously 

breathing human subjects (28,30,112,114). 

2.4.3 Dynamic ECG-Gated Perfusion-CT 

The measurement of pulmonary perfusion has been achieved to varying degrees 

of success using a variety of methods over the years; however, it has been limited to 

large-scale measurements typically on a lobar-basis or along rough axial gradients.  CT-
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based methodologies make it possible to observe of the distribution and heterogeneity of 

blood flow on a much finer scale, thus improving our understanding of blood flow 

changes on a local level in response to disease processes and medical interventions (115-

123). 

Hoffman et al. (124) utilized the high temporal and spatial resolution of the EBCT 

to create high resolutions maps of blood flow in the lung.  Using a combination of 

respiratory control and ECG gating, the entire lung volume could be acquired with high 

spatial resolution.  By making use of the fact that the volume of the lung is most easily 

and consistently held at FRC, they performed a series of image acquisitions during 

breath-hold maneuvers in order to capture the entire lung at the highest resolution 

possible.  Subjects inhaled to TLC, exhaled to RV, and then inspired to 50% VC using 

volume control techniques.  A portion of the lung volume would be scanned during each 

breath-hold.  Subjects would be permitted to take a few intervening breaths between 

scans before imaging resumed following the next breath-hold maneuver to 50% VC.  

Perfusion measurements were then obtained during an additional breath-hold in which 

iodinated contrast material was injected into the right ventricular outflow tract in a sharp 

2-second bolus.  Due to the rapid acquisition necessary to capture the first pass kinetics of 

the injection, the entire lung could not be simultaneously sampled.  Instead images were 

acquired in pairs as the electron beam swept across the tungsten anodes as a series of six 

8 mm cross sections spaced 4 mm apart.  ECG gating was used to ensure each image 

location was acquired during the same portion of the cardiac cycle.  Due to image storage 

limitations at the time, only 13 time points were sampled including 1 obtained pre-

injection to establish a baseline.  The region of lung scanned was required to include a 

cross section of the right and left main pulmonary arteries that were necessary to perform 

blood flow calculations described below. 

By adapting methods used for microsphere blood flow analysis and insights from 

Wolfkiel regarding the movement of a contrast bolus, a series of equations were 
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developed relating the flow from a feeding pulmonary artery into and out of a region of 

parenchymal tissue (118).  

 

 

 

Equation 5. Method for calculating regional blood flow by relating to a 

reference pulmonary artery.   

A = accumulated amount of indicator, C = concentration of indicator in and out 

F = flow in and out of the tissue, V = volume of parenchyma 

CT = Hounsfield units at the peak, base, and in the feeding artery 

 

 

Additionally, by utilizing the linear relationship between image intensity and 

material density they were able to determine the amount of contrast material present from 

the magnitude of the regional “time-intensity” curve.  Using these equations, 

parenchymal blood flow measurements can be determined by relating the results of a 

non-linear curve fit of the gamma-variate model applied to a series of time-intensity 

measurement taken in an area of lung parenchymal to a time-intensity curve derived from 

the feeding pulmonary artery (120).  In order to then express blood flow per gram of 
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parenchyma, they again utilized the linear nature of the Hounsfield unit scale to separate 

the “water” component into blood and parenchyma. 

Using those equations it was then possible to automate the process to create maps 

of blood flow for the entire imaged region.  In addition to raw blood flow and blood flow 

normalized to air and tissue, their technique enables them to measure regional tissue, 

blood and air contents, regional mean transit and arrival times, time to peak, peak 

opacification, area under the regional time-intensity curve and the associated chi square 

error value of the non-linear curve fit (120). 

During the analysis of data obtained using this technique, Won and Tajik 

observed a bimodal shape present within the regional time-intensity curves for regions of 

interest within lung parenchyma.  They hypothesized that instead of a bimodal flow 

profile within the capillary beds themselves, that flow within small arteries and veins in 

proximity to the capillary beds was also being measured resulting in partial volume 

artifacts due to the short acquisition times of the EBCT.  These partial volume effects 

influenced the shape of the time-intensity curves giving the false impression of a bimodal 

distribution within the capillary beds.  

 

 

 

Equation 6. Using the temporal and spatial resolution of EBCT it is possible to 

calculate residue curves of capillary bed blood flow using deconvolution. 

R = residue intensity, F-1 = inverse FFT 

Y = parenchymal curve, XPA = feeding pulmonary artery curve 
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To remove these artifacts, they implemented a refinement in their post-processing 

methods that utilized frequency domain information within the time-intensity curves to 

allow for the separation of the two curves.  Therefore MTTs could then be calculated for 

both small arteries and capillary beds separately (121,122).  Residue functions were 

obtained by using a series of deconvolution, algebraic manipulations, and reconvolution 

resulting in the following equation.   

After separation (Figure 15), a decrease in peak amplitude of the arterial residue 

curves was observed from dependent to nondependent lung regions of animals scanned in 

the supine posture.  However, residue peaks remained consistent across lung regions in 

the prone posture.  This finding is consistent with known lung physiology regarding 

fewer arterial regions present in the nondependent lung, which becomes less dense and 

more fully expanded in the supine posture (122).  Monte Carlo simulations were 

performed to determine the robustness of this method considering the inherent noise in 

CT imaging.  Simulation results support the conclusion that image noise does not factor 

heavily in the measurement of MTT using this method.  With the improved spatial 

resolution of CT-based methodologies these results have not been confirmed due to a 

lack of an appropriate gold standard in which to measure them against.  Experiments 

utilizing this technique in animals yielded measurements of MTTs on the same 

magnitude of those previously published using in-vivo microscopy.  Vertical gradients 

were observed in the supine posture, while measurements in the prone posture were flat 

(Figure 16). 

Similar studies conducted in both humans and dogs in the supine posture by 

Dakin et al. using EBCT highlighted differences in blood flow between the species (123).  

When normalized to water content, dogs demonstrated a characteristic linear vertical 

gradient in perfusion, while human subjects showed a relatively uniform flow profile.  

However, a modest vertical gradient was present in raw blood flow values, highlighting 

the importance that normalization methods play in our interpretation of physiology.  
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Additionally, while human subjects demonstrated a drop in blood flow in the most 

dependent lung regions (Zone 4), dogs did not despite additional compression of the 

dependent lung due to imaging at FRC in the dogs rather than TLC in humans.  These 

findings indicate that differences in pulmonary branching patterns likely play an 

important role in the distribution of blood flow. 

Until very recently MDCT scanners have been considerably slower than the DSR 

or EBCT scanners despite their higher spatial resolution.  The slower scan speeds prevent 

using the deconvolution methods for measuring capillary bed MTTs. However, newer 

scanners, especially those with multiple X-ray tubes, are rapidly decreasing scan times 

and will soon reach the speeds necessary to reintroduce these methodologies using 

MDCT. 

2.4.4 Multi-spectral Imaging 

Recent developments in multi-spectral imaging, particularly dual-source dual-

energy MDCT, enhance the ability of contrast agents in the pursuit of measuring function 

(125-130).  Second-generation dual-source CT scanners (Somatom Definition Flash: 

Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) contain two X-ray guns within the 

rotating gantry; primarily designed to increase temporal resolution by decreasing the 

extent of X-ray source rotation required to acquire a complete image acquisition (131-

133).  Fortunately, by having two X-ray guns with adjustable photon energy levels 

coupled with two sets of detector rows, the possibility of dual-energy scanning becomes 

feasible.  When set at different kVp, two reconstructed images are acquired, one from 

each X-ray tube, making it possible to perform image-based material decomposition; the 

process of identifying materials which have an X-ray attenuation shift from one photon 

energy to another (126,127,131,134).  The lungs consist primarily of air, blood and 

tissue, all of which have very consistent attenuation values over the range kVps available 

on commercial CT scanners.  However, certain contrast agents like xenon, krypton and 
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iodine have large attenuation shifts that can be exploited to enhance structural measures 

as well as measure function (112,135,136).  If a dual-energy CT (DECT) scan of the 

lungs is acquired following the administration of a contrast agent that reflects physiologic 

function, we will be able to extract the signal from that contrast agent using three-

material decomposition methods thus enabling the study of regional function. 

For example, the distribution of inhaled xenon or krypton gas can be measured, 

and depending on the method of delivery, it becomes possible to obtain information 

regarding regional ventilation or structure through DECT imaging (98,135,135,137-142).  

Similarly, when injected into the pulmonary vasculature, iodine can be extracted using 

DECT three-material decomposition to provide a measure of perfused blood volume, a 

potential surrogate for regional perfusion (127,143-150). 

2.5 Summary 

While we would all likely agree that Thomas Jefferson was correct in his 

assertion that “all men are created equal”, when one gets down to the details of the 

pulmonary vascular and airway trees, the branching structure, while similar, is possibly 

as individualized as the fingerprint.  As discussed in Chapter 1, it has recently been 

hypothesized that genetic differences in regional vascular response to, for instance 

inflammation, may serve as the basis for disease etiologies such as smoking associated 

susceptibility to emphysema in a subset of the population (14,24).  Pulmonary arteries 

have much thinner walls and are exposed to considerably lower perfusion pressures than 

their systemic counterparts.  Because of this, gravitational effects are fairly profound, 

with vessels considerably more dilated in the dependent vs. non-dependent lung (151-

153).  Under states of low oxygenation, pulmonary arteries constrict (hypoxic pulmonary 

vasoconstriction: HPV), thus shunting perfusion to better-ventilated lung regions. In the 

systemic circulation, if a tissue region is irritated, part of the natural inflammatory 

response is to dilate the vessels regionally to enhance perfusion so as to promote 
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resolution of whatever is causing irritation.  In the case of the lung, when there is a 

regional irritation, such as that caused by smoking, regional irritation can cause regional 

alveolar flooding, regional hypoxia and thus HPV unless a mechanism is in place to 

block that HPV response.  If HPV is not blocked and is in the non-dependent lung region 

(apex in the upright human) then gravity effects serving to reduce perfusion to the non-

dependent lung region and compounded by regional vascular constriction and the 

inflammatory processes serving to limit the effect of regional tissue irritation and 

subsequent reparative processes are confounded.  If a portion of the population were 

missing the ability to block HPV in the face of inflammation, this would provide an 

explanation for why smokers with emphysema show a predilection for the emphysema to 

concentrate in the apical lung regions.  Despite similarities amongst the normal never-

smoking population, there is expected to be heterogeneity of regional function.  It is thus 

important to define normal bounds of these newly developed imaging methodologies.  

Furthermore, if one is to track individuals between interventions or across time, one must 

establish methods to assure that the desired intervention is the principle driving force 

leading to the observed temporal changes, thus lung volume at the time of scanning is 

critical.  Finally, if one is to implement these imaging methods at multiple centers and 

within the context of a clinical imaging environment, the methods must be relatively 

simple to implement.  Thus, more rigorously correct imaging must serve as a gold 

standard against which to establish the suitability of simplified imaging approaches, such 

as is done by comparing methodologies using first pass kinetics for perfusion and wash-

in methods for ventilation to understand the simplified dual-energy approaches to 

assessing regional ventilation and perfusion based upon single volume scans.  

Thus, the remainder of this thesis is dedicated to the validation of tools for 

standardizing lung volumes, validating wash-in methods for assessing regional 

ventilation, translating the xenon-CT method for assessing regional ventilation to 

humans, establishing alternative single breath dual-energy methods for assessing regional 
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ventilation and identifying and validating single volume dual-energy methodologies for 

assessing regional perfusion.  
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Figure 1. The human airway tree begins with the trachea and splits following a 

bifurcating pattern down to the level of the alveoli.  Gas-exchange occurs from the 17th 

airway generation and beyond. 

Reproduced with permission Figure 1-4 from (32) 
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Figure 2. Fowler’s method of measuring anatomical dead space by identifying the 

volume at which the area above the curve is equal to the area below the curve on a plot of 

exhaled N2 versus expired volume, following a deep inspiration of 100% O2. 

Reproduced with permission Figure 2-6 from (32) 
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Figure 3. Typical vertical gradients in ventilation in normal subjects measured with 

radioactive gas scintigraphy. 

Reproduced Figure 5 from (60) 

 

Figure 4. Vertical gradients in blood flow as measured with radioactive gas 

scintigraphy. 

Reproduced Figure 4 from (60) 

364 J .  B. West 

blood flow produce the same pattern  as exercise. Pulmonary  hypertension 
not associated with an increase pulmonary blood flow results  in  a more even 
distribution  than  in  the normal lung. Diseases in which the pulmonary 

venous  pressure is moderately raised cause an even  distribution, while higher 
venous pressures may be associated with an inversion of the normal pattern of 
flow so that apical blood  flow exceeds basal flow. The  last  pattern is seen 
in some patients  with severe mitral  stenosis or left  ventricular failure. 

3.2. Ventilation 

Fig. 5 shows the normal  distribution of ventilation  in the  upright  human 
lung as found  by Bryan et  al. 1964. These workers have used three  separate 
techniques:  distribution of a single breath of xenon-133, rate of wash-in of 
the gas from a closed circuit, and  rate of wash-out of the isotope from alveolar 
gas following an intravenous  injection.  The  three  techniques were found 
to agree well in  normal  subjects. Measurements made using radioactive 
carbon dioxide agree well with  these but less weight should be attached  to  the 
carbon dioxide results because of the difficulty of making an accurate correction 
for the lung volume in  the field. However, it can be seen that ventilation  per 
unit of alveolar (or lung) volume decreases approximately  linearly  with 
distance up  the lung, just as does blood  flow, but  that  the  rate of change of 

ventilation is much less (about  one-third that of blood  flow). The  result 
is that alveoli near the  bottom of the lung  are overperfused in relation to their 
ventilation, whereas the reverse is true of alveoli in  the upper zone. For these 
measurements of ventilation,  inspiration  started from the end of a  normal 
expiration. 

Physiological variations of the normal  distribution of ventilation  have been 
reported  by Bryan et al. (1964). When the  subjects  lay supine, the difference 
in  ventilation between anatomical  upper  and lower zones was abolished. On 
exercise in  the  upright position, the difference between upper and lower  zones 

distance 

Fig. 5. Distribution of ventilation  in the upright  human lung. Data of Bryan 
et al. 1964. Means and  standard  errors.  Note  that  ventilation decreases 
up  to  the lung but  that  the  rate of change is much less than for blood flow 
(compare fig. 4). (Modified from the Journal of Applied Physiology). 
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available.  The desired specifications can be set  out simply. We require  a 
device which will accept the whole lung field, say 30 x 35 cm, with  a  resolution 
of about 1 cm. I n  order to keep the radiation dose to  a  reasonable level, the 
total  intrapulmonary  activity should not be more than  about 3 millicuries, 
and  the maximum  available  exposure time for the camera  is about 7 seconds. 
It will be a great  advance when it  becomes possible to place a patient  against 
a  camera and observe the distribution of blood  flow and  ventilation  in  the  lung 
just  as  the  structure of the lung  can now be  examined by fluoroscopy. 

3. Normal distribution of blood flow and ventilation 

3.1. Blood jiow 

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of blood  flow in the normal  upright  lung  as 
measured  in  a series of healthy  volunteers. It can  be seen that blood  flow 
decreases fairly  steadily  from the  bottom  to  the top, there being virtually  no 
flow at   the  apex.  These  results were obtained  with  radioactive  carbon dioxide 
(West  and Dollery 1960), and  the general pattern  has been confirmed with 
xenon (Bryan, Bentivoglio, Beerel, NacLeish,  Zidulka and  Bates 1964). This 
normal  distribution  is affected by change of posture and exercise. It has been 
shown that when the  subject lies supine,  apical blood flow increases until i t  is 
approximately the same as basal flow. Denison, Ernsting  and  Fryer (1964) 

have  measured the blood  flow distribution  in  three  subjects suspended by  their 
legs in  the  inverted position; t'hey  have shown that apical flow may be twice 

as high as the flow through the base under  these conditions. On mild exercise, 
apical blood flow increases faster  than  the basal flow so that  the distribution 
becomes more  uniform.  Pathology also effects the normal  distribution of 
blood flow. Left-to-right  intracardiac  shunts which increase the  pulmonary 

20 I 
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Fig. 4. Normal distribution of  blood flow in the upright human  lung as measured 
with radioactive carbon  dioxide  in 16 normal  volunteers.  Distance  up the 
lung is shown by the rib position in the mid-clavicular  line. Means and 
standard errors. Note the st'eady decrease  from the bottom to the  top of 
the lung; flow is almost  nil at the apex. (Modified  from the Journal of Applied 
Physiology.) 
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Figure 5. West zones of the lung based on alveolar and pulmonary pressures. 

Reproduced with permission from (32,62) 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Mock-up example distributions of V̇A, Q̇, and V̇A/Q̇ in a normal subject 

and one with COPD and emphysema.   
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Figure 7. Apollo (VIDA Diagnostics, Coralville, IA) is a pulmonary analysis 

software tool for assessing the airways and lung parenchymal in a MDCT scan. 

 

 

Figure 8. Illustration of lung volume terminology as typically used in discussions of 

lung physiology and medical imaging. 
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Figure 9. Radiograph of Röntgen's wife's hand in 1895 

Reproduced with permission from (77) 
 
 

 

Figure 10. General schematic diagrams of CT scanner generations 1-4. 

http://www.medcyclopaedia.com/library/topics/volume_i/c/ct_generation/ct_generation_fig1.aspx 
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Figure 11.  Diagram of the EBCT.  

http://www.medcyclopaedia.com/library/topics/volume_i/c/ct_generation/ct_generation_fig1.aspx 

 

 

 

Figure 12.  Diagram of the Dynamic Spatial Reconstructor. 

Reproduced Figure 6 from (83) 

312 PROCEEDINGS OF THE  IEEE, VOL. 71, NO. 3, MARCH 1983 

Videolope 
Recorder 

/---/ 
tfordcopy 

Fumcfionol Dolo 

Fig. 5. Diagram  of  overall D y ~ m i c  Spatial  Reconstructor  system, in- 
cluding  scanner at  left,  recording  and  computational  equipment in 
center,  and  multidimensional  display  and  analysis  devices at right. 
The  scanner is designed to hold 28 X-ray tubes  equally  spaced in a 
semicircle  and 28 sets  of  video  cameras  arranged in  the opposing 
semicircle  behind a curved  fluorescent  screen.  The  entire  gantry of 
X-ray  sources  and  video  image  detector  systems  rotates  continuously 
about  the  patient  table  at 15 r/min (1.5’ every 1/60 s). Any  portion 
of the  body  can be  scanned by appropriately  positioning  the  table. 
One complete  volume (up to 240 cross sections) can be  obtained 
from 28 views recorded  in 1/100 of a second  and  repeated 6 0  times/s. 
Special-purpose  hardware and  software  is designed t o  perform  recon- 
structions  of selected  single  cross  sections  on-line, and to provide 
efficient  off-line  calculations of all  dynamic  volume  images  generated 

can be displayed, as well as full 3-D representations  of  the  region 
in a DSR  scan. Multioriented  sections through  the  scanned  volumes 

scanned. (Reproduced  with permission from [ 22 1.) 

Fig. 6. Upper  panel:  Dynamic  Spatial Reconstructor  scanner assembly. 
The  entire  structure to the  left of the men is cantilevered from  the 
triangular base. Multiple  image  isocon TV cameras  and  corresponding 
X-ray sources  are  arranged  along a vertical  plane. Rotation  of  the 

in  proportion to the programmed duration  of  the scan. Lower  panel: 
cantilevered  section  increases the  number of  angles  of  view  per  scan 

human  subject lying on table  and  the  surrounding  gantry. (Repre 
Midline  longitudinal  section  of  the  scanner  shows  relationship  of 

duced  with  permission  from E.  L. Ritman, in Roc.  NATO  Advanced 
Study Irut Diagnostic Imaging in Medicine Meet (Carteverio, Italy, 
Oct. 11-23,  1981), in press.) 

t o  5 to   10 times  this level of radiation,  and may  receive up  to 

100 R if cine  imaging is used. 

Computational System and Procedures 

Fig.  7 is a  schematic  diagram of the  computer  hardware 

which  supports  the DSR system.  The X-ray video  images 

from  14 television  cameras  (presently  only  one-half  of the  28 

possible  cameras  are  installed)  are  continuously  recorded on 
high-performance customdesigned  stopaction video-discs for 
up to  20  total  seconds  during  a DSR scan.  (Typically,  several 
short  duration scans of  4-5 s each  are  recorded.)  The  instan- 
taneous angular  position of the  rotating  gantry,  the camera 

number  (which,  with  the  gantry  angle, is used to  calculate 
the angle of view),  and the X-ray exposure level (mA)  are 
recorded  in digital format as a  “header”  record on  the  fust 

few lines (nonvisible)  of  each 60/s video field for  each  camera. 

Under  computer  control,  the video fields are  replayed  one-at- 

a-time in  a  sequence  programmed to obtain  the desired  recon- 

structed images. The  header  record is read for  each field to  

provide information  required  by  the  reconstruction algorithm. 

Each  image is digitized  with an 8-bit (256 levels) A/D  converter 

which  operates  at  14 MHz  (i.e., 760 samples  over the visible 
portion of each  horizontal  video  line, so that sample  spacing 

is 0.28  mm),  and  which  corrects  for  the  time-base  instability 

of the  videodiscs  to  a precision  of f5 ns (to  within  6  percent 
of one sample  spacing).  Each entire video field can be digitized 
in real time  (1  /60 s) and  stored  in  a  special  highspeed  memory 

(data  transfer  rate  of  80  Mbytesls).  This  solid-state  memory 
can hold two million  samples, or  approximately 14 total fields 
of 240 lines X 600 samples  each.  (Each  video field contains 
two separate views of  120 lines each.) More  views can be 
digitized into  memory  at  any  one  time if the  total field is not 
t o  be  used. 

The  minicomputer  (ModComp CLASSIC)  reads in  the digi- 
tized views  via a  customdesigned high-speed interface  [26], 
and  performs the image reconstruction  task. An  array  pro- 
cessor  (Floating-Point  Systems  AP-120B)  attached to  the mini- 
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Figure 13.  Characteristic equation of an exponential wash-in. Cx = concentration of 

xenon in lungs at equilibrium; K = ventilation rate constant; Tmean = mean transit time 

 

 

Figure 14.  An example time intensity curve from a xenon wash-in.  D0 = baseline 

density; Df = equilibration density; Tau = time constant 
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points, registration error, and cardiogenic motion serving to shift lung
regions from time point to time point. This noise represents a statis-
tical component that is added to a deterministic model, which is then
analyzed statistically. To perform this MC simulation, the original
washin curve is obtained for a given ROI. A stochastic noise term ε,
modeled as a normally distributed variable with a mean of zero and
variance of !2 and where !2 is equal to the normalized SSR of the
curve fit, is added to the baseline density D0 at every point of an
idealized sampled time-attenuation curve to simulate the noise com-
ponent of the CT-derived Xe tracer curve.

D"t# ! "D0 " ε# " "Df # D0#$1 # exp% # "t # t0#&/'(

where t is time, Df is density after full equilibration with Xe, and ' is
the time constant for washin. This simulated “noisy” washin curve is
repeated n times, each with newly generated stochastic noise terms,
and each is curve fitted, generating n sets of fitted parameters. The
distribution of these parameters defines the variability of curve fit
results, which may occur, given the actual noise in the data.

Six ROIs (21 pixels ) 21 pixels) in one slice were chosen for each
sheep (3 ROIs each for left and right lungs), and the simulation
algorithm was applied to each ROI. To determine the numbers of
repetitions for this process needed to achieve a stable average mean
time constant, as shown in Fig. 3, ROIs using five different noise
levels (SSR: 20, 30, 60, 80, 100) were evaluated for 50–1,000
repetitions (27). As shown in Fig. 3, both the mean time constant and
SE remained unchanged after 500 repetitions for all noise levels.
Thus, in this study, we used 700 times iteration. The unbiasness of the
parameter estimates was confirmed by comparing the true value with
a statistical estimator obtained by calculating the mean * SD of three
estimators for 700 repeated simulations with three different levels of
noise and two nominal time constants when using both 55% Xe and
30% Xe (data not shown).

The MC simulation was used to define a CI for each time constant
of each of the six selected ROIs. The 95% CI is determined by the
time constant values at the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the ordered
results from the simulation. These CIs are conveniently expressed
analogous as the CV (CV*), corresponding to one-half of the 95%
CI/mean, to correct for differences in the means (33). Then increases
in the CV* reflect wider CIs for individual measurements and indicate
a loss of ability to detect regional differences.

Xe/Kr mixture. For analysis of Xe/Kr images, the mean density in
each ROI (9 pixels by 9 pixels) within the imaged lung field was
plotted as a function of time. The time points were fitted to the washin
exponential curve using a nonlinear least square curve-fitting proce-
dure. The magnitude of contrast enhancement caused by the 30%
Xe/30% Kr mixture was obtained by calculating the difference be-

tween the baseline (D0) and plateau (Df) of the fitted exponential
curves. The same process was applied to three different Xe gas image
data sets to measure the magnitude of the contrast enhancement. To
test the robustness or sensitivity to noise of the time constant with the
30% Xe/30% Kr mixture compared with that with Xe-only studies
(30, 40, and 55% [Xe]), the mean time constant and the CV* (half
95% CI/mean), obtained by MC simulation, were calculated (see
Fig. 7).

Repeatability of the Xe-CT technique. For the analysis of repeated
image data in both body postures in six animals, mean time
constants were calculated and compared between the two repeated
studies (see Fig. 10).

Statistical Analysis

Differences in means, CVs, half 95% CI/mean, and repeatability
were tested by Student’s paired t-test (two-tailed) with a significance
level of P + 0.05.

RESULTS

Figure 4 shows color maps of the time constants (s) and
specific ventilation (1/min) for 9 ) 9 pixel ROIs in both the
supine (left) and prone (right) positions. The time constant is
equal to the inverse of the local ventilation per unit volume
(specific ventilation). The longer the time constant (lower
specific ventilation), the more poorly the ROI is ventilated, and
vice versa. In the supine position, longer time constants were
located in the nondependent part of the lung, and shorter time
constants were located in dependent lung regions, indicating
that the lung was more ventilated in the dependent regions than
in the nondependent regions in this posture. However, in the
prone position, all of the time constants were evenly distrib-
uted, indicating that ventilation in the prone position was
relatively uniform. These ventral-dorsal relationships agree
well with those of previous studies (25) and provide a mini-
mum physiological relationship, which should remain present
in image data as [Xe] values are varied.

Plot of mean time constants vs. [Xe] for different body
positions is shown in Fig. 5. The mean time constants obtained
using 30, 40, and 55% Xe were not significantly different from
each other. While the mean time constants for the prone

Fig. 2. Curve-fitting example for Xe washin data. The density data were
obtained from 7 baseline (BL) and 33 washin breaths. The time constant for
washin (tau) is indicated. t, time; T0, arrival time; Df, density after full
equilibration with Xe; D0, baseline density.

Fig. 3. Washin time constant vs. number of repetitions in Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation at 5 levels of noise. Note that there is minimal change above 500
repetitions. Noise level is modeled as summed squared residual (SSR). Error
bar represents SE.
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Figure 15.  Separation of the capillary blood flow from neighboring arteries and veins. 

Reproduced figure 2 from (122) 

 

 

Figure 16.  Color maps of MTT in Prone (A) and Supine (B) postures.  A vertical 

gradient is clearly evident supine, while Prone values are highly uniform. 

Reproduced figure 7 from (122) 

at any given time). The MTT of the residue function (hence,
local microvascular bed) can then be calculated as follows (1)

MTT !
"R#t$dt

Rmax
(2)

where Rmax is the peak of the regional residue function.
Deconvolution method. We implemented two deconvolu-

tion methods [the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) and the
damped least squares (DLS) methods] to verify, through
cross validation, our result of deconvolution of the measured
pulmonary artery and regional parenchymal time-attenua-
tion curves. Before the two methods were applied, the input
(feeding pulmonary artery) curve data were made to be the
same length as the regional parenchymal (output) curve by
addition of zeroes at the end. The sampled gamma variate
functions were then deconvolved.

Using the FFT, convolution in the time domain of Eq. 1 is
represented simply by an algebraic relation in the frequency
domain. Thus Eq. 1 can be rewritten as follows

YROI(%) ! F&XPA#t$' * F&R#t$' ! XPA(%) * R(%) (3)

where % indicates angular frequency.
To obtain the regional residue function [R(%)] deconvolu-

tion, implemented in the frequency domain, is the quotient of
the transform of the measured regional time-attenuation
curve [YROI(%)] and the feeding pulmonary artery function
[XPA(%)]. The time domain regional residue function can be
obtained by applying the inverse FFT

R#t$ ! F " 1&R#%$' ! F " 1!YROI(%)
XPA(%) " (4)

where F{} and F(1{} denote the Fourier transform and the
inverse Fourier transform, respectively (20). R(t) can be de-
termined by taking the inverse FFT of the ratios of the
transforms of the arterial input and parenchymal output
curve, as shown in Eq. 4. We have found that deconvolution
of the feeding pulmonary artery and regional parenchymal
time-attenuation curves resulted in bimodal residue func-
tions consisting of an overlapping sharp, narrow peak and a
second, more dispersed peak (Fig. 2). To show the correctness
of a bimodal nature of the residue function, we applied an
algebraic DLS approach, which is the algorithm that simul-
taneously constructs a least squares solution to the discrete
form of Eq. 5 while damping the oscillations inherently
present in the algebraic solution (7, 22)

RROI#tj$ ! "
0

t

XPA(t " s)R#s$ds # )t*
i ! 0

j

XPA#tj " ti$R#ti$ (5)

Figure 2 shows that the DLS method produces the same
residue function, which contains an overlapping sharp, nar-
row peak and a second, more dispersed peak similar to the
FFT method. Reconvolving with the feeding pulmonary ar-
tery (input) yields the same curve as the original parenchy-
mal time-attenuation curve (output), yielding one further
piece of evidence that our deconvolution was correctly per-
formed (Fig. 3).

Separation of the residue function and calculation of con-
tamination. The sharp, narrow peak in the residue function
is likely due to partial volume sampling of small arteries with
microvascular content. Regional residue functions of samples
containing a visually apparent arterial vessel exhibit virtu-
ally only the unimodal prominent sharp, narrow peak. After
the regional arterial and microvascular curves had been
separated from the bimodal residue function (28), we ob-
served a decrease in the peak amplitude of the arterial
residue curve from dependent to nondependent lung regions
in supine, but not prone, animals (Fig. 4). In the supine
posture, this is consistent with known physiology, wherein
fewer arterial regions are expected in the nondependent
lung, since the lung is less dense and more fully inflated,
whereas lung inflation is more uniform in the prone posture.

By separating the bimodal residue functions obtained us-
ing deconvolution techniques into residue functions for the
arterial [Rart(t)] and microvascular [Rmic(t)] components, we

Fig. 1. Sample locations of feeding pul-
monary artery (input) and parenchy-
mal (output) regions of interest on
transverse plane in supine position (A)
and gamma variate-fitted input and
output curves corresponding to loca-
tions (B). Size of region of interest
(ROI) consists of 5 + 5 pixels, where a
pixel was 0.08 mm on a side. HU,
Hounsfield units.

Fig. 2. Residue functions obtained by using fast Fourier transform
(FFT) and damped least squares (DLS) deconvolution methods. The
2 residue functions are almost identical. Both residue functions have
a bimodal nature that consists of a first sharp, narrow peak and a
second more dispersed peak. AU, arbitrary units.
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the whole lung, suggesting that there is minimal ver-
tical gradient of microvascular MTT.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of air content (per-
cent air) in the supine and prone postures. The color

index ranged from 0% air (blue) to 80% air (red). In the
supine posture, the nondependent region is well ex-
panded compared with the less expanded dependent
lung region. This compares with the relatively uniform
expansion seen in the prone position. This correlates
well with previous CT observations (11) for which an
earlier dynamic volumetric scanning method was used.

For the data obtained from five dogs, Monte Carlo
simulation was performed to calculate the mean of the
regional microvascular MTTs by addition of a globally
or a locally calculated noise distribution (see APPENDIX)
to fitted original data. Figure 9 shows a regression
analysis of the original microvascular MTT against
microvascular MTTs derived from data contaminated
by local or global noise. The straight lines were fitted to
the original microvascular MTT vs. microvascular
MTT with local and global noise. The points on both
graphs were contributed from the data of 5 dogs, where
10 samples (ROIs) were chosen from each dog. The
slope of the original microvascular MTT and microvas-
cular MTT with local noise is close to 1 (0.99 ! 0.01,
R2 " 0.99). Similarly, the slope of the original micro-
vascular MTT and microvascular MTT with global
noise is close to 1 (0.96 ! 0.09, R2 " 0.99). The original
mean microvascular MTT of 4.27 s vs. microvascular
MTT with global noise of 4.20 ! 0.05 (SE) s (P " 0.86
by Student’s 2-tailed, paired t-test) and the original
microvascular MTT vs. microvascular MTT with local
noise of 4.23 ! 0.01 (SE) s (P " 0.79) were not signif-
icantly different. These results demonstrate that mea-
sured imaging-derived noise does not have significant
effects on the regional MTTs that are determined by
application of our deconvolution-based algorithm. In
addition, the means of standard errors of MTTs with
global noise and local noise of 0.05 and 0.01, respec-
tively, were small (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we refined our methods for calculating
MTT in small lung regions using fast CT with rapid
bolus injection of contrast agent. This technique allows

Fig. 6. Slopes of height vs. mean transit times (MTTs) using a linear
regression model in supine (A) and prone (B) postures. Symbols do
not represent data points; rather they are line labels. In the supine
posture, 8 animals show positive slopes; in the prone posture, 5
animals display negative or zero slopes and 2 outliers show positive
slopes. Slopes in the prone position are flatter than slopes in the
supine position.

Fig. 7. Distribution of microvascular
MTTs in prone (A) and supine (B) pos-
tures. Color index is shown at right: 0 s
(blue) to 8 s (red). In supine posture,
vertical gradient from dependent to
nondependent regions is apparent; in
prone posture, vertical gradient is so
small that distribution of MTTs is in-
distinguishable from uniform.
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CHAPTER 3: WASH-IN XENON-CT VALIDATION WITH 

FLUORESCENT MICROSPHERES 

 

3.1 Rationale 

A significant advantage of wash-in xenon-CT, and MDCT in general, is the 

ability to acquire information at a high-resolution enabling greater insight into small-

scale structure and function.  To validate wash-in xenon-CT measures of regional 

ventilation (rV̇A) the measures are compared, through a series of physiological 

manipulations, to inhaled fluorescent-labeled microspheres (FMS).  Injectable and 

aerosolized FMS have been used previously for the measurement of rV̇A and regional 

perfusion (rQ̇) (10,154,155) to investigate small scale heterogeneities, not detectable 

through the use of scintillation counting methods (43,46,60,156-158).  Functional maps 

created using FMS have a resolution on the order of ~1.9 cm3 which is a scale larger than 

that which we think is achievable via xenon-CT, but is the closest to a ‘gold-standard” as 

we have been able to identify.  The FMS mapping method measures rV̇A thru 

aerosolizing and inhaling microspheres of ~1.0-µm in diameter or injecting microspheres 

~15-µm in diameter intravenously to measure rQ̇.  Following microsphere delivery, the 

lung is extracted and fixed, systematically cut into pieces, and dissolved to measure the 

microsphere concentration within each piece.  Because xenon-CT assesses the lung in-

vivo while FMS methodology estimates in-vivo lung function through lung excision and 

air drying, an immediate difficulty comes both in the matching of in-vivo to ex-vivo 

anatomy and in selecting suitable normalization procedures since the lung, ex-vivo is 

exsanguinated and cleared of tissue fluids.  Accounting for these differences when cross-

correlating rV̇A measurements between the methods are addressed in the current work. 

To accomplish these comparisons, we match rV̇A measurements obtained in-vivo 

using wash-in xenon-CT with inhaled 1-µm fluorescent microsphere (FMS) rV̇A 
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measurements in swine.  By imaging the in-vivo lung and the ex-vivo states of the lung 

via CT, we are able to link the lung across the experimental protocol.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Animal Preparation 

The University of Iowa Animal Care and Use Committee approved all animal 

studies reported here.  Seven anesthetized, intubated, mechanically ventilated farm-raised 

swine were studied in the prone and supine postures using both inhaled FMS and wash-in 

xenon-CT. Half of the animals were studied first supine and then prone and the other half 

were studied in the reverse order.  Animals were of either gender and had a mean weight 

of 19.8 ± 1.0 kg (weight range, 18.6 to 21.8 kg).  Animals were pre-medicated with 

Ketamine (20 mg/kg) and Xylazine (2 mg/kg) intramuscularly, and anesthetized with 3-

5% isoflurane in oxygen by nose cone inhalation.  Once surgical depth of anesthesia was 

achieved, an 8.0-mm inner diameter cuffed endotracheal tube was placed through a 

tracheostomy and the animal was mechanically ventilated with the following ventilation 

settings: tidal volume of 10-14 mL/kg, rate of 10-20/min adjusted to achieve an end-tidal 

PCO2 of 30–40 mm Hg, and positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) of 7.5-cm H20.  

Carotid arterial and external jugular venous introducers were placed.  A 7-French pigtail 

catheter (Cook Inc, Bloomington, IN) was advanced into the right ventricle under 

hemodynamic and fluoroscopic control to enable MDCT rQ̇ measurements also 

performed during this study.  Following surgery, the animal was moved to the MDCT 

scanner suite.  Surgical plane of anesthesia was maintained with a continuous infusion of 

thiopental (20 mg/kg bolus followed by 20 mg/kg/hr) sufficient to prevent spontaneous 

respiratory effort was utilized for the duration of MDCT scanning and FMS 

administration.  Minute ventilation, rectal temperature, heart rate, ECG signal, arterial 

pressure, oxygen saturation, and airway pressures were monitored throughout the study. 
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3.2.2 MDCT and FMS Data Acquisition 

Imaging was performed on a Siemens Sensation 64 MDCT scanner (Siemens, 

Erlangen, Germany).  For each body posture (prone and supine), measurements occurred 

in the following sequence:  1) spiral non-contrast volumetric MDCT scans were obtained 

at two fixed lung volumes, TLC and FRC; 2) axial time-series end-expiratory gated 

wash-in xenon-CT scans were performed at two contiguous locations along the z-axis 

(cranial-caudal); 3) aerosolized FMS were administered.  The TLC and FRC volumetric 

scans were obtained during breath-holds at 25 and 7.5 cm H20 respectively.  Volumetric 

scans were performed with the following settings: 100 mA; 120 kV; 1mm pitch; 0.5 sec 

rotation time; 0.75mm slice thickness; 0.5 mm slice increment; 512 x 512 matrix; 240mm 

FOV; B31f reconstruction kernel.  Voxel dimensions were 0.47 x 0.47 x 0.50 mm.  Using 

the FRC volumetric scan as a guide, the two adjacent cranial-caudal 2.8-cm transverse 

axial slice stacks were selected such that the first slice of the first stack began just distal 

to the carina.  While not discussed further here, an additional series of images were 

acquired to assess regional perfusion via CT, and an additional set of fluorescent 

microspheres (of colors which did not overlap the colors used in the ventilation studies) 

were delivered to the pulmonary vasculature to tag regional perfusion. 

Respiratory end-expiratory-gated axial MDCT images were acquired prior to and 

during the delivery of radiodense xenon gas.  Radiodense xenon gas was introduced into 

the breathing circuit from a concentration-controlled reservoir (Enhancer 3000, 

Diversified Diagnostic Products, Houston, TX).  The reservoir was attached to a custom 

dual-Harvard piston-ventilator setup (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) that was 

specifically designed for external computer control, allowing for remote switching 

between room air and an oxygen-xenon mixture.  Delivered tidal volumes were matched 

between both ventilators using a calibrated pneumotachograph (model 3700A, Hans 

Rudolph, Kansas City, MO).  Each series included 10-baseline (room air) and 35-xenon 

wash-in (55% Xe, 45% O2) breaths. Ventilation imaging parameters were as follows: 150 
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mA; 80 kV; 0.33 sec rotation time; 512 x 512 matrix; 240mm FOV; and B30f 

reconstruction kernel.  Each imaged volume consisted of 12 slices, with a slice thickness 

of 2.4mm. Voxel dimensions were 0.47 x 0.47 x 2.4 mm. There was a 5-minute waiting 

period between scans of the two adjacent regions to allow clearance of xenon gas from 

the lungs.   

Immediately following imaging, 1.0-µm FMS (FluoSpheres, Molecular Probes, 

Eugene OR) were delivered over a period of 5 minutes via a bag-in-a-box ventilator with 

an aerosol generation system (155).  FMS color pairings for each animal were rotated 

among six possible color labels.  In one animal, in the supine posture, two FMS colors 

were delivered simultaneously to allow assessment of the repeatability of the microsphere 

counting used to assess rV̇A.  This was performed in the supine posture since there is a 

greater ventral-dorsal oriented ventilation difference and thus a greater range of rV̇A is 

present.  We have previously demonstrated repeatability of the wash-in xenon-CT 

measures (108,112) and thus did not repeat the measures here because of time and 

expense.  Once MDCT images and FMS delivery were completed, the animal’s body 

posture was changed (prone to supine or supine to prone) and MDCT imaging and FMS 

administration was repeated.  

Following the administration of the final pair of FMS labels and MDCT imaging, 

5,000 units of heparin, 45 mg of papaverine, and an additional bolus of 25 mg/kg of 

thiopental were injected intravenously to further anesthetize the animals, allowing the 

animal to be exsanguinated and flushed with a 2% Dextran solution prior to removal from 

the thorax and separation from the heart. After excision, the lungs were inflated to 25 cm 

H2O airway pressure while Super Glue (Super Glue Corp, Rancho Cucamonga, CA) was 

used to fix the lobes in their approximate in-vivo anatomic positions.  Once positioned, 

20-30 punctures of the pleura were made with a 20-gauge needle, and the lungs were air-

dried with heated air at 25 cm H2O pressure for 3 days.  The dried lungs were then coated 

with a ~1-cm thick layer of Kwik Foam (DAP Inc, Dayton OH), and encased in a block 
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of rapid setting urethane foam (2 lb. polyol and isocyanate, International Sales Corp., 

Seattle, WA).   Spiral non-contrast volumetric images with the same parameters as 

outlined for the in-vivo scans were performed on the dried lung specimens encased in 

foam blocks (Figure 17).  Keeping the foam block stationery on the table, the resultant 

MDCT-derived image data was used to identify the table location associated with the 

carina, and the scanner-positioning laser was used to mark a line around the foam block 

at this location. 

3.2.3 FMS Data Analysis 

Beginning at the level of the carina, identified from the MDCT-derived images, 

the lung block was cut into 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm x 1.2 cm (volume: 1.8-cm3) cubes using a 

rectilinear grid (Figure 18).  The spatial coordinates, weight, and lobe of each cut lung 

piece were recorded.  For any cube encompassing two different lobes, the smaller lobe 

portion was discarded.  Pieces were placed in a fixed volume of 2-ethoxyethyl acetate 

(Cellosolve, Aldrich Chemical, Milwaukee, WI) to extract the fluorescent labels.  Once 

extracted, the fluorescence signals were measured with a fluorescence spectrophotometer 

(Perkin-Elmer LS50B, Boston, MA), as described previously (12,159) with correction for 

spillover from adjacent colors in the emission spectrum using a matrix inversion program 

(160). 

3.2.4 MDCT Imaging Analysis 

Semi-automatic lung segmentation was performed using Pulmonary Analysis 

Software Suite (PASS) (161).  TLC and FRC volumetric scans were analyzed to obtain 

measures of total lung volume, air volume, non-air volume, mean and standard deviation 

of HU.  The Time Series Image Analysis (TSIA) software (112) incorporated into a 

module of PASS (161) was used to analyze wash-in xenon-CT datasets to determine rV̇A 

by fitting the data points to an exponential model (described in Chapter 2).  Voxels from 

the xenon-CT dataset were binned into 3 x 3 regions of interest (1.4 mm x 1.4 mm x 2.4 
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mm) resulting in regional data for a 4.7 mm3 volume of lung parenchyma.  Data were 

filtered to remove major airways and vessels using the following criteria:  40 – 90 percent 

air; mean squared residual < 500; specific ventilation < 7.5.  Data were also excluded if 

the non-linear curve-fitting algorithm could not achieve an appropriate fit.  Magnitude of 

xenon wash-in, percent air (%), time constant of the exponential fit (sec), regional 

ventilation (ml/min) and specific ventilation (1/sec) were determined for each ROI. 

3.2.5 Normalization Methods 

FMS rV̇A measurements were normalized by two methods.  First, the FMS per-

piece fluorescence is divided by the mean fluorescence to provide mean normalized 

measurements (FMS rV̇A MEAN).  In the second method, rV̇A was normalized by the 

product of the mean and weight of the lung piece.  This provided weight-normalized rV̇A 

measurements (FMS rV̇A WTNORM).   Pieces that predominantly included large 

conducting airway were excluded.  MDCT rV̇A measurements were normalized in a 

similar manner to the first FMS normalization method thus yielding mean normalized 

measurements (MDCT rV̇A MEAN). 

3.2.6 MDCT and FMS Data Registration 

To compare the datasets at the FMS piece size resolution, MDCT and FMS rV̇A 

datasets were registered to obtain coordinate-matched datasets (Figure 19) according the 

schematic shown in Figure 20.  Rigid alignment (translation and rotation only) of the in-

vivo xenon-CT datasets with the in-vivo FRC volume scans was performed using the 

normalized mutual information-based rigid registration algorithm in the AnalyzeTM 

software package (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN) for the supine and prone postures.  The 

initial phase of the time-series was extracted as the reference slab to be matched against 

the FRC volume.  Thresholding of the image intensities was performed to improve 

contrast, and the sampling region was limited to the lung boundaries.  To properly 

register the rV̇A FMS data to the in-vivo FRC coordinate system, a hybrid registration 
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involving rigid alignment using normalized mutual information and small-deformation 

inverse consistent linear elastic (SICLE) image registration (162) was performed on the 

air-dried ex-vivo and the in-vivo volume scans in the prone and supine postures.  The 

SICLE image registration method jointly estimates forward and reverse transformations 

between two images while minimizing the inverse consistency error (ICE).  ICE is 

defined as the difference between the starting and ending position of a point that is 

mapped through the forward transformation followed by the reverse transformation.  

Registration accuracy was quantified by comparing the positions of 10-12 user-selected 

landmark points placed at branch points of the airway tree in both the ex-vivo and in-vivo 

FRC volume scans and comparing their locations after registration of the ex-vivo 

landmarks to the in-vivo coordinate system.  Average registration error was calculated for 

each registration (prone and supine for each animal) by comparing the registration-

predicted positions to the user-determined positions. 

3.2.7 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (Windows 17.0, SPSS, Inc; 

Chicago, IL) and Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).  MDCT rV̇A values within each 

registered FMS block were averaged to obtain similar resolution levels (~1.9 cm3).  

Vertical gradients were assessed for each method utilizing data from supine and prone 

postures via a linear regression with rV̇A as a function of height (cm) of the in-vivo lung 

from the dependent to non-dependent lung border.  Slope and correlation coefficients 

were calculated.  Paired t-tests were performed to determine if significant differences in 

vertical gradient exist between the supine versus prone postures.  A p-value less than 0.05 

were considered significant.  Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated between the 

FMS and MDCT rV̇A measurements to quantify the similarity of the two methods at the 

scale of FMC piece size (~1.9 cm3) and by 0.25 cm vertical height sections. 
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3.3 Results 

rV̇A measurements determined using wash-in xenon-CT correlate well with the 

rV̇A FMS measurements.  Similar spatial and gravitational patterns are observed using 

both methods in the supine and prone postures (Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 24). 

Preliminary analysis of the data showed much better correlation of MDCT rV̇A 

measurements with mean + weight normalized FMS data compared to mean normalized 

FMS data.  As shown in Figure 25, FMS data utilizing mean + weight normalization 

yielded a statistically significant (p<0.05, paired samples student t-test) reduction in 

measurement noise when compared to mean normalized data as measured by the CV 

(Prone: FMS CV=0.54, FMS-WTNORM CV=0.41; Supine: FMS CV=0.64, FMS-

WTNORM CV=0.44) in the first three swine.  Because this agrees with previous findings 

that weight correlated measures correlate with other methods as well (10,119,155,163), 

the results presented here only include rV̇A comparisons between MDCT and weight-

normalized FMS data.  In one animal in the supine posture, FMS measurements were 

repeated to demonstrate reproducibility of the FMS technique for measuring rV̇A.  As 

seen in Figure 26, there is a strong agreement between the repeated FMS measurements 

(R2=0.996).  

FMS and MDCT rV̇A measurements were acquired in 6 of the 7 swine, due to a 

xenon delivery problem in 1 animal.  For 2 of the xenon-CT datasets only 1 location was 

scanned due to a scanner input error (animal 4 prone; animal 2 supine).  In addition, 1 set 

of measurements was excluded because problems with the air-drying process resulted in a 

poorly inflated and a non-uniformly dried lung (likely due to the presence of pre-existent 

pneumonia) that was not suitable for image registration or FMS analysis.  The remaining 

5 animals successfully underwent wash-in xenon-CT, FMS administration, and data 

processing.  Registration was performed for both prone and supine postures; rV̇A 

measurements were normalized and compared at FMS resolution (1.9 cm3) and by 

vertical height (0.25 cm).  This resulted in an average of 407 ± 93 FMS-sized ROIs per 
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data set along with 43 ± 4 vertical height sections.  Figure 19 shows representative 

transverse and coronal slices for wash-in xenon-CT and FMS rV̇A measurements at their 

native resolution. 

3.3.1 Registration Accuracy 

Image registration matched in-vivo MDCT rV̇A measurements to ex-vivo FMS 

rV̇A measurements with a fair amount of success in all five animals in both prone and 

supine postures. As seen in Figure 21, the transverse slice in the ex-vivo lung column, 

demonstrates that there were some bullae formed during the air drying process.  These 

cause some mismatches in the image registration process. Visually, the registered lung 

regions seemed better matched the in-vivo scan closer the central airway tree distal the 

carina and degraded in quality as one moved outward towards the periphery or basal 

sections of the lung.  The image registration utilized a segmentation mask of the right and 

left main bronchi that improved the results near the lung core.  3D surface renderings of 

the central airway tree pre (top row) and post (bottom row) image registration are shown 

in Figure 27 demonstrating good correspondence between airway tree segmentation 

masks from the in-vivo FRC (left column) and registered ex-vivo lung scans (right 

column).  Difference images pre and post registration are also shown (middle column).  

The effectiveness of image registration is further demonstrated by the values for 

landmark error from each registration summarized in Table 1.  The average landmark 

error was 2.6 ± 0.8 mm and 3.1 ± 1.0 mm for prone and supine position respectively. 

3.3.2 Volumetric Analysis 

The total lung volume and densitometry measurements were obtained for in-vivo 

FRC, in-vivo TLC, and ex-vivo dried lung data sets are summarized in Table 2.  The air-

dried lung was less dense (decreased mean lung density HU) and more homogenous 

(smaller SD) compared to the in-vivo lung volumes.  Figure 31 illustrates the similarity 

of the in-vivo and ex-vivo lungs by comparing a photograph of the ex-vivo air-dried 
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lungs (upper-left panel), a 3D volume rendering (upper-right panel), a rendering of 

vasculature tree and airway trees (lower-left panel), and 3D volume rendering with 

overlay of regional specific ventilation (bottom-right panel) obtained from the MDCT in-

vivo image data sets at FRC (PEEP of 7.5 cm H20) in the prone position.  Volumes of the 

air-dried lungs corresponded most closely to in-vivo lung volume measurements obtained 

from lungs at FRC levels of lung inflation rather than TLC as expected.  Lung volume 

measurements from the in-vivo and ex-vivo scans are compared further in Table 1.  Mean 

ex-vivo air-dried lung volumes were 112 ± 8% (range: 102 - 123%) and 107 ± 4% (range: 

101 - 112%) of the in-vivo FRC lung volumes in the prone and supine postures 

respectively.  Ex-vivo lung volumes were greater than in-vivo FRC lung volumes for all 

scans in both postures.  Lung volumes in 4 of the 5 lungs in the supine posture were 

greater than similar measurements prone, and matched more closely with ex-vivo lung 

volume measurements. 

3.3.3 CV of MDCT rV̇A and FMS rV̇A Measurements 

Mean CV measurements with SD error bars for supine and prone postures for 

each method are shown in Figure 30.  Coefficient of variation of rV̇A was higher in the 

FMS measurements and in the supine versus prone posture.  There were statistically 

significant differences between CV in the prone and supine postures in both methods 

(FMS p=0.22; MDCT p=0.009) as well as between FMS and MDCT in the prone and 

supine postures (Prone p=0.003; Supine p=0.001).  There is clear rV̇A heterogeneity 

present throughout the lung parenchyma; however, rV̇A was more homogenous when the 

pigs were placed in the prone posture.  

3.3.4 Correlation of MDCT and FMS rV̇A Measurements 

Mean and standard deviation of regional correlations at FMS piece size (1.9 cm3) 

and by lung height (per 0.25 cm) were obtained to compare the associations between 

FMS and MDCT rV̇A measurements and are summarized in Table 3.  For the 
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measurements by lung height, data was grouped the y coordinates into slabs 0.25 cm 

thick to 40-50 data points per position.  Individual correlations from the 5 animals are 

shown in Figure 28.  Correlations strengthened when the analyzed volume was increased 

from FMS piece size to the vertical slabs, likely because, despite our registration 

attempts, registration was not perfect and reduction to slabs minimizes mis-registration.  

The prone data from animal 3 did not correlate well between the two methods well and, if 

considered an outlier and removed from analysis, mean correlations improve and 

standard deviations decrease. We present data both ways. Correlations were stronger in 

the supine position compared with the prone position, as is expected.  It is well 

recognized that there is a stronger ventral-dorsal gradient in the supine posture and thus 

the wider range of rV̇A’s in the supine posture provide for a stronger correlation between 

the two methods.  

3.3.5 Comparison of Vertical Gradients 

A simple linear regression model was used to determine the functional gradient 

with lung height for each method.  The slope was determined for the lung region 

straddling the most non-dependent edge to maximal flow point, with a negative slope 

indicating a gradient or decrease in ventilation from dependent to non-dependent regions 

of the lung  (Figure 23).  The most dependent region of the lung (“zone 4” or atelectasis) 

was excluded from the linear regression calculations.  Mean slope with error bars 

representing standard deviation of the vertical gradients are shown in Figure 29.  Vertical 

gradients were higher in all cases in the supine versus prone posture.  The difference in 

vertical gradient between prone and supine postures using FMS was visually different but 

not statistically significant (p=0.06).  When MDCT was used, this difference was both 

visually different and statistically significant (p=0.03).  Vertical gradients accounted for 

21.3% and 25.1% of the variability in rV̇A measurements in the prone posture measured 

by FMS and MDCT respectively.  Similarly, vertical gradients accounted for 67.2% and 
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60.3% of the variability in rV̇A measurements in the supine posture measured by FMS 

and MDCT respectively.   

3.4 Discussion 

FMS and MDCT measurements of rV̇A correlated well at the scale of FMS piece 

size (~1.9-cm3) and further improve when lumped into vertical height sections.  FMS 

data is typically presented as a weight normalized number representing rV̇A as 

“ventilation per alveolus”.  Since FMS are delivered in-vivo, they should directly 

correspond to the in-vivo MDCT measurements.  Some variation and measurement error 

is expected as the FMS are measured ex-vivo and suffer from variability in air-dried 

inflation level, surface bleb (which can more-or-less be ignored) or internal bullae 

formation (less easy to ignore), and distortion of the lung positioning during the drying 

process and subsequent image registration (10,164). Because our goal was to validate 

small-scale xenon-CT measurements of rV̇A, the higher spatial resolution of FMS over 

other methods made it the best method for use in smaller-scale comparisons with MDCT.   

The FMS weight-normalization method yielded stronger correlations to all 

MDCT-based rV̇A measurements.  Weight-normalization takes into account the weight of 

the lung piece in order to account for piece size that should and does improve the 

correlation with in-vivo measurements.  The importance of weight-normalization 

becomes clear when examining FMS pieces on the edge of the lung.  While the high-

resolution of MDCT-based measurements limits partial volume effects, without 

accounting for FMS piece size at the edge of the lung, these regions might appear as low 

flow regions when in reality rV̇A is normal however the piece represents a much smaller 

chunk of lung parenchyma.  Published literature regarding FMS states that FMS 

measurements are obtained with alveoli uniformly expanded and the number of alveoli 

for a given piece of lung is proportional to the weight of the piece since the lungs were 

air-dried fully expanded at TLC (165,166).  When we compared our measurements of 
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lung volume from the ex-vivo dried lungs to the in-vivo FRC and TLC volumes, we 

observe that the volume of the ex-vivo lung more closely resembles an inflation level 

slightly larger than FRC, not TLC.  This is not surprising since, to promote drying, a 

series of holes were placed in the surface of the ex-vivo lung. At FRC, alveoli are not 

uniformly expanded.  Hoffman et al. demonstrated increasing gradients in lung density at 

lower lung volumes, with the greatest effect in the dependent lung regions (54).  If FMS 

rV̇A measurements are obtained at FRC, alveoli will not be uniformly expanded, resulting 

in lung expansion effects on rV̇A FMS measurements.  This may explain some of the 

incongruity of FMS and MDCT rV̇A measurements. 

Clear rV̇A heterogeneity was evident using both FMS and MDCT techniques, with 

ventilation being consistently more homogenous when the animals were in the prone 

posture.  CV of rV̇A was statistically significantly higher in the supine posture compared 

to the prone posture for both methods as well as statistically significantly higher using the 

FMS technique compared to MDCT.  CV measured by xenon-CT is lower than FMS in 

disagreement of previous studies that used lower resolution CT measurements without 

image registration techniques (163).  Increased CV in the FMS technique likely 

represents a reduced resolution of the FMS method at small-scales because of the large 

piece sizes.  This could also represent differences between the normalization factors used 

in-vivo vs. ex-vivo.  It has been presented that CV will predictably increase as the scale 

of measurements decreases; a fractal-based hypothesis suggests that heterogeneity will 

increase progressively as measurement resolution improves (167). 

Our comparison of FMS and wash-in xenon-CT rV̇A measurements demonstrated 

good agreement between the techniques. However, there are a number of factors that 

likely played a role in weakening the correlation.  First, technical reasons necessitated 

that FMS and MDCT-based measurements be sequential instead of simultaneous.  This 

resulted in a 10-minute window in which both sets of measurements were collected.  

While animals were hemodynamically stable during this window, subtle changes in rV̇A 
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were possible that would not be reflected by global measurements.  The higher-resolution 

MDCT measurements would be more adept at detecting these changes and might result in 

subtle variation when lumped together at FMS piece-size resolution.  Secondly, swine 

examined in this study were healthy and had a relatively narrow range of ventilation 

values.  Within such a small range, measurement errors would have a greater impact on 

the correlation.  This becomes evident when comparing the differences in correlation 

between the prone and supine postures.  Correlations were statistically significantly 

higher in the supine posture likely due to a wider range of values caused by the vertical 

gradient in lung expansion.  In the prone posture, lungs become more uniformly 

expanded and rV̇A heterogeneity decreases further narrowing the range of rV̇A values in 

which the two techniques were compared.  The correlation between FMS and MDCT-

based rV̇A measurements would likely improve if the range of rV̇A values were expanded 

by utilizing extreme tidal volumes or by inducing additional heterogeneity through a lung 

injury model. The most critical factor weakening the correlation between FMS and 

MDCT was the improper alignment of examined lung regions.  Both methods are 

performed in-vivo, however FMS measurements are obtained from the ex-vivo lung after 

their excision from the body and air-drying.  While image registration improved our 

ability to compare the methods on a regional basis, shortcomings within the registration 

process still prevent an exact region-to-region comparison. 

The registration process incorporated information regarding lung shape and the 

positioning of the central airway trees in order to match the in-vivo and ex-vivo images.  

Unfortunately, the air-drying process sometimes alters the anatomical shape, density and 

overall composition of the lungs compared to the in-vivo state.  Prior to air-drying, blood 

was removed from the lungs by flushing with a Dextran solution that evaporates during 

the air-drying process.  This results in an air-dried lung without any representation for the 

missing blood, thus yielding a less dense (lower HU value) and more homogenous 

(decreased SD) lung parenchyma compared to in-vivo.  This difference considerably 
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impairs the use of intensity-based registration metrics for image matching.  In addition, 

without the constraints provided by the thorax and the heart, differences in the overall 

shape of the lung during air-drying occurred despite our efforts to glue lobes together 

during air-drying to maximize the similarity between in-vivo to ex-vivo lobar 

relationships.  Mismatched geometries between in-vivo and ex-vivo lungs at the apical 

regions of the lung seemed to be greatest.  Lungs were hung vertically from the trachea 

causing an elongation compared to the recumbent, in-vivo posture.  Additionally, blebs 

formed in 3 out of the 5 lungs further distorting the lung shape at the major fissures.  The 

more that the ex-vivo lung shape and density differed from the in-vivo state the more 

difficult it was for image registration to achieve an exact transformation between the 

scans.  Even with all of the information incorporated into this sophisticated image 

registration algorithm, user-placed landmarks at airway-tree branch points demonstrated a 

mismatch on the order of 2-3 mm. Registration results worsened the closer a region was 

to the periphery or the base of the lungs. Even with the limitations with this registration 

scheme, we were able to demonstrate good correlation on a FMS piece size resolution of 

1.9 cm3 and by 0.25 cm vertical height between FMS weight-normalized and MDCT 

mean-normalized rV̇A measurements. 

With the wash-in xenon-CT method established and validated with FMS in 

Chapter 3 we can now shift our focus to translating this method from the animal 

laboratory to a clinical research setting.  For this translation to be successful we will need 

to tackle a number of issues related to scanning humans.  We address these issues in 

Chapters 4 through 6. 

In Chapter 4 we address the need to develop lung volume control techniques that 

will allow the wash-in xenon-CT method to be performed on awake spontaneously 

breathing human subjects rather that on anesthetized mechanically ventilated animals.  

Chapter 5 deals with image registration and image processing tools that were needed to 

handle variations that could not be solved with lung volume control alone.  Finally, in 
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Chapter 6, we begin to use the wash-in xenon-CT method in a cohort of normal never-

smokers and smokers.  We also address the confounding factor of increased noise 

compared to animal datasets and needed to implement improvements to generate more 

accurate non-linear curve fits.  We then compare normal never-smokers and smokers to 

gain insight in the difference in regional ventilation distribution and heterogeneity 

between the groups.  
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Figure 17.  Cross-section and 3D rendered views generated from MDCT scans of an 

example set of ex-vivo lungs encased in foam. 

 

Figure 18.  Photograph of the ex-vivo lung prior to being cut into 1.2x1.2x1.2 cubes 

for FMS count measurements. 
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Figure 19.  Resolution comparison of MDCT (left) and FMS (right) rV̇A 

measurements after image registration. 

 

Figure 20.  Schematic diagram of the ex-vivo to in-vivo image registration process. 
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Figure 21.  Schematic diagram of the image registration process. 
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Figure 22.  Plots of normalized ventilation as a function of distance from the 

dependent edge of the lung from a representative animal in the prone and supine postures. 
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Figure 23.  As expected, there is greater vertical gradient in regional ventilation 

present in the supine (right panel) versus prone (left panel) posture.  Plots from a 

representative animal in the prone and supine postures are shown above. 
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Figure 24.  To further match the data after image registration, the FMS piece size data 

was grouped by vertical height.  The above plots are from a representative animal in the 

supine posture showing the FMS piece size data (right panel) and the aggregated by 

height data (left panel). 
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Figure 25.  Preliminary analysis of our data demonstrated a considerable reduction in 

FMS measurement noise when mean + weight normalization was utilized.  
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Figure 26.  FMS measurements of rV̇A are highly repeatable, R2=0.996. 
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Figure 27.  An airway segmentation mask of the right and left main bronchi was used 

to improve registration results especially in the lung core.  A 3D surface rendering of the 

central airway tree from the in-vivo FRC scan (left column), the ex-vivo scan (right 

column), and a subtraction image (middle column) are shown pre (upper row) and post 

(bottom row) image registration. 
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Figure 28.  The plot shows Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the comparison 

between FMS and MDCT in the five animals in the prone and supine postures by FMS 

piece size and by vertical height.  Aggregating the data considerably improves the 

correlation between the methods. 
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Figure 29.  The slopes of the vertical gradient in rV̇A are comparable between the 

methods in both the prone and supine postures.  The vertical gradient is more extreme in 

the supine versus prone posture as expected with the gradient prone being close to zero.  

Values are the mean value from the 5 animals with the error bars indication ± SD. 
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Figure 30.  The coefficient of variation (CV) of rV̇A is higher in the FMS 

measurements and higher in the supine versus prone posture.  Values are the mean value 

from the 5 animals with the error bars indication ± SD. 
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Figure 31.  Digital photo of air-dried lungs (upper-left panel), 3D volume rendering of 

the lungs (upper-right panel), vasculature tree and airway tree obtained from the 

volumetric spiral MDCT in-vivo image data set at FRC (PEEP of 7.5 cm H20) in the 

prone position (lower-left panel), and 3D volume rendering of the lungs with overlay of 

regional specific ventilation (bottom-right panel).  
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Supine Prone 

 

Ex-Vivo     
Lung 

Volume 

FRC        
Lung 

Volume 

Ex-Vivo / 
FRC Supine 

Landmark 
Error, mm 

FRC        
Lung 

Volume 

Ex-Vivo / 
FRC Prone 

Landmark 
Error, mm 

Animal 1 1061 946 112% 1.8 ± 1.3 865 123% 2.2 ± 2.8 

Animal 2 1072 1011 106% 2.4 ± 1.2 1047 102% 1.8 ± 0.9 

Animal 3 1051 1044 110% 3.0 ± 1.5 933 113% 2.2 ± 1.1 

Animal 4 1033 938 101% 3.7 ± 5.2 890 116% 3.9 ± 3.4 

Animal 5 943 876 108% 4.5 ± 6.3 864 109% 2.7 ± 3.9 

Mean 1032 ± 52 963 ± 66 107 ± 4% 3.1 ± 1.0 920 ± 77 112 ± 8% 2.6 ± 0.8 

Table 1.  An analysis of lung volume comparing the registered ex-vivo dataset with 

the in-vivo dataset accompanied by a quantification of registration accuracy from 10-12 

landmark points in both the supine and prone postures. Error measurements from user-

determined landmark points are reported as mean ± SD.  Lung volume measurements are 

reported in units of cm3. 
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 PEEP 
(cm H20) 

Mean Lung 
Density 

(HU) 

SD Lung 
Density 

(HU) 
Total Volume 

(cm3) 

In-Vivo FRC 7.5 -639.6 ± 18.8 148.3 ± 15.0 919.7 ± 76.7 

In-Vivo TLC 25.0 -754.9 ± 21.0 146.0 ± 7.2 1312.7 ± 108.3 

Ex-Vivo Air-Dried n/a -956.6 ± 6.6 46.3 ± 15.3 1032.3 ± 51.9 

Table 2.  Lung volume and densitometry measurements from the in-vivo prone 

FRC, in-vivo prone TLC and ex-vivo air-dried lungs. 
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Prone by 
Piece 

Prone By 
Height 

Supine by 
Piece 

Supine by 
Height 

All Animals 0.31 ± 0.16 0.39 ± 0.23 0.57 ± 0.12 0.80 ± 0.09 

Excluding Animal 3 0.38 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.08 0.57 ± 0.14 0.78 ± 0.07 

Table 3.  Mean ± SD of Pearson correlation coefficients for the comparison between 

FMS and MDCT rV̇A measurements at FMS piece size and by vertical height in the prone 

and supine postures.  
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEMS FOR LUNG VOLUME STANDARDIZATION 

DURING STATIC AND DYNAMIC MDCT-BASED QUANTITATIVE 

ASSESSMENT OF PULMONARY STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION 

4.1 Introduction 

Multidetector-row Computed Tomography (MDCT) has emerged as a tool for 

quantitation of parenchymal destruction, air trapping and airway remodeling in chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma (16-23).  Critical to the accuracy and 

interpretability of these metrics is the assurance that the lungs are scanned during a 

breath-hold at a standardized volume (168). Methods have been reported in which 

correction factors are proposed for inconsistent lung volumes (169,170).  However, there 

is no replacement for accurate control of lung volume at the time of scanning. 

In addition to structural-based measurements, wash-in xenon-CT enables the 

measurement of regional ventilation by utilizing the increase in measured density of a 

region of interest caused by the wash-in of radiodense xenon gas.  This method has 

proved reliable in animal studies (24-27), and because the animals were anesthetized the 

anesthetic properties of xenon were not a problem (29,30).  Animals were mechanically 

ventilated thus it was very straightforward to scan at a repeatable set of respiratory pauses 

as xenon gas was washed into and out of the lungs.  The goal for measuring ventilation in 

humans is to capture the dynamic nature of ventilation in awake, free-breathing subjects.  

This therefore necessitates the use of a lower concentration of xenon gas and identifying 

repeatable pause points in sequential respiratory cycles when axial scans can be acquired.  

Currently a 30% xenon / 70% oxygen mixture is used for safety purposes, though a 

mixture which also includes krypton would be preferred (109).  However, the 

introduction of gases of varying densities complicates the tracking of gas flow at the 

mouth with standard respiratory gas flow meters.  With the emergence of dual-energy 

computed tomography methods for single breath xenon-based assessment of regional 
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lung function have been reported (138,139).  However, there have been no reports 

validating these single breath techniques against a method that assesses true regional 

ventilation.  The dynamic volume control approach we present here provides for such a 

comparator. 

To yield an accurate measure of regional ventilation the dynamic wash-in xenon-

CT method requires subjects to precisely achieve the same end-expiratory lung volume 

repeatedly over multiple breaths. When asked to maintain a consistent end-expiratory 

lung volume most subjects have modest difficulty even when they are being monitored 

and coached.  Additionally, the slight anesthetic effect of xenon, even at 30%, represents 

an extra hurdle to overcome.  

Many methods for lung volume control have been tried including belt systems and 

pressure drop pneumotachometers (76,103,171-173), each with varying degrees of 

success.  When monitoring changes in the rib cage to estimate changes in lung volume, it 

has been shown that one must take into account shifts between rib cage and diaphragm 

breathing (174,175). 

Devices for measuring in-line air movement suitable for use in conjunction with 

CT scanning include pressure-drop pneumotachometers, hot-wire anemometers, 

ultrasonic transducers, and turbine-based flow meters (176).  Pressure-drop 

pneumotachometers are widely used (Figure 32), however they suffer from a number of 

drawbacks stemming from difficulties in calibration.  A volumetric flow rate signal is 

generated from the pressure drop across the permeable screen; this signal is then 

integrated to determine volume.  Minor errors in zeroing may cause volume creep over 

time.  The devices are linear under a specific set of calibrated conditions; changes in 

humidity, temperature, or gas composition will cause invalid measurements.  Since the 

eventual goal is to create a system suitable for lung volume control during both static 

breath-hold imaging and dynamic wash-in multi-breath xenon-CT scans, it was decided 

that an alternative to a pressure-drop pneumotachometer was required.   
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We present here solutions for lung volume control to facilitate:  1) static breath-

holds and 2) intermittent breath-holds within a multi-breath imaging sequence in which 

gas density varies on expiration. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

In order to achieve both types of lung volume control two systems were developed 

and tested. 

4.2.1 Breath-hold Lung Volume Control 

Turbine-Based Breath-hold System Design 

The lung volume control system, comprised of a mouthpiece, filter, turbine-based 

airflow measurement device, balloon occlusion valve and integrated software control, is 

calibrated via a slow vital capacity (SVC) maneuver with a display visible to the system 

operator for coaching and control purposes (Figure 33-A).  The primary component in the 

system is the VMM-400, a turbine-based flow meter (Interface USA, Laguna Niguel, 

CA) (Figure 33-B).  The turbine relies on the rotation of an extremely low friction 

impeller spinning due to air movement.  One rotation of the impeller indicates a specific 

volume passing through the circuit. This volume depends on the size of the chosen insert 

used; in this case the small turbine was used to obtain the highest volume resolution (0.5 

mL increments).  To assist subjects during breath-hold procedures, an inflatable balloon-

type 2-way shutoff valve (9430 series, Hans Rudolph, Shawnee, KS) is placed between 

the turbine and the system’s end; the valve is controlled remotely (Figure 33-C).  It can 

be set to automatically inflate as the subject approaches a particular lung volume or can 

be manually inflated by the operator in the control room with a click of a button.  The 

balloon is inflated with helium rather than compressed room air to achieve the minimum 

response time.  As this is a pressure-inflated balloon valve, it is meant as an assist to 

timing and comfort of the patient, but in the case of an emergency the balloon can be 
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overwhelmed by a forceful effort from the patient.  Reusable, sterilizable mouthpieces are 

connected to single use bacterial viral filters, placed between the patient and the turbine.  

To comfortably position the breathing circuit during the scan, a clamp holds the circuit 

above the patient using an articulating locking arm (CIVCO, Kalona, IA).   

To combine the components into an easy to use device, a custom computer 

control system was developed in the LabVIEW 8.0 platform (National Instruments, 

Austin, TX) (Figure 34).  The system utilizes a data acquisition board to capture the 

digital counter signal from the turbine and an on/off signal signifying X-ray on while also 

outputting a signal to trigger the solenoid valve controlling balloon inflation.  The 

procedure for acquiring a volume controlled scan involves a series of system calibrations 

and breathing maneuvers directed by the system operator (Figure 35). 

Turbine-Based Breath-hold System Calibration and Testing 

Initially, the system was calibrated with and validated by use of a 3-L calibration 

syringe (Model 5530: Hans Rudolf, Kansas City, MO).  A wide range of volumes and 

flow rates were delivered through the system using the super syringe to check accuracy 

and reliability over the typical respiratory range.   

A large animal piston ventilator (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, Massachusetts) 

was used to test the system for cyclical repeatability.  The large animal piston ventilator 

is a fixed volume delivery system, which delivers the same stroke volume every time.  

This consistency makes it more suitable for testing purposes rather than more modern 

pressure-based ventilators that have a wide tolerance in delivered volume per breath.  The 

inlet and outlets of the ventilator were connected to the system to simulate inhalation and 

exhalation in a complete circuit mimicking typical tidal breathing.   

Following system validation tests, the volume controller was tested as part of an 

ongoing MDCT repeatability study using a 37-subject subset (16 Males / 21 Females, 21 

Normal Never-smokers, 16 Normal Smokers; Age (years): min=20, max=64, median=27; 
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BMI: min=18.5, max=32.0, median=23.4). The Institutional Review Board approved this 

study, and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before they entered 

the study. Study inclusion criteria were “never smokers” (with a total smoking history of 

less than 1 pack-year, NS) and smokers currently smoking one pack per day. Exclusion 

criteria were known heart disease, kidney disease, diabetes, presence of metal in the lung 

field, pregnancy, an X-ray/CT scan in the past 12 months, and a body mass index over 

32. NS with clinically important pathology detected on MDCT were excluded, as were 

smokers with significant lung disease other than emphysema. The baseline dyspnea index 

was determined (177). Prebronchodilator spirometry including DLCO measurements 

were performed via a V6200 Body Box (Sensor Medics) or an OWL body 

plethysmograph (Ferraris Respiratory), verified for equivalency. Spirometry quality 

followed the American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory Society guidelines 

(178). 

Subjects received three volume-controlled spiral lung scans acquired during 

breath-holds at either total lung capacity (TLC) or functional residual capacity (FRC: 

designated as 20% vital capacity) measured by the volume controller.  All subjects 

received at least one TLC and FRC scan after which they were assisted off the scanner 

table and permitted to walk around the room before being repositioned on the scanner for 

the third scan randomized to either TLC or FRC.  Volumetric MDCT scan times were 

less than 10 seconds with a z-coverage of 22–30 cm, adjusted to capture the full apical-

basal extent of the lung. Voxels were near isotropic at 0.61 mm × 0.61 mm × 0.5 mm. 

The following imaging protocol was used with our 64-slice MDCT scanner: 100 mAs, 

120 kV, 1 mm pitch, 512 × 512 matrix, and B35f reconstruction kernel.  Lung 

segmentation was performed on the scans using the software program PW2 (VIDA 

Diagnostics, Iowa City, Iowa) to assess the total CT-measured air volume within the 

lungs in each of the three scans.  CT-measured air volumes from the repeated scans were 

compared using linear regression and Bland-Altman plots.  The CT-measured air volume 
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difference (CTVD) between repeated scans (i.e. CT-measured air volume from TLC scan 

2 minus TLC scan 1) was calculated and compared to the analogous air volume 

difference recorded from the volume controller (VCVD) using linear regression, Bland-

Altman plots, and Pearson correlation (statistical significance assessed for P < 

0.05).  Additional dependent variables of height, weight, age, sex, inflation level (FRC or 

TLC), smoker status, CT technician and volume controller operator were included in the 

linear regression model.  Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS 

Version 19: IBM, Armonk, New York).   

4.2.2 Dynamic Lung Volume Control 

To achieve dynamic lung volume control that permits intermittent breath-holds 

for image acquisition, an enhanced version of the turbine-based breath-hold system was 

developed and tested.  As seen in the results, this solution was inadequate and 

necessitated the development of an additional system better suited to dynamic lung 

volume control that incorporated a dual rolling-seal piston design.   

Turbine-based Dynamic System Design 

The turbine-based system for lung volume control during static breath-hold was 

enhanced to facilitate lung volume control during dynamic imaging (Figure 36).  A 

pneumatic 3-way valve (8500 series: Hans Rudolph, Shawnee, KS) with a pre-filled bag 

of 30% Xe / 70% O2 attached to one side was positioned at the end of the circuit to 

control the inspired gas composition.  Additionally two giant one-way valves (5800 

series: Hans Rudolph, Shawnee, KS) were added to control the direction of gas 

movement and prevent rebreathing from the circuit aiming to achieve a consistent 

inspired gas composition between breaths.  Finally, an LCD screen with readout of 

respiratory rate and lung volume was positioned above the subject’s head to allow them 

to monitor and adjust their depth of breathing.  The principle of the system was that 
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subjects could monitor their lung volume on a breath-by-breath basis and adjust as 

needed. 

Dual Piston-Based Dynamic System Design 

To lessen the responsibility of the subjects to synchronize respiration and depth of 

breathing to a feedback system, a second type of system was designed specifically to 

control the volume of air inspired and expired on a breath-by-breath basis (Figure 37).   

The main idea of the system was to employ a dual-piston reservoir design that 

would separate the control of inspiration from expiration.  To rapidly test the design 

concept for feasibility, two commercial rolling-seal spirometers (S700: SensorMedics / 

Viasys / CareFusion, Yorba Linda, CA) were acquired and adapted for use as fixed 

volume reservoirs.  External solenoid valves (bottom-left panel, Figure 37) and micro-

switches placed on the end of the piston’s shaft (middle panel, Figure 37) to facilitate 

system operation and allow for the detection of full and empty states using a custom 

designed LabVIEW control VI.  The positioning of the micro-switches could be adjusted 

to change the volume of the spirometers.  The spirometers were designed to facilitate 

pulmonary function testing which required the measurement of large changes in volume 

in a short period of time.  In order to perform that function efficiently, the spirometers 

were designed with a large cross-sectional area piston.  As we were using them to control 

tidal breathing, the large piston cross-sectional area necessary for PFTs became a 

drawback as a small change in the positioning of the micro-switches led to large changes 

in reservoir volume.  Initial testing of this design concept gave us confidence in this 

approach for dynamic lung volume control therefore we moved the process forward in 

order to develop a fully custom solution that would alleviate the limitations in this initial 

design (Figure 38). 

The pistons in the final design, fabricated from Plexiglas, each employ a dual 

rolling-seal design to ensure a smooth low-resistance chamber.  Each piston has a linear 
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variable differential transformer (LD620 Series: Omega, Stamford, CT) attached to the 

piston to measure piston displacement.  A system of solenoid valves controls input gas 

and vacuum sources.  Pneumatic shutter and three-way valves (4200 series & 8500 series: 

Hans Rudolph, Shawnee, KS) coupled with giant one-way valves (5800 series: Hans 

Rudolph, Shawnee, KS) coordinate the breathing cycle through a LabVIEW based 

computer control system.  Initial tidal volume settings are estimated based on patient size 

and prior pulmonary function tests and can be easily adjusted by the system operator 

during a brief training session with each subject.  Subjects begin with a series of deep 

inspirations used for lung recruitment followed by coaching to their FRC lung volume at 

which point they are asked to place the mouthpiece in their mouth so the system can 

assert control over their breathing cycle.  As the subject begins to inhale, the expiratory 

reservoir is evacuated by the vacuum source.  Once the pre-set tidal volume is fully 

inhaled the system closes the mouth shutter and switches the 3-way value to permit 

exhalation while beginning to refill the inhalation reservoir from the appropriate gas 

source.  Typically, the initial three breaths consist of room air followed by 17 breaths of a 

xenon-oxygen mixture (30% Xe, 70% O2).  Once exhalation is complete the three-way 

valve switches back to the inspiratory reservoir closing the respiratory circuit.  At this 

point the scanner is triggered and images are acquired.  Once complete the mouth shutter 

opens to allow the inspiration process to begin again. 

Dynamic Systems Calibration and Testing 

Both dynamic systems were validated with the 3-L calibration syringe (Model 

5530: Hans Rudolf, Kansas City, MO) using a variety of tidal volumes and respiratory 

rates. 

Following calibration and testing, the dynamic lung volume controllers were 

utilized to facilitate the wash-in xenon-CT method to obtain regional ventilation 

measurements as part of an ongoing effort to establish a normative lung atlas.  This effort 
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included a 6-subject subset (1 Male / 5 Females, 4 Normal Never-Smokers, 2 Normal 

Smokers; Age (years): min=21, max=44, median=24; BMI: min=18.8, max=31.4, 

median=26.7) using the turbine-based dynamic system, and a 41-subject subset (20 Males 

/ 21 Females, 34 Normal Never-smokers, 7 Normal Smokers; Age (years): min=20, 

max=73, median=30; BMI: min=19.6, max=32.7, median=25.3) using the dual piston-

based system.  The Institutional Review Board approved this study, and written informed 

consent was obtained from all subjects before they entered the study. Study inclusion 

criteria were the same as the described earlier for the MDCT repeatability study.   

Subjects received a dynamic volume-controlled axial lung scan consisting of 20 

time points scanned during brief end-expiratory breath-holds at FRC.  Scan times varied 

between 1 to 3 minutes, dependent on subject specific respiratory rates, with a z-coverage 

of 3 cm positioned between the carina and the diaphragm.  Voxel sizes were around 0.61 

mm × 0.61 mm × 1.2 mm depending on field of view.  The following imaging protocol 

was used with our 64-slice MDCT scanner: 150 mAs, 80 kV, 0.375 sec rotation time, 512 

× 512 matrix, and B35f reconstruction kernel.  The density change over time in each lung 

parenchymal voxel in the series was determined and fit to an exponential model, the time 

constant of which is equal to the inverse of the voxel-specific ventilation, as previously 

described (179).  Lung segmentation and regional ventilation analysis was performed on 

the scans using Pulmonary Analysis Software Suite (PASS) (161).  The Institutional 

Review Board approved all studies reported here. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Turbine-Based Breath-hold System 

The system accurately controlled lung volume for 32 out of 37 subjects that 

complied with coaching procedures.  5 subjects were excluded from evaluation because 

of protocol deviations including an inadequate seal around the mouthpiece, or not 

following coaching procedures.  The difference of VCVD subtracted from CTVD 
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normalized to represent a percentage of CT measured air volume was 0.7 ± 2.85%. The 

difference between VCVD from CTVD likely represents non-compliance of the subject 

in one form or another, including loss of air around the mouthpiece.  This measure of 

“non-compliance” was not explained by height, weight, age, gender, smoking status, lung 

capacity, CT technician or volume controller operator as demonstrated in Error! 

Reference source not found.. As shown in Figure 39, the relationship of CT measured air 

volume between repeated scans was examined; for all scans together (top panel) there 

was a linear relationship with a slope=0.9953, R-squared=0.99797; for TLC alone 

(middle panel), a slope=1.0252, R-squared=0.99391; for FRC alone (bottom panel), a 

slope=0.9664, R-squared=0.97156. The middle and right columns of Figure 39 show 

corresponding Bland-Altman and difference value histogram plots for each group.  As 

shown in Figure 40, the relationship between CTVD and VCVD was examined; there 

was a linear relationship with a slope=0.7037, R-squared=0.4589.  Similar to Figure 39, 

the middle and right columns of Figure 40 show Bland-Altman and difference value 

histogram plots the CTVD versus VCVD comparison.  The Pearson correlation 

coefficient showed moderate positive relationship between CTVD and VCVD (r = 0.677, 

P < 0.0001) between differences in repeat scan volumes using the volume controller 

versus MDCT. 

4.3.2 Turbine-Based Dynamic System 

As demonstrated in the top panel of Figure 41, failures of the turbine system were more 

common. When end-expiratory lung volumes fluctuated they often trended in a particular 

direction.  As seen in this example, a downward shift in lung density is noticeable in the 

time vs. density curve from the turbine-based system.  Once the subject began inhaling 

xenon gas, they became distracted and no longer maintained an adequate seal around the 

mouthpiece resulting in a greater volume of inspired versus expired gas causing the end-

expiratory lung volume to increase resulting in a decrease in lung density over time; 
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contrary to the expected increase in density over time expected with the buildup of xenon 

gas.  

While testing of the enhancements to the turbine-based system to enable dynamic 

lung volume control indicated that a trained operator could maintain a consistent lung 

volume over time, the majority of recruited subjects had moderate difficulty.  None of the 

resulting images from the six subjects utilizing the turbine-based system for dynamic 

lung volume control were suitable for wash-in xenon-CT analysis. 

4.3.3 Dual-Piston-Based Dynamic System 

The dual-piston system has been better tolerated and has successfully facilitated 

dynamic wash-in xenon-CT studies in 31 out of 41 human subjects.  Failures were due, 

most commonly, to subjects not following verbal instructions or proper procedures, 

predominantly resulting in an inadequate seal around the mouthpiece preventing the 

system from accurately controlling lung volume.  

When the system worked, a repeatable end-expiratory lung volume was achieved 

and can be verified by examining the improved time versus density curves from these 

subjects. An example set of curves from a subject using the dual-piston system are 

displayed in the lower row / middle panel of Figure 41. With the improved regional curve 

fits, one can also observe a greatly improved color-map reflecting regional sensitivity to 

local lung function differences (right panel).  Gravitational gradients in lung density are 

evident by the incremental shift of baseline density demonstrated by the early time points 

of the regional time-density curves displayed in the middle column of Figure 41 whereby 

the non-dependent lung region is more expanded than the dependent region at FRC. 

Additionally, the wash-in rate seen the lower middle panel is considerably slower 

(ventilation is reduced) in the non-dependent lung region, consistent with known 

physiology (43). The color-map in the lower-right panel of Figure 41 also reflects the 

vertically oriented differences in ventilation.   
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4.4 Discussion 

Our static volume control system presented here utilizes a turbine-based flow 

meter that was determined to be the best balance between the strengths and weaknesses 

of previously described methods.  The turbine is based on the principle of impeller 

rotation, and is therefore only affected by the volume of gas that moves across it while 

unaffected by temperature, humidity, or gas composition.  While suitable for static 

breath-hold volume control, the system was ultimately not suitable for dynamic imaging.  

We thus presented a second system suitable for dynamic imaging consisting of a dual set 

of custom rolling seal pistons. The primary purpose of the lung volume controllers, 

maintaining a consistent lung volume during imaging, was successfully demonstrated 

using both the turbine-based breath-hold system and the dual piston-based dynamic 

system.   

The newly designed turbine-based system performed well under mechanical 

testing and during the in-vivo breath-hold imaging (Figure 39). As shown in Error! 

Reference source not found., study failure (with the turbine-based static breath-hold 

system) was not related to a particular subject characteristic or a particular technologist, 

but rather was influenced by individual subject compliance with instructions.  With 

increased technologist familiarity with the system and with instructing the subjects, 

success of volume control improved. 

To increase subject comfort, and thus compliance, the systems were designed to 

incorporate a mouthpiece for subject interaction.  Subjects must themselves ensure a 

complete seal around the mouthpiece by biting down on the bite guards and firmly 

closing their lips around the mouthpiece.  The system can only measure the volume of air 

that actually moves through the circuit. Thus, if subjects do not completely seal the 

circuit, the system will not accurately control lung volume.  Detecting this type of leak is 

difficult; currently there is no way for a technician to easily identify the problem other 

than noticing a consistent increase or decrease in the subject’s overall volume during 
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steady-state tidal breathing.  This could potentially be resolved through the use of a 

facemask in the future, which provides an improved seal for the circuit.  However, 

facemasks give an increased sense of confinement and can fail to seal if subjects have 

facial hair.  It is clearly a given that compliance in the presence of significant disease will 

be less. It is our belief that such a system of volume control is more appropriate for 

subject populations in which quantitation of early disease and disease progression is 

sought.  

The VMM-400 manufacturer specifications indicate optimal linearity of 

measurements in the 0.2 – 2.0 L/s flow rate range (±1.5% of reading) and an accuracy of 

±1.5%.  Above and below this range the system becomes increasingly unreliable.  

Therefore, specific care is required to ensure patients breathe in the appropriate flow 

range.  This will sometimes require more than one attempt at achieving a desired volume 

as to ensure accuracy.  The VMM-400 was designed primarily for respiratory cyclic flow, 

but can also be used to measure uni-directional flow.  The turbine was designed to 

minimize friction on the impeller to allow for the measurement very low flow rates, 

however this creates an artifact during uni-directional flow when the rate goes to zero; the 

impeller continues to spin for short time causing a volume overshoot.  This overshoot is 

flow rate dependent and is more significant at higher flow rates.  Calibration and 

coaching can help minimize this issue by re-zeroing before each scan and limiting starts 

and stops and maintaining as smooth a respiratory cycle as possible. 

We have observed that a flow rate indicator / warning light, letting the subject and 

technician know when inspiration or expiration is occurring too slowly or quickly (out of 

bounds for the turbine’s linear range) would be useful. Additionally, a system to detect 

leaks around the subject’s mouthpiece would likely reduce failure rates.  It has been 

demonstrated in earlier studies that TLC is a more reproducible lung volume compared to 

FRC (102,103,180-182).  Our studies show that, with the use of the turbine volume 
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controller (Figure 39), the difference between TLC and FRC repeatability is negligible 

(0.99391 vs. 0.97156). 

The dual-piston dynamic lung volume control system successfully controlled lung 

volume in 31 out of 41 subjects, a considerable improvement over the success rate 

experienced with the turbine-based dynamic system or cases in which lung volume 

control was not used.  The failure to control lung volume from breath-to-breath was not 

due to any technical or mechanical problems inherent in the system design but rather was 

a function of subject non-compliance in following instructions or proper procedures.  

Again, maintaining an adequate seal around a mouthpiece requires subjects to sustain 

proper focus on their breathing, a task that can be difficult for extended periods.  The 

slight anesthetic effects of xenon make focusing and following instructions more 

difficult.  This often resulted in proper lung volume control during the baseline breaths 

and initial xenon wash-in phase but loss of compliance as the levels of systemic 

absorption of xenon increased.  Empirically, we have found that the number of scans can 

be significantly reduced by eliminating some of the later time points that were often 

excluded because of subject non-compliance.  The wash-in xenon-CT scanning protocol 

for the 41 subjects in this study was comprised of 3 baseline and 17 xenon wash-in 

breaths. By reducing the number of baseline scans from 3 to 2 and reducing the wash-in 

phase from 17 scans to 12, we have been able to reduce the radiation dose by 30%.   

We recognized that the wash-in xenon-CT method presented here is likely too 

complicated for routine clinical use. However, when performed properly it provides 

considerable information about regional lung function, including influences of 

heterogeneous resistance of various forms that may not be obvious from a single 

inspiratory maneuver.  The strength of the method presented lies in the fact that it 

provides a dynamic protocol against which newer, more clinically feasible, single breath 

dual-energy xenon-CT, can be compared.  
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This study demonstrated that if care is taken, one is able to coach patients to a 

standardized lung volume. Because lung density and airway metrics are lung volume 

dependent, the standardization of lung volumes during imaging is required for both cross 

sectional as well as longitudinally designed studies. 
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Figure 32.  Manufacturer’s diagram of the Hans Rudolf Linear Pneumotach that is 

commonly used in systems for monitoring inspired gas flow and lung volume. 
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Figure 33.  Components of the turbine-based breath-hold lung volume controller:  

overall system (top panel); Interface USA, VMM-400 turbine-based flow meter (bottom-

left panel); Hans Rudolph two-way balloon occlusion valve (bottom-right panel). 
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Figure 34.  Screenshots of the LabVIEW control interface, during an FRC scan (top 

panel), during SVC calibration (bottom-left panel), and during tidal breathing (bottom-

right panel). 
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Figure 35.  Flow diagram of turbine-based breath-hold volume controller usage. 
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Figure 36.  Adaptation of the turbine-based breath-hold volume controller for 

dynamic xenon-CT.  CIVCO’s “Imaging Overlay” which is made of carbon fiber with a 

foam core is positioned onto the scanner table which in turn allows for the attachment of 

CIVCO multi-articulated arms to custom fit the volume control’s patient interface so that 

the subject can comfortably bite down on the system mouthpiece (right panel).  A second 

multi-articulated arm is used to hold the display screen used to help guide the subject 

regarding inspiratory timing and depth of breathing (left panel).  
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Figure 37.  Initial prototype design of the dual-piston dynamic lung volume controller.  

The system was assembled using commercially available rolling-seal spirometers (S700: 

SensorMedics / Viasys / CareFusion, Yorba Linda, CA) that allowed us to test the design 

concept without spending considerable time manufacturing custom hardware.  A series of 

external solenoid valves (bottom-left panel) and micro-switches (middle panel) were 

added to facilitate system operation. 
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Figure 38.  Photograph and schematic diagram of the dual-piston rolling seal volume 

controller. During a wash-in xenon-CT study, the system is situated next the to scanner 

table with the subject positioned inside the gantry for axial image acquisition (left panel).  

The lower portion of the system casing (middle-top panel) is composed of Plexiglas to 

allow visualization of piston motion by the system operator. Through the Plexiglas 

casing, the separate Plexiglas rolling seal pistons can been seen with their LVDTs 

positioned along the side.  The upper casing has been removed (middle-bottom panel) to 

reveal the system’s internal components including electronics and solenoid valves.  A 

simplified schematic diagram illustrates individual component connectivity (right panel). 
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Figure 39.  MDCT measured air volume correlates well between repeated scans 

utilizing the turbine-based breath-hold lung volume controller.  Plots of CT-measured air 

volume comparing scan 1 vs. scan 2 for TLC & FRC combined (left-top panel), TLC 

(left-middle panel), and FRC (left-bottom panel).  The middle and right columns show 

corresponding Bland-Altman and difference value histogram plots for each group.  
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Figure 40.  The CT-measured air volume difference (CTVD) between repeated scans 

correlates well with the analogous turbine-based breath-hold volume controller-measured 

air volume difference (VCVD). Plots of CTVD vs. VCVD for TLC & FRC combined 

(left panel), Bland-Altman (middle panel), and difference value histogram (right panel). 
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Figure 41.  Wash-in xenon-CT results: The turbine-based dynamic system fails to 

maintain a consistent end-expiratory lung volume yielding noisy time vs. density curves 

(top-middle panel) and incorrect and incomplete color-map data (top-right panel). The 

dual-piston system more reliably controls end-expiratory lung volume yielding cleaner 

time vs. density curves (bottom-middle panel) and accurate and complete color-map data 

(bottom-right panel). Note the lower density and slower wash-in time constants (blue 

curve, bottom-middle panel) in the non-dependent vs. dependent (orange curve, bottom-

middle panel) representing a greater lung expansion at FRC and reduced ventilation to 

this same region in the non-dependent lung region. This is in agreement with well-

recognized heterogeneity of lung function. Despite the inconsistent lung volumes at FRC 

achieved by the turbine-based system, the same vertically oriented relationship in lung 

density is observed within the early time points. 
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Parameter p-value 

Height 0.876 

Weight 0.336 

Age 0.398 

Lung Capacity 0.807 

Smoking Status 0.925 

Gender 0.590 

CT Technician 0.351 

VC Operator 0.771 

Table 4. Results from a linear 

model indicate that none of the listed 

parameters statistically influence the 

difference between VCVD and CTVD. 
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CHAPTER 5: IMAGE REGISTRATION AND POST-PROCESSING 

As seen throughout this thesis, medical imaging is a powerful tool for studying 

the regional structure and function of the lungs.  However, as the technology behind 

MDCT image acquisition has evolved to increase spatial and temporal resolution, the 

burden of data management and analysis has become more challenging.  Thus it is 

necessary to design and implement tools that can simplify the image analysis process, 

while at the same time use caution and remember to evaluate how these tools shape our 

understanding and interpretation of the results. 

The image processing content of this thesis has been divided into two sections: 1) 

time-series image registration in order to adjust for subtle inflation or motion based 

artifacts that occur during the acquisition of time-series image datasets and 2) a regional, 

parenchymal signal analysis tool that can be used to filter functional imaging results as 

well as characterize their results by performing statistics on an entire dataset or on a 

series of sub-divided regions.  These tools have been widely utilized throughout this 

thesis and throughout our laboratory in general for a variety of projects.   

To implement these tools, a series of programs were written in C++ using an ITK-

based application framework (31).  The code is structured to easily allow for further 

enhancements in the future and contains the appropriate level of commenting throughout 

in order to simplify this process for future users.   To create a simple execution workflow 

as well as provide a consistent way of documenting input parameters for each program, a 

common Windows batch (.bat) file is used.  While not currently developed, a similar-

style batch execution script could also be easily implemented in a Linux environment.  

Where appropriate, it is possible to input an additional .txt parameters file to provide 

flexibility in the program’s input.  For example, the user can adjust the number of filters 

or registration levels by altering the number of parameters in the corresponding parameter 

input file.  This approach allows for easy manipulation of the available input parameters 
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(Table 5, Table 6, Table 7) without requiring the user to manually input a large number of 

flags during the execution process or necessitating a recompile of the applications due to 

hard coded parameters.  This flexible input parameter process is facilitated through the 

use of the MetaCommand (Kitware) option available in ITK, which parses command line 

options to execute the each program with the desired parameters.  This including images, 

masks, labels and other input parameters. 

The medical imaging community utilizes numerous image data formats that are 

currently available including Analyze, Nifti and Nrrd.  Based on the current tools used in 

our laboratory, the Analyze 7.5 (originally developed in conjunction with the DSR 

project discussed in Chapter 2) was chosen as the default file format.  Our in-house 

software solution, Pulmonary Analysis Software Suite (PASS), is used to import DICOM 

image series generated by reconstruction algorithms on the MDCT scanner and convert 

them into the Analyze 7.5 file format (161).  PASS utilizes a modified Analyze 7.5 file 

format that retains the 4D timing information normally stripped from the DICOM image 

headers when creating and Analyze file.  By retaining this information, PASS is able to 

properly perform times-series based calculations.  In addition, PASS includes previously 

described semi-automated lung segmentation tools that are used in this thesis to generate 

initial lung segmentation masks.  PASS also provides an environment for manual editing 

these masks when necessary. 

5.1 Time-Series Image Registration 

Time-series imaging enables the measurement of functional information from 

MDCT, a technology designed primarily to measure structure, by examining how the 

densities of structures change over time.  If you use a series of equations to define a 

model of physiological function and fit time-series density data to that model, you can 

extract information that characterizes the physiological function.  MDCT measures the 

density of an object in three dimensions.  Thus if that object stays in a consistent location 
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within the image over time while its density is changing, MDCT can be used to measure 

those changes.  Conversely, if the object being observed changes size or location, it 

becomes likely that MDCT would measure intensity changes due to movement, partial 

volume effects and misalignment instead of the physiological process itself.  This would 

cause considerable error in intensity-based time-series measurements and would severely 

diminish their usefulness.  A significant advantage of MDCT over other imaging 

techniques is its higher relative spatial resolution.  While this is an advantage when 

structures do not move, if structures shift between voxels at the level of image resolution 

during time-series imaging, high levels of noise would be caused as result and require the 

use of larger regions of interest (ROI) to average out the effects of motion.   

In order to alleviate the concern of motion artifacts, two techniques are used to 

control the positioning of objects within the imaging field of view.  First, as described in 

Chapter 4, the stability of subject positioning and lung volume between time points can 

be achieved through the use of various systems for lung volume control coupled with 

specific subject coaching techniques.  While these methods considerably reduce 

positioning artifacts caused by free breathing, they do not completely eliminate all 

subject and cardiac motion artifacts nor do they always precisely control lung volume, as 

some subjects will fail to comply with breathing protocols and coaching instructions.  

Therefore, we have also incorporated an image registration workflow to further align 

time-series datasets that alleviates additional motion artifacts and allows ROI size to be 

reduced improving spatial resolution of time-series functional imaging measurements. 

The development of novel image registration techniques is a complex and diverse 

field of study, and would likely require a body of work equivalent to a PhD thesis.  As the 

aims of this thesis are focused on deriving small-scale functional measurements and not 

image registration algorithms, we utilize pre-existing methods to generate a robust 

workflow suitable for improving the results from time-series imaging.  The Insight 

Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) was chosen as the platform for the 
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development of this registration workflow (31).  ITK provides a flexible framework for 

the testing and development of image processing techniques and enables the exploration 

of multiple strategies without the need for “reinventing the wheel.” 

5.1.1 Methods 

The primary aim for the development of an image registration workflow is to 

align time-series image datasets to allow accurate time-series intensity-based MDCT 

measurements of lung function.  Image registration requires at least two images to 

function.  First, a fixed image with the coordinate system of interest and second, a 

moving image that needs to be transformed into the fixed image coordinate system.  

When using time-series image data that was acquired while contrast material was added 

and observed over time, the initial phase of the dataset is typically used as the fixed 

image for time-series image registration.  It usually represents the baseline-unenhanced 

state of the system, and all the other phases from the time-series can be individually 

considered as moving images and registered back to the initial phase.   

Once you have identified two images to register, the image registration process 

consists of four parts: 1) a similarity metric that gives a measure of correspondence 

between the two images, 2) a transformation model that defines the path by which a 

moving image is deformed to match the fixed image, 3) an optimizer to maximize the 

value of the similarity metric and 4) an interpolation algorithm to apply the resultant 

deformation on the moving image (162,183-185). 

In order to drive image registration, some measure of image similarity or 

difference must be employed to systematically compare the two images being registered. 

A similarity metric is usually based on a set of geometric or intensity-based features 

sometimes including both.  Geometric features consist of identifiable anatomical 

landmarks, which can be easily identified in both images.  Within the lungs these tend to 

consist of transition points such as airway or vessel walls, structural bifurcation points or 
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other such reasonably static structures.  Intensity-based features are similarly strong in 

areas of transition within the images and define mathematical patterns that can be 

identified by the computer.  The fundamental premise of using a similarity metric is that 

the pair of images will be most similar when they are properly registered.  A number of 

different techniques were explored in the initial phases of testing during this project and 

the techniques with the most promise utilized the notion of mutual information.  Mutual 

information maximizes intensity-based information common to the two images.  In 

MDCT, image intensity is the primary piece of information available within an image.  

Since we are attempting to register images in which the intensity of a structure can 

change over time, simple metrics such as sum of square intensity differences would suffer 

from artifacts in the most contrast enhanced phases of the time-series dataset.  Mutual 

information, on the other hand, uses density distribution information in the form of joint 

probability density distributions and can better match images of differing density 

(183,184). 

Initially, we employed a simple workflow based on an example provided with the 

ITK code base that utilized rigid and affine transforms for the transformation model and 

were driven by a mutual information similarity metric using a gradient descent optimizer.  

A rigid transform allows for the translation and rotation of an object, but does not distort 

an image; preserving the distance between pairs of points, maintaining the size and shape 

of the object.  This is often applied as an initialization process for more advanced 

registration methods.  An affine transform, a very basic non-rigid transform, permits 

shear and stretch to be added to the transformation process.  After some initial testing 

with this simple workflow, it quickly became apparent that while it provided and an 

improvement to image alignment, this workflow would not appropriately account for 

non-uniform expansion of the thoracic structures and we would need to use more 

complex methods to completely align our time-series image datasets.  Therefore a b-

spline transform, another type of deformable transform, was added to the image 
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registration workflow.  A b-spline deformable transform overlays a grid of control points 

on the image that can be individually adjusted to allow for more complex non-linear 

deformations (183-186).  This three-step workflow delivered adequate results in some 

cases, however suffered from slow run-times and was inadequate to properly align all 

datasets tested.  While not completely successful, this initial workflow provided a way to 

obtain useful time-series imaging results until a more complex registration workflow 

could be developed (Figure 42).  

Finally, a more flexible and sophisticated workflow was developed that 

incorporated multi-threading using the previous workflow as a template.  This final 

workflow is customizable using both batch and parameter files.  It allows for the optional 

use of rigid and affine transforms, and contains the framework for using multi-level 

multi-resolution b-splines transforms.  It also has the options for specifying a mask file as 

well as defining of specific region boundaries, both of which can be used to reduce 

memory and CPU costs by limiting the size of the image regions used for registration.  

There is an option to perform density truncation, which limits the maximal density 

enhancement in order to more reasonably constrain intensity histogram values typically 

present in time-series blood flow data.  Several options for image interpolation have been 

implemented including linear, b-spline and windowed-sync.  Additionally, a few pre-

processing steps are available options that can be used to improve registration accuracy.  

The steps include image smoothing (curvature anisotropic diffusion) and image 

sharpening (unsharp masking).  Finally, the need for placing constraints on b-spline node 

displacement became apparent and was added to the workflow to ensure more realistic 

registration results.  The full set of available parameters for the TSreg time-series image 

registration program is listed in Table 5 and the final workflow is presented in Figure 43. 
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5.1.2 Results 

Image registration is a non-trivial task that can often produce unexpected results.  

As seen in an example case presented in Figure 44, the usage of a segmentation mask or 

b-spline node displacement can severely affect the results.  The original greyscale image 

(phase 0, slice 12) (Figure 44, top row & 2nd image column) is subtracted to obtain 

difference images from each case and is presented in the 3rd image column of Figure 44.  

The moving image (phase 18, slice 12) and the slice most visually similar to fixed image 

within that phase (phase 18, slice 6) are shown in Figure 44 in the 2nd row and 3rd row 

respectively.  Registration results in the 4th row were forced to only use voxels within the 

segmentation boundaries and resulted in an explosion of the lung boundaries (Figure 44, 

4th row, 1st column).  In addition, this case did not incorporate b-spline node displacement 

constraints and resulted in extreme jacobian values (Figure 44, 4th row, 4th column).  

Values for the jacobian in this physiological system should always remain positive and be 

reasonably constrained.  Jacobian values in this case ranged from -8 to 20.  When the 

image masking condition was substituted with a method that set the background voxels to 

a single intensity value, and b-spline node displacement constraints are added, the 

registration results became considerably improved (Figure 44, 5th row, 1st column).  The 

values for the jacobian in this case are much more realistic and range from 0.25 to 1.6. 

Identifying poor registration results from a simple visual inspection of the 

resultant deformed images is not always feasible.  If you compare the greyscale images in 

the top row of Figure 45, visually you see highly similar images and would presume 

similarly accurate registration results.  However, a closer inspection of the associated 

jacobian images in the bottom row shows a distinctly different story.  When b-spline node 

displacement constraints were added in addition to permitting spatial sampling outside of 

the segmentation mask, the registration results improve dramatically (Figure 45, bottom-

right panel). 
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Another way to examine the benefits of image registration connected with time-

series image data is to examine the results of their analysis with and without registration. 

Figure 46 shows the wash-in xenon-CT results from an example human subject (Male 

21yrs never-smoker) with and without registration.  It includes a series of colormaps from 

each case that represent various parameters from the xenon-CT method including the 

magnitude of xenon wash-in, percent air based on initial ROI intensity, regional time 

constant of ventilation, and a measure of curve fit error - normalized RMS.  While the 

colormaps for percent air match well, their similarity ends here.  After registration, the 

colormap of ROI curve fit error is dramatically different.  The effect of airway and 

vasculature motion between time-points affected the results for both wash-in magnitude 

and time constant as well.  Image registration was clearly necessary to provide accurate 

time-series wash-in xenon-CT regional ventilation measurements from this subject.   

5.1.3 Discussion 

A robust image registration workflow has been developed and utilized to 

successfully align time-series wash-in xenon-CT and ECG-gated bolus iodine datasets to 

improve the accuracy of time-series measurements of regional ventilation and perfusion.  

It was designed to be flexible such that a user could easily vary input parameters to 

provide either a quick test of the registration outcome or comprehensive image 

registration that generates extremely well matched images needed for final image 

analysis.  The workflow incorporates optional rigid and affine transforms, a multi-scale 

multi-resolution b-spline transform using node displacement constraints, and is driven by 

a mutual information metric optimized by the Limited-Memory Broyden–Fletcher–

Goldfarb–Shannon (LBFGSB) optimizer.  While this solution is adequate for our needs 

in a research environment, the lengthy time of execution per case (approximately 6 hours) 

would be an obstacle for more common clinical deployment.  While ITK offers a proven 

method for developing image registration tools, its flexibility sometimes results in 
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decreased performance compared to custom designed image processing tools.  Therefore 

the methodologies presented here can be rewritten on another platform if improved 

performance becomes necessary in the future. 

5.2 Quick Compare: A Region-Based Image Analysis Tool 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the lung is a heterogeneous structure comprised of a 

variety of elements with different structural and physiological properties.  It is sometimes 

beneficial to separate these elements from one another to gain a clearer picture of how the 

individual elements contribute to function.  Within the scope of this work, it was prudent 

to examine regional ventilation and perfusion solely in the lung parenchyma by removing 

the influence from detectable airway and vasculature structures.  After the parenchyma 

was isolated, we also needed to develop a straightforward way of presenting the 

functional results that could be use to compare the results from different subjects or 

functional methodologies. 

5.2.1 Methods 

The region-based analysis is comprised mainly of two software programs.  The 

first program, Vesselness, is designed to import 3D or 4D greyscale MDCT scans of the 

lungs and a previously created lung segmentation mask to generate a new lung mask with 

the airways and vessels removed.  The second program, QuickCompare, takes the results 

of a functional MDCT scan as the input, and outputs the results of a region-based 

statistical analysis in the form of a .csv file or as additional Analyze 7.5 images.  

Vesselness Segmentation Program 

Several approaches for removing airway and vessel structures from the lung 

segmentation were attempted, beginning with simple thresholding-based approaches.  

After our initial testing, it became clear that a simple thresholding approach would not be 

sufficient to extract the vessels.  We therefore have implemented a solution that combines 
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double thresholding to segment large airways, while using a vesselness measure to 

segment the vasculature. 

Measured densities within large airways generally lie in a predicable range 

relative to lung inflation.  This would suggest that a single threshold might be capable of 

performing a proper segmentation.  However, a single threshold can sometimes be 

unreliable in the presence of image noise and partial volume artifacts that cause 

neighboring structures to blur together giving the impression of speckled airways in the 

presence of noise.  The DoubleThresholdFilter addresses the difficulty of selecting a 

single threshold that will select the objects of interest without selecting extraneous voxels 

by instead considering two threshold ranges: a narrow range and a wide range (where the 

wide range encompasses the narrow range).  When used in a traditional single 

thresholding process, the wide range would often include many extraneous voxels that 

would survive the threshold operation.  While at the same time, if only the narrow range 

was used, then too few of the voxels would survive the thresholding process.  Instead, the 

DoubleThresholdFilter uses the narrow threshold image as a marker image and the wide 

threshold image as a mask image for geodesic dilation.  Essentially, the marker image 

(narrow threshold) is dilated but constrained to lie within the mask image (wide 

threshold).  Thus, only the objects of interest (those pixels that survived the narrow 

threshold) are extracted, but they appear in the final image as if they had the wide 

threshold instead.  This filter implements requires an input of four greyscale values (wide 

range min, narrow range min, narrow range max, wide range max) and the coordinates of 

a seed point placed in the central airway tree.  These values are obtained from the user 

input in the batch file.  

When segmenting bright structures like blood vessels, thresholding can be 

confounded by inflammation and atelectasis.  Therefore an approach that incorporates not 

only the intensity of a structure but its shape as well can be beneficial.  The 

Hessian3DToVesselnessMeasureImageFilter takes into account that the Eigen values 
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play a crucial role in discriminating shape and orientation of structures.  Bright tubular 

structures will have low |λ1| and large negative values of |λ2| and |λ3|.  Conversely dark 

tubular structures will have a low value of |λ1| and large positive values of |λ2| and |λ3|.  

The Hessian3DToVesselnessMeasureImageFilter uses a line filter to provide a vesselness 

measure for tubular objects from the hessian matrix.  The filter takes as input an image of 

hessian pixels and preserves pixels that have Eigen values |λ3| close to 0 and |λ2| and |λ1| 

as large negative values (for bright tubular structures).  The 

MultiScaleHessianBasedMeasureImageFilter evaluates a Hessian-based enhancement 

measure, such as vesselness, at multiple scale levels.  The Hessian-based measure is 

computed from the Hessian image at each scale level and the best overall response is 

selected.  The user specifies the minimum and maximum sigma values as options in the 

batch file along with the number of scale levels to perform.  Exponentially distributed 

scale levels are computed within the bound set by the minimum and maximum sigma 

values.  A higher number of scale levels can provide greater accuracy, but requires 

additional computation time.  

Prior to performing either the greyscale airway or vessel segmentation the user 

has the option of performing a few pre-processing steps to either increase accuracy or 

decrease processing time.  The CurvatureAnisotropicDiffusionImageFilter has been 

implemented to reduce the effect of image scatter and should be used in most cases.  

Similar to the implementation within the time-series image registration workflow 

presented above, user specified values for time step, number of iterations, and filter 

conductance can be provided in the batch file.  Additionally, the option to downsample 

the image by a factor of 2 or crop the dataset to the mask boundaries are available to the 

user to decrease execution time.  The use of the image cropping option is suggested by 

default, however, downsampling should only be used when absolutely necessary, as it 

will degrade the final results due to a loss of spatial resolution. 
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In addition, a number of morphologic operators are implemented as options to 

further improve the final segmentation results.  These options include pruning and 

closing operators in addition to basic dilation and erosion.  The overall workflow for the 

Vesselness program is depicted in Figure 47. 

Regional Analysis Program (QuickCompare) 

With the vessels and large airways removed from the lung segmentation mask we 

then needed to determine a consistent way to characterize and compare the results from 

functional scans between interventions and methodologies.  A flexible workflow was 

developed that allowed the user to divide the lung into as many regions as needed (up to 

the voxel resolution of the dataset).  The user simply specifies the number of regions in 

the X, Y and Z-axis directions and the program divides the scan accordingly.  In addition, 

the user has the option of either specifying specific analysis boundaries can opt to let the 

program to automatically limit the analysis solely to the area within the lung 

segmentation mask.  The ability to define specific analysis boundaries can be necessary 

to facilitate comparisons with other methods that have limited spatial resolution and lack 

anatomical markers needed for alignment other than the outline of the thorax.  For 

example, in our laboratory, we have performed an experiment utilizing xenon-CT as the 

gold standard to test the effectiveness of electrical impedance tomography (EIT) 

measurements of regional ventilation and perfusion.  Besides dividing the analysis 

region, the program was allows the user to filter the functional image data input by 

placing limits and defining acceptable values for the main functional parameter.  In 

addition, the program permits the user to specify additional filter criteria, as desired, each 

with their own acceptable value limits.   

After the analysis region is divided into sections and filtered, statistics are 

performed on each section in order to determine the number of valid voxels, the sum of 

the functional parameter, the mean value, its standard deviation and coefficient of 
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variation.  A similar set of parameters is determined considering the entire lung region as 

a single unit.  Finally, the program incorporates two normalization schemes, allowing the 

user to normalized the data by either the mean value or sum.  Similar region and whole 

lung statistical analyses are then repeated for the normalized dataset. 

The QuickCompare program can outputs two types of results: 1) Analyze 7.5 

images that reflect the calculated results including the filtered, normalized and region-

based datasets, and 2) a .csv file that includes the data from both the standard and 

normalized datasets (if normalization is selected).  Additional statistical analysis can be 

performed on the output of QuickCompare by importing the .csv files into Microsoft 

Excel or other statistical processing programs such as CRAN (v2.9.2) or PASW (v19, 

SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).  These programs contain powerful tools for statistical analysis 

and did not need to be duplicated in a custom ITK-based program. 

5.2.2 Results 

Vesselness Segmentation Program 

The use of a double threshold filter allows for better segmentation of the airway 

tree than single thresholding alone.  When using single threshold range of -1024 to -830 

on an example human subject (Figure 48, top row) significant extraneous voxels are 

selected predominantly in the greater expanded non-dependent lung.  Conversely, when 

double thresholding is used with a wide range of -1024 to -830 and a narrow range of -

1024 to -905 (Figure 48, bottom row) only the desired voxels are selected.  When 

segmenting the vasculature, the use of a multi-scale approach allows for the segmentation 

of both small and larger caliber vessels.  This is accomplished by varying the sigma value 

over a number of steps.  Using 2 steps (Figure 49, top row) yields results with a high 

number of small sized vessels, but also more errors from noise.  Using 6 steps (Figure 49, 

bottom row) yields a cleaner vessel tree that is able to handle both small and large 
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vessels.  Vessels in the 6-step process are solid while vessels using from the 2-step 

process sometimes contain gaps (Figure 49, top row). 

Multi-scale vesselness requires a considerable amount of available computer 

memory and depending on dataset size, downsampling can be necessary to allow the 

vesselness program to properly execute using the amount of system memory available.  

While downsampling would allow the program to execute on a computer with limited 

memory, it would also result in a loss of spatial resolution producing a staircase effect on 

the edges of vessel borders.  For example, a full lung human dataset (512x512x575 

voxels, with voxel dimensions 0.6x0.6x0.5 mm) takes 3 minutes and 40 seconds to 

execute after downsampling while the full resolution dataset requires 6 minutes and 30 

seconds. 

With the airways and vessels removed the parenchyma can be analyzed without 

contamination.  An example of the final result of the vesselness program, a lung mask 

with the airways and vessels removed, is shown in Figure 51.  

Regional Analysis Program (QuickCompare) 

The ability to filter our data and analyze it on a regional basis is crucial to 

furthering our understanding of lung function and facilitates the comparison of function 

on a regional level between interventions or methodologies.  Figure 52 depicts the output 

of QuickCompare using a variety of example settings performed on DECT perfused 

blood volume (CT-PBV) dataset from an animal subject that had a portion of its 

pulmonary vasculature occluded with a balloon.  The panels in Figure 52 show from left 

to right then top to bottom the original greyscale image, the original DECT functional 

CT-PBV image, a normalized and filtered CT-PBV image, then the results of using 2-X 

10-Y 1-Z, 2-X 10-Y 5-Z, 40-X 40-Y 20-Z, 10-X 2-Y 1-Z or 10-X 2-Y 5-Z regions. 
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5.3 Time-Series Algorithm Improvements 

5.3.1 Improvements in Non-Linear Curve Fitting 

The ability to derive functional data from time-series imaging is contingent on 

finding an appropriate mathematical model for each physiological process.  As explained 

in Chapter 2, the wash-in xenon-CT method employs Kety’s model of inert gas wash-in 

to describe regional ventilation through a single compartment exponential model.  

Similarly, dynamic ECG-gated perfusion-CT (CT-PBF) uses a gamma-variate model to 

describe the first pass kinetics of a bolus iodine tracer injection.  Critically important to 

the success of using either mathematical model to describe a set of time-series data points 

is the ability of non-linear curve fitting procedures to accurately portray the underlying 

data.  Several enhancements to the non-linear curve fitting algorithms developed for 

animal use were necessary to apply these methods on human subject data due to increases 

in artifacts and noise. 

Time-series analysis in our laboratory is accomplished using the TSIA module of 

Pulmonary Analysis Software Suite (PASS)(161).  PASS utilizes the Numerical Recipes 

(NR) library for a variety of core mathematical functions including solving systems of 

non-linear equations with the Levenberg-Marquardt method (187).  The implementation 

in NR is widely used throughout the scientific community, however is subject to some 

limitations.  The most serious limitation of the implementation of the Levenberg-

Marquardt method in NR is the ability to apply constraints to individual parameters.  

Without parameter constraints, it is possible for the optimal solution to contain 

impossible or non-physiologically values for individual parameters.  This limitation could 

then result in incorrect functional parameters derived from the improper curve fit and 

thus yield incorrect conclusions based on their results.  As the number of ROIs in a single 

dataset can number in the millions it would be a daunting task to check every curve fit by 

hand.  Therefore the newest versions of both the wash-in xenon-CT algorithm (KCB5) 
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and the dynamic perfusion CT-PBF algorithm (Wolfkiel7) contain modifications to the 

NR library to implement boundary constraints.  Additionally, both algorithms include 

quality control checks to evaluate whether or not the final curve fit results are possible 

based on known physical parameters at the time of scanning.  For example, as human 

wash-in xenon-CT scans are performed using a tube voltage of 80 kVp before and during 

the inhalation of 30% xenon gas.  We can determine based on known CT attenuation 

values for xenon gas at 80 kVp (~2.25 HU per % xenon) that the maximum density 

enhancement from will be around 68 HU.  Thus, if the intensity of a data point is 

enhanced greatly above this level then it is most likely an artifact and does not represent 

true ventilation.  Additionally, Wolfkiel7 was developed using the simplified formulation 

of the gamma variate model, rather than the traditional model, to allow for a more robust 

fitting procedure (188,189). 

Figure 53 illustrates the improvements in the wash-in xenon-CT algorithm using 

the new parameter-constrained algorithm.  Curve fit error is dramatically reduced (Figure 

53, bottom row) and the values for wash-in magnitude (Figure 53, 2nd row) and time 

constant (Figure 53, 4th row) are more realistic.  While the results in Figure 53 are an 

improvement, the combination of both image registration and algorithm improvements 

were necessary to consistently provide accurate functional results for our human wash-in 

xenon-CT subjects presented in Chapter 6. 

5.3.2 Optimizing the xenon-CT Scanning Protocol 

Transitioning the xenon-CT method from the laboratory to the clinic required 

protocol optimization in order to obtain the maximum information with the minimum 

amount of risk to the subject.  Excess radiation and xenon exposure is a noteworthy 

concern when using the wash-in xenon-CT method with human subjects.  Therefore we 

needed to be diligent to minimize the exposure to both.  The level for acceptable radiation 

exposure set by our IRB permitted the acquisition of 20 time-points during a wash-in 
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xenon-CT study.  Therefore we needed to determine how to best utilize 20 scans to 

accurately portray regional ventilation while at the same time determine if it was possible 

to use fewer than 20 scans.  To tackle this issue we utilized an animal xenon-CT dataset 

comprised of 45 consecutive data points (10 unenhanced baseline scans while breathing 

room air and 35 during xenon gas wash-in) and manipulated the number of scans used to 

perform the exponential curve fitting (Figure 54). 

 We compared the curve fit results from: 1) all 45 time points; 2) 3 baseline and 

17 wash-in consecutive time points; 3) 3 baseline, 3 during the rapid rise and 16 every 

other breath during wash-in; and 4) 3 during baseline and 4 randomly selected throughout 

the wash-in portion.  From the strategies explored, it was clear that a minimum of 2-3 

scans should be devoted to obtaining an accurate baseline value, and the rest should be 

distributed to cover the xenon wash-in.  For high ventilating regions, a clustering of data 

points near the initial density rise is important to accurately capture the time constant.  

For slow ventilating regions, spreading out the remaining time points to cover as much 

time as possible helped to accurately represent the density level after equilibration. 

Due to a 10-second time limit between scans on the Siemens Somatom 64, it was 

necessary to use the method incorporating 20 sequential breaths (3 room air baseline and 

17 xenon wash-in).  Unfortunately, this approach does not always allow for complete 

equilibration in slow ventilating areas possibly making their results less reliable.  Picking 

4 widely-spaced breaths during wash-in, a strategy implemented previously by some 

groups (190), cannot capture the true exponential nature of the xenon wash-in curve and 

yielded extremely flawed results (Table 8). 

The ideal strategy, if equipment and subjects complied properly, would be to scan 

sequentially in the first few breaths of wash-in, and then every other to increase the time 

available to complete wash-in in slow ventilating regions.  However, as discussed in 

Chapter 4, maintaining an adequate seal around a mouthpiece requires subjects to sustain 

proper focus on their breathing, a task that can be difficult for extended periods especially 
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with the slight anesthetic effects of xenon.  Therefore based on real world testing in our 

human subjects we recommend eliminating some of the later time points that were often 

excluded because of subject non-compliance.  We can reduce the number of baseline 

scans from 3 to 2 and reduce the wash-in phase from 17 scans to 12.  This reduction in 

the number of scans will reduce the radiation dose to the subject by 30%.  
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Figure 42.  An example of the improvements in alignment by using the initial 

workflow designed to perform time-series image registration. 

 

Figure 43.  Schematic diagram of the final time-series image registration workflow 

that allows the use of a multi-resolution image pyramid and multi-level b-splines. 

Breath #1 

Breath #16 Deformed 

Breath #16 
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Figure 44. Image registration can produce unexpected results.  The fixed image is shown 

in the top row and 2nd image column.  Calculated difference images from the fixed image 

are shown in the 3rd image column.  The 2nd row contains the original moving image 

while the 3rd row contains the slice most visually similar to fixed image within the phase 

of the moving image.  Registration results in the 4th row are extremely flawed.  This case 

was forced to only use voxels within the segmentation mask resulting distortion at the 

lung boundaries (4th row, 1st column).  This case did not incorporate b-spline node 

displacement constraints as seen by the extreme jacobian values (4th row, 4th column).  

The jacobian should be positive and reasonably constrained. In this image it ranged from 

-8 to 20.  When the voxels are not limited to the segmentation mask but instead set to a 

single intensity and displacement constraints are added, the registration improves 

considerably (5th row, 1st column) with jacobian values ranging from 0.25 to 1.6. 
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Figure 45.  Noticing poor registration is often difficult.  By examining the greyscale 

images in the top row, you would expect similar results between the scans.  However, a 

closer look at the jacobian images shows a distinctly different story.  When b-spline node 

displacement constraints are added along with spatial sampling not limited to only within 

the lung mask, the registration result improves dramatically (bottom-right panel). 
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Figure 46.  Image registration considerably improves the results of non-linear curve 

fitting of time-series MDCT datasets.  Curve fit error is dramatically reduced (bottom 

row) when registration is utilized.  Values of regional function also become more realistic 

when they are not contaminated by movement as seen in the colormaps for wash-in 

magnitude (2nd row) and time constant (4th row). 
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Figure 47.  Workflow for the vesselness segmentation program. 
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Figure 48.  Double thresholding (bottom row) plus additional morphological operators 

considerably improves upon the results from a single threshold (top row) operation. 
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Figure 49.  Results from the vesselness program when varying the value of sigma by 

changing the number of steps.  Using 2 steps (top row) yields results with a higher 

density of small sized vessels, but also likely more errors from noise.  Using 6 steps 

(bottom row) yields a cleaner vessel tree that is able to handle both small and large 

vessels.  Vessels in the 6-step process are solid while vessels using 2 steps may contain 

gaps. 
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Figure 50.  Depending on the size of a particular dataset, downsampling could be 

necessary to allow the vesselness program to complete using the amount of RAM 

available on a computer.  The downside of downsampling is a loss of spatial resolution 

resulting in a staircase effect on the edges of vessel borders.  Time for analysis: 

Downsampled = 3 min 40 sec, Full-scale = 6 min 30 sec for an 512 x 512 x 575 voxel 

image, with voxel dimensions 0.6 x 0.6 x 0.5 mm. 
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Figure 51.  The final result of the vesselness program is a lung mask with the airways 

and vessels removed. 
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Figure 52.  QuickCompare can be used to filter and analyze functional datasets.  

Choosing the size and location of regions can influence your interpretation of functional 

results.  A number of example settings are shown from the results of an animal subject 

with a portion of the pulmonary vasculature occluded with a balloon.  From left to right, 

top to bottom: Original greyscale image, original DECT functional CT-PBV image, 

normalized and filtered CT-PBV image, 2-X 10-Y 1-Z regions, 2-X 10-Y 5-Z regions, 

40-X 40-Y 20-Z regions, 10-X 2-Y 1-Z regions, and 10-X 2-Y 5-Z regions. 
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Figure 53.  Colormaps illustrating wash-in xenon-CT results after algorithm 

improvements, specifically the addition of parameter constraints in the Levenberg-

Marquardt optimization of the curve fitting parameters.  These results are considerably 

improved even without image registration. 
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Figure 54.  Time-intensity plots from three anatomical locations of a 45 scan (10 

room air baseline, 35 xenon wash-in) wash-in xenon-CT dataset in an animal model.  As 

the number of scans used and the distribution over time is varied, the resultant curve-fits 

fluctuates widely. 
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FLAG TYPE FLAG TYPE 

Deformation Type Integer MI Use PDF Derivatives (FIXED) 

Intensity Truncation Bool MI Use B-Spline Weight Caching (FIXED) 

Intensity Truncation Value Integer Perform Rigid / Affine Bool 

Unsharp Masking Bool R/A Histogram Bins Integer 

Smoothing Bool R/A # of Iterations Integer 

Smoothing Time Step Float R/A Sampling Percent Float 

Smoothing # Of Iterations Integer R/A Precision (FIXED) 

Smoothing Filter Conductance Float Center of Mass (FIXED) 

Constrain Node Displacement Bool # Of Resolution Levels Integer 

Processing Cores Integer # Of B-Spline Levels Integer 

Save Results Incrementally Bool B-Spline X/Y Grid Integer 

Extra Label String B-Spline Z Grid Integer 

Perform Image Cropping Bool B-Spline Convergence Factor Float 

Crop Boundary Left Integer B-Spline Histogram Bins Integer 

Crop Boundary Right Integer B-Spline Resolution Level Integer 

Crop Boundary Top Integer B-Spline # of Iterations Integer 

Crop Boundary Bottom Integer B-Spline Use Mask Bool 

Remove Background Bool B-Spline Sampling Percent Float 

Output Interpolator Integer LBFGSB Evaluations Integer 

Optimizer (FIXED) LBFGSB Corrections Integer 

Metric (FIXED)   

Table 5. Time Series Registration (TSReg) Input Parameters  
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FLAG TYPE FLAG TYPE 

Perform Vesselness Bool Image Downsampling Bool 

Sigma Min Float Image Smoothing Bool 

Sigma Max Float Smoothing Time Step Float 

Sigma Steps Float Smoothing # of Iterations Integer 

Vesselness Lower Threshold Float Smoothing Filter Conductance Float 

Vesselness Upper Threshold Float Pruning Filter Bool 

Alpha 1 Float Closing Filter Bool 

Alpha 2 Float Erode Lung Mask Integer 

Greyscale Thresholding Bool Dilate Vessel Mask Integer 

GS Threshold Wide Min Integer Dilate Greyscale Mask Integer 

GS Threshold Narrow Min Integer   

GS Threshold Narrow Max Integer   

GS Threshold Wide Max Integer   

Seed Point X Coordinate Integer   

Seed Point Y Coordinate Integer   

Seed Point Z Coordinate Integer   

Table 6. Vesselness Segmentation Input Parameters 
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FLAG TYPE FLAG TYPE 

# Of Regions X Integer Image Directory Path 

# Of Regions Y Integer Mask Image Path 

# Of Regions Z Integer Parameter Filename String 

Output Image Results Bool Parameter Name String 

Perform Normalization Bool Parameter Min Float 

Normalization Type Integer Parameter Max Float 

Extra Label String Number of Filters Integer 

Grid Size Integer Filter Name String 

Edge Location Top Integer Filter Min Float 

Edge Location Bottom Integer Filter Max Float 

Edge Location Left Integer   

Edge Location Right Integer   

Edge Location Cranial Integer   

Edge Location Caudal Integer   

Table 7. Regional Analysis Software (QuickCompare) Input Parameters 
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ROI 
Location 

All 45 
Scans 

3 Baseline 
17 Initial Wash-in 

3 Baseline 
3 Initial Wash-in 

16 Every Other Breath 

3 Baseline 
4 Randomly 
chosen from 

wash-in 

Upper 16.66 30.61 17.47 0.57 

Middle 27.70 27.14 26.90 15.18 

Lower 42.15 37.89 40.37 27.81 

Table 8.  Values for the time constant of regional ventilation in three anatomical 

locations in an animal model derived from the nonlinear curve fitting of time-intensity 

curves acquired during wash-in xenon-CT.  As the number of scans used and the 

distribution over time was varied, the resultant values from curve-fit process fluctuated 

widely. 
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CHAPTER 6: REGIONAL VENTILATION DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 

NORMAL NEVER-SMOKERS, NORMAL SMOKERS & SMOKERS 

WITH COPD MEASURED WITH WASH-IN XENON-CT 

 It has recently been shown that there is an increase in the heterogeneity of 

regional perfusion in a sub population of smokers with normal pulmonary function tests 

(PFTs) but with early computed tomography-based evidence of small apical signs of 

centrilobular emphysema (14).  This finding is supportive of the hypothesis that smoking-

associated centrilobular emphysema, a disease characterized by regional alveolar 

destruction, is caused by an inability to attenuate hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction 

(HPV) when the hypoxia is associated with local parenchymal inflammation. Vascular 

constriction in the presence of inflammation is proposed to be integral to the process 

whereby inflammation goes unresolved and repair mechanisms are unable to correct 

tissue destruction (14,15).  Central to this hypothesis is that smoking will cause 

heterogeneous inflammatory processes in all smokers with associated localized alveolar 

flooding.  Thus in turn will be reflected in a heterogeneous pattern of ventilation in all 

smoking subjects.  While the majority of subjects (~70%) will maintain flow to the 

inflamed hypoxic regions, a subset will not, leading to increased perfusion heterogeneity.  

Thus, the emphysema susceptible subjects are hypothesized to have matched increased 

ventilation and perfusion heterogeneity while emphysema resistant subjects will have a 

mismatched ventilation and perfusion heterogeneity (ventilation heterogeneity increased 

and perfusion heterogeneity remaining similar relative to normal never-smokers). The 

work of Alford et al. (14) has demonstrated the increased heterogeneity of perfusion in 

normal smokers susceptible to centrilobular emphysema, and our goal here is to 

demonstrate that this is not the result of differences in altered ventilation but rather an 

altered perfusion response to the presence of patchy ventilation deficits in all normal 

smokers. The work presented here establishes a methodology for translating our wash-in 
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xenon-CT methodologies from animals (established previously in comparison to inhaled 

fluorescent microspheres (Chapter 3)) to humans and to use this technology to explore 

regional ventilation (rV̇A) at the anatomic resolution of modern multi-detector row 

computed tomography (MDCT) in a normal population of smokers and never-smokers. 

Normal here is defined by the pulmonary function test results.  

6.1 Methods 

The Institutional Review Board approved this study, and written informed consent 

was obtained from all subjects before they entered the study.   

The imaging and analysis protocols for the wash-in xenon-CT method are 

established in Chapters 3 - 5.  We use the wash-in xenon-CT method in 44-subjects (23 

Males / 21 Females, 34 Normal Never-smokers, 7 Normal Smokers, 3 COPD; Age 

(years): min=20, max=73, median=31.5; BMI: min=17.9, max=32.7, median=25.1).  

Study inclusion criteria were “never smokers” (with a total smoking history of less than 1 

pack-year), smokers currently smoking one pack per day, and COPD subjects with no 

other lung disease.  Exclusion criteria were known heart disease, kidney disease, diabetes, 

presence of metal in the lung field, pregnancy, an X-ray/CT scan in the past 12 months, 

and a body mass index over 32.  Normal never smokers with clinically important 

pathology detected on MDCT were excluded, as were smokers with significant lung 

disease other than emphysema.  The baseline dyspnea index was determined by the 

technique of Mahler et al. (177).  Prebronchodilator spirometry including DLCO 

measurements were performed via a V6200 Body Box (Sensor Medics) or an OWL body 

plethysmograph (Ferraris Respiratory), verified for equivalency.  Spirometry quality 

followed the American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory Society guidelines 

(178).  Subjects were divided into 5 groups: normal never smokers (NS, N=34), normal 

smokers with no early signs of parenchymal destruction (SNI, N=4), normal smokers 

with early parenchymal destruction (SCE, N=3), smokers with COPD without 
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parenchymal destruction (COPD-NI, N=1), and smokers with COPD with parenchymal 

destruction (COPD-CE, N=2).  A trained radiologist characterized the lung parenchyma 

for each subject by examining separate volume-controlled breath-held TLC volume scans 

from each subject (98).  Volumetric MDCT scan times were less than 10 seconds with a 

z-coverage of 22–30 cm, adjusted to capture the full apical-basal extent of the lung.  

Voxels were near isotropic at 0.61 mm × 0.61 mm × 0.5 mm.  The following imaging 

protocol was used: 100 mAs, 120 kV, 1 mm pitch, 512 × 512 matrix, and B35f 

reconstruction kernel, with the majority of subjects imaged on a 64-slice MDCT scanner 

(Siemens Somatom 64, Erlangen, Germany). Two subjects were scanned using the same 

imaging protocol but utilizing a Siemens Definition 128 Flash CT scanner. 

Subjects received a dynamic volume-controlled axial lung scan consisting of 20 

time points scanned during brief end-expiratory breath-holds at FRC using a custom dual-

piston volume control system described in Chapter 4 (98).  Scan times varied between 1 

and 3 minutes, dependent on subject specific respiratory rates, with a z-coverage of 

approximately 3 cm positioned just above the diaphragm.  Voxel sizes were around 0.61 

mm × 0.61 mm × 1.2 mm depending on field of view.  The imaging protocol used was: 

150 mAs, 80 kV, 0.375 sec rotation time, 512 × 512 matrix, and B35f reconstruction 

kernel.   

Semi-automated lung segmentation was performed for each time point using the 

Pulmonary Analysis Software Suite (PASS)(161).  4D greyscale images and lung 

segmentation masks were fed into a custom ITK-based (31) time-series image 

registration tool (TSReg) in order to more precisely align the lung between time points.  

The workflow for this program is fully described in Chapter 5.  Following image 

registration, the initial phase of the time-series was extracted and used for vessel and 

airway segmentation using the Vesselness program described in Chapter 5.  This mask 

was used when performing time-series image analysis within the Time Series Image 

Analysis (TSIA) module of PASS.  The TSIA module characterizes the density change 
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over time in each lung parenchymal voxel by fitting the data to a single exponential 

model, the time constant of which is equal to the inverse of the voxel-specific ventilation, 

as previously described (179).  Additional information on this module and enhancements 

necessary for human use are also described in Chapter 5.  Finally, the results from fitting 

the time-series data to an exponential wash-in model in PASS were fed through the 

QuickCompare tool described in Chapter 5 to characterize the mean and coefficient of 

variation of the time constant, magnitude of wash-in, and percent air for each subject.  

Mean values for each parameter were determined for each subject group.  SPSS was used 

to calculate values for independent-samples t-test between the parameters for each group. 

6.2 Results 

After recruitment, PFTs and MDCT scanning, some subjects were excluded for a 

variety of reasons including: scanner failure (N=1), significant beam hardening artifact 

associated with metal or calcifications (N=2), insufficient respiratory efforts associated 

with discomfort due to disorientation associated with xenon (N=5), subject motion during 

scan acquisition (N=6) and subject non-compliance with the volume controller largely 

associated with leak around the mouthpiece (N=11).  After subject exclusion, 11 NS, 3 

SNI, 3 SCE, 1 COPD-NI, and 1 COPD-CE were used for the analysis (10 Males / 9 

Females; Age (years): min=20, max=70, median=30; BMI: min=17.9, max=32.0, 

median=23.4).  

Full results including subject demographics, pulmonary function test results, and 

regional ventilation parameters are summarized in Table 9.  NS and SNI subjects had 

very similar pulmonary function, whereas SCE had slightly lower values for % predicted 

FVC, FEV1, SVC, IC, and TLC, however all were still in the normal range.  COPD-NI & 

COPD-CE had appropriately reduced values for % predicted FEV1, FEF25/75, DLCO, 

IC, TLC, and RV.  Regional aeration (% air) was similar for the NS, SNI, SCE, and 

COPD-NI while higher for COPD-CE.  Magnitude of xenon wash-in was similar for all 
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subjects, though perhaps mildly higher in the NS.  There was increased heterogeneity of 

the magnitude of xenon wash-in in the SNI and COPD-NI subjects, though not 

statistically significant.  Average time constants were statistically similar between NS, 

SNI and COPD-NI, but statistically significantly higher in SCE and even higher in 

COPD-CE.  Heterogeneity of the time constants of rV̇A were statistically significantly 

higher in SNI compared to NS.  SCE and COPD-CE had similar heterogeneity 

statistically significantly lower than NS, SNI and COPD-NI.  Due to the small sample 

size, the assumption of equal variances between subject groups was used.  Using this 

assumption, all of the noted statistically significant comparisons had p<0.05.  rV̇A 

parameters are presented graphically in Figure 55 to better illustrate the differences 

between groups.  Representative subjects from each group are presented Figure 56.  NS, 

SNI, SCE, COPD-CE, and COPD-NI are shown in Panel A, Panel B, Panel C, Panel D, 

and Panel E respectively.  The mean values for time constants, as depicted in Figure 56, 

were similar in the NS, SNI and COPD-NI while lengthened in the SCE and COPD-CE 

subjects (bottom-right colormaps).  Gravitational gradients in aeration are evident in the 

NS, SNI, SCE, and COPD-NI subjects, however the COPD-CE subject has considerable 

tissue loss resulting in massive air spaces and an elimination of the gradient in aeration.  

Additionally, time constants are longer (slower ventilation) in the gravitationally non-

dependent versus dependent lung regions in the NS and SNI subjects consistent with 

known physiology (bottom-right colormaps)(43). 

6.3 Discussion 

The wash-in xenon-CT method successfully measured rV̇A in 19 human subjects 

and demonstrated differences between subject groups.  It was necessary to exclude 25 

subjects for a mixture of reasons, which prevented the wash-in xenon-CT method from 

adequately calculating rV̇A.  The most common exclusionary factor was subject non-

compliance that caused significant end-expiratory lung volume fluctuation.  Once the 
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inhalation of xenon gas commenced, some subjects became disoriented and no longer 

maintained an adequate seal around the mouthpiece resulting in a loss of end-expiratory 

lung volume control.  Variation in end-expiratory lung volume has a considerable effect 

on lung density thus making time-series density-based measurements unreliable, thus 

dictating a decision for exclusion.  When subjects followed verbal instructions, proper 

procedures, and maintained an adequate seal around the mouthpiece the lung volume 

control system worked and repeatable end-expiratory lung volumes were achieved, thus 

enabling rV̇A measurements.   

rV̇A parameters measured with wash-in xenon-CT differentiated between groups 

which appeared similar by PFTs.  Our results demonstrated an increase in rV̇A 

heterogeneity in smokers compared to never-smokers as previously hypothesized.  

Furthermore, the normal smoker population can be divide into two groups based on 

differences in rV̇A time constant length: smokers that are susceptible to the development 

of emphysema, based on early CT findings of apical centrilobular emphysema, have 

increased time constants compared to smokers with no early signs of parenchymal 

destruction.   

While we hypothesized that we would see an increased heterogeneity of 

ventilation in both the SNI and the SCE groups, demonstrating inflammation associated 

ventilation abnormalities, we found a different scenario but still supporting the notion 

that all smokers have alterations in ventilation likely associated with inflammation.  We 

found that the SNI subjects have similar average time constants to the NS group but a 

statistically significant increased heterogeneity of the wash-in time constants indicating 

an increased heterogeneity of ventilation (p<0.05, assuming equal variance). Conversely, 

the SCE subjects showed a statistically significant increased average wash-in time 

constant indicating altered ventilation likely associated with inflammatory processes 

(p<0.05, assuming equal variance).  However the SCE subjects showed statistically 

significant decreased heterogeneity because of larger scale regional changes similar to the 
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COPD-CE (p<0.05).  Ventilation differences between never-smokers vs. both smoking 

groups suggest that both smoking groups likely have inflammatory processes present, 

supporting the notion that altered perfusion heterogeneity in the SCE group is due to an 

altered perfusion response in the presence of inflammation rather than the inflammation 

itself (14).  In addition to these observations in the subjects with normal PFTs, the two 

subjects with COPD had distinctly different patterns of rV̇A.  The COPD-NI subject 

exhibited rV̇A time constants more consistent with NNS and heterogeneity of the 

magnitude of xenon wash-in with NS.  These findings are more consistent with airway 

predominant disease further reinforced by a lack of parenchymal destruction.  This 

suggests that the wash-in xenon-CT method may be suitable for distinguishing between 

airway-predominant and parenchymal-predominant COPD. 

We recognize that the complexity of the wash-in xenon-CT method likely 

precludes it from routine clinical use.  In fact, it proved difficult in a research setting.  

However, when performed properly it provides valuable information regarding dynamic 

regional ventilation that may not be detected by more recently developed dual-energy 

single volume acquisition xenon-CT methods (139-141,190-192).  The strength of the 

method presented lies in the fact that it provides a dynamic protocol against which newer, 

more clinically feasible, single breath dual-energy xenon-CT methodologies can be 

compared. 
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Figure 55.  Average values of Mean and CV of the time constant (top row), 

magnitude of wash-in (middle row) and percent air (bottom row) from 11 normal never-

smokers (NS), 3 normal smokers (SNI), 3 normal smokers with parenchymal destruction 

(SCE), 1 COPD subject with parenchymal destruction (COPD-CE), and 1 COPD subject 

without parenchymal destruction (COPD-CI). 
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(Panel A) 

 

Figure 56.  Regional ventilation is clearly different between groups as shown in 

colormap results from the wash-in xenon-CT method in representative subjects: normal 

never-smoker (NS, Panel A), normal smoker (SNI, Panel B), normal smoker with 

parenchymal destruction (SCE, Panel C), COPD subject with parenchymal destruction 

(COPD-CE, Panel D), COPD subject without parenchymal destruction (COPD-CI, Panel 

E). 
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(Panel B) 

 
(Panel C) 

 

Figure 56 (Continued) 
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(Panel D) 

 
(Panel E) 

 

Figure 56 (Continued) 
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 Group NS SNI SCE COPD-CE COPD-CI 

D
em

og
ra

ph
ic

s N 11 3 3 1 1 

Age 35 ± 17 29 ± 10 34 ± 13 52 25 

Height 1.71 ± 0.11 1.73 ± 0.16 1.76 ± 0.08 1.79 1.79 

Weight 74.2 ± 14.0 66.0 ± 16.8 77.6 ± 10.9 57.5 63.5 

BMI 25.3 ± 3.9 21.7 ± 3.0 24.9 ± 2.0 17.9 19.9 

Pu
lm

on
ar

y 
Fu

nc
tio

n 

PEF 8.3 ± 2.0 10.3 ± 3.5 7.6 ± 2.3 5.9 8.2 

VA 7.0 ± 1.7 7.8 ± 1.9 8.5 ± 2.2 7.5 7.6 

FVC %pred 107.0 ± 13.9 110.2 ± 8.3 95.5 ± 12.4 100.6 102.2 

FEV1 %pred 111.8 ± 12.8 115.9 ± 8.1 99.2 ± 13.4 59.0 88.7 

FEF25/75 %pred 106.3 ± 25.2 105.6 ± 22.4 103.8 ± 28.3 26.6 62.3 

SVC %pred 100.7 ± 16.9 106.6 ± 11.1 93.4 ± 15.6 103.1 102.2 

DLCO %pred 131.8 ± 20.2 122.8 ± 40.0 125.6 ± 52.2 46.7 87.4 

IC %pred 128.6 ± 31.5 121.9 ± 24.7 107.2 ± 5.0 92.7 100.0 

TLC %pred 103.9 ± 16.7 106.8 ± 10.2 95.4 ± 7.1 94.4 94.4 

FRC %pred 89.5 ± 18.1 95.7 ± 11.5 86.0 ± 8.9 95.8 93.0 

RV %pred 116.3 ± 35.3 109.9 ± 24.6 103.9 ± 25.5 75.8 89.4 

VC SVC 3.96 ± 0.82 4.42 ± 1.26 3.75 ± 1.19 4.57 4.58 

R
eg

io
na

l V
en

til
at

io
n Tau (Mean) 37.7 ± 7.1 38.9 ± 9.3 63.2 ± 12.8 98.4 41.5 

Tau (CV) 0.74 ± 0.06 0.86 ± 0.12 0.58 ± 0.07 0.53 0.72 

MAG (Mean) 48.6 ± 8.6 43.2 ± 7.8 45.0 ± 10.6 42.9 43.8 

MAG (CV) 0.33 ± 0.07 0.40 ± 0.06 0.36 ± 0.04 0.34 0.43 

AIR (Mean) 76.3 ± 3.4 76.8 ± 1.4 68.1 ± 4.2 87.5 77.2 

AIR (CV) 0.14 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.03 0.11 0.15 

Table 9. Demographic information, pulmonary function test results and regional 

ventilation parameters are presented as mean ± standard deviation for normal never-

smokers (NS), normal smokers (SNI), normal smokers with parenchymal destruction 

(SCE), and COPD subjects with (COPD-CE) and without parenchymal destruction 

(COPD-CI).  Values for pulmonary function are similar between NS, SNI, and SCE 

however there are significant differences in their regional ventilation parameters. 
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CHAPTER 7: DEVELOP A METHOD USING DUAL-ENERGY 

IMAGING TO REPLACE STANDARD WASH-IN XENON-CT 

IMAGING 

The earliest report of xenon gas as a radiopaque contrast agent used in 

conjunction with computed tomography (CT) imaging of the airways and pulmonary 

airspaces was presented 1978 (96), very early in relation to the development of computed 

tomography itself. Since that early observation there have been numerous reports of 

xenon-CT in the literature (25,27,95,98,104,105,107,108,112,139,142,147,192-196).  

Quantitative xenon-CT methods used to evaluate regional ventilation have employed 

wash-in and/or wash-out kinetic measurements (25,27,95,98,104,107,108,112,142,192-

196) of the gas by imaging serially acquired axial stacks of images in conjunction with 

multi-detector row computed tomography (MDCT).  This axial mode of scanning limits 

the z-axis coverage of the lung yet interrogates regional ventilation during, a ventilatory 

maneuver, thus providing a gold standard for regional ventilation.  The procedures for 

dynamically following wash-in kinetics of xenon gas requires complex CT scanning 

methodologies that are difficult to transfer to clinical settings (98).  The development of 

dual-energy CT (DECT) (190) has offered the possibility of imaging regional ventilation 

throughout the whole lung, albeit via a breath hold technique (139,140,190).  Because 

little has been done to explore the quantitative measures obtained via the emerging static 

dual-energy CT methods of imaging the lung with xenon gas and because little has been 

done to evaluate optimal dual-energy xenon-CT imaging protocols to minimize the 

gravitational effects of the very dense xenon gas, we have undertaken, here, to explore 

xenon-CT imaging of regional ventilation by comparing and optimizing methodological 

approaches.  

In developing xenon-CT, it is important to take into consideration the effect 

xenon itself has on the dynamics of gas distribution.  When using xenon gas to image 
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regional ventilation via radio-nuclear methods (9,43,46,47,157,158,197-199) one uses a 

very small amount of radioactive 133Xe gas.  When xenon is used as a contrast agent for 

computed tomography, gas mixtures are on the order of 30-40% xenon for dynamic 

studies or higher in single breath studies. At this concentration of xenon, the inhaled gas 

mixtures will have considerably different physical properties than typical room air.  For 

example, xenon gas (5.86 kg/m3) is much heavier than typical room air (1.293 kg/m3), 

thus gravity (along with altered viscosity) is modeled (200) to have a significant impact 

on its distribution during inhalation and will likely result in turbulent rather than laminar 

flow (113). Thus, as part of our efforts to understand and optimize xenon-CT 

methodologies, we here evaluate the hydraulic nature of the gas mixture through use of 

an airway phantom coupled with inclusion of helium gas to the xenon/oxygen mixture.  

7.1 Methods 

A series of test-objects were used to: 1) establish a density calibration curve 

associated with incrementally decreasing concentrations of xenon gas, 2) evaluate the use 

of resultant calibration curves to assess known volumes of xenon gas within balloons 

placed inside objects designed to simulate thoracic densities and 3) evaluate the role of 

gas density (He, Xe and O2 mixtures) and flow rates on the distribution of the gas in a 

rapid prototyped central airway tree. Animal studies were carried out to then evaluate the 

role of pitch, collimation and kVp pairs in dual-energy imaging to maximize signal and 

minimize artifacts. 

DECT Technique: All imaging was performed on a second-generation DECT 

scanner (Somatom Definition Flash: Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany).  

Scan protocols varied according the particular question being asked as presented below.  

Three-material decomposition: The issue in using dual-energy CT and xenon gas 

for assessing regional ventilation is that there are three unknown independent variables 

per voxel (air, soft tissue/blood, and xenon and only two measured linear attenuation 
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coefficients per voxel. We solve this using a generalized three-material mass fraction 

decomposition technique discussed elsewhere (134). 

7.1.1 Test Object Experiments   

Syringes: Plastic 60cc syringes filled with a range of xenon concentrations (0, 20, 

25, 33, 50, 66, 100%; balance oxygen) were positioned in groups of three suspended in 

open air and inside an “Alderson RS-320 Lung/Chest Phantom” (Radiology Support 

Devices, Long Beach, CA) as depicted in Figure 57.  This syringe-based test-object was 

scanned using the standard dual-energy kVp pairs, 80/140Sn (tin filtered) kVp and 

100/140Sn kVp with a 0.75 mm slice thickness, a 0.5 mm increment, and a 0.55 pitch, to 

establish scales for radiodensity enhancement as a function of photon energy. Empty 

space inside the phantom was filled with potato flakes, roughly simulating the density of 

lung parenchyma (54). 

Balloon: Settings determined from the syringe calibrations were tested using a 3-

L anesthesia-breathing bag (Vital Signs, Inc.; Totowa, NJ) positioned in open air as well 

as inside the chest phantom.  The balloon was scanned after being initially filled with a 

known amount of xenon gas and room air. Small amounts of room air were sequentially 

added to increase the volume of gas in the balloon while keeping the total xenon content 

the same; the balloon was rescanned after each increase in volume. Scanning used the 

dual-energy kVp pairs of 80/140Sn (tin filtered) kVp with a 0.75 mm slice thickness, a 

0.5 mm increment, and a 0.55 pitch.  These scans were processed with the default three-

material decomposition parameters provided by the scanner associated software as well 

as those derived from the syringe-based test-object.  These image data sets were used to 

determine accuracy of xenon concentration metrics derived from the two calibration sets 

as a function of per voxel xenon concentration. Xenon volumes were assessed based upon 

per-voxel xenon concentration multiplied by the voxel volume and summed over the total 

number of voxels. 
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Rapid Prototyped Airway Tree: To examine the relationship between delivery 

rate, gas composition, and gas distribution during simulated inhalation, an experiment 

was performed in which various xenon gas mixtures were delivered via a syringe 

manifold (Figure 58) into a transparent plastic airway test-object.  With the airway test-

object positioned parallel to the detector plane of the scanner, axial (4-cm z-axis extent) 

time-series images (80 kVp, 150 mAs, 0.75 mm slice thickness, 0.5 mm increment, 0.28 

sec rotation time, 60 time-points) were acquired during the delivery of the various xenon 

gas mixtures at two flow-rates (80%Xe/20%O2, 4.9738 kg/m3; 40%Xe/60%O2, 3.2014 

kg/m3; 40%Xe/40%He/20%O2, 2.7012 kg/m3; composition and density respectively).  

The test-object was derived from a high resolution MDCT scan of a normal never-

smoking male acquired previously on a Siemens Somatom 64 scanner (Siemens, 

Erlangen, Germany), at 95% vital capacity (98).  Automatic segmentation and generation 

of the lung (201,202) and airway (203-205) masks were carried out through the use of 

Pulmonary Workstation (PW2, Vida Diagnostics, Coralville, IA).  Based on the airway 

geometries, a rapid prototype of the segmented airways was generated through the use of 

a polycarbonate material, to ensure strength and durability.  For each scan, time-versus-

density profiles were created for regions of interest (ROI) placed in gravitationally 

dependent (right-main bronchus) and non-dependent (left-main bronchus) airways 

(Figure 62, top-row 2nd column).  The maximal increase in density for each time-series 

was compared to its expected level, HUE = HUi + 2.25 * XeConc HU! = HU! +

2.25*Xe!"#$  (HUE HU! : ROI expected density; HUi HU! : ROI baseline density; 

XeConcXe!"#$: concentration of xenon).  Additionally, syringes filled with 40% xenon and 

a range of helium concentrations (20, 40, 60%; balance oxygen) were also scanned to 

determine the effect of the carrier gas used on radiodensity; seeking to verify that the 

decreased gas density caused by the use of helium gas does not affect material 

decomposition methods used in association with DECT measures. 
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7.1.2 Animal Experiments 

To further develop the optimum DECT imaging protocol scans from animal 

studies in which kVp pair, pitch, and collimation were varied following xenon inhalation 

were analyzed.  

Animal Preparation. The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved 

all animal studies reported here. Five farm-bred ovine (40 kg ± 2.5; 3 males) and one 

farm-bred swine (60 kg; female) were premedicated with Ketamine (20 mg/kg) and 

Xylazine (2 mg/kg) intramuscularly, and anesthetized with 3–5% isoflurane in oxygen by 

nose cone inhalation.  Once surgical depth of anesthesia was achieved, an 8.0-mm inner 

diameter cuffed endotracheal tube was placed through a tracheostomy and the animal was 

mechanically ventilated with 100% oxygen, tidal volume of 10-14 mL/kg, rate of 10-20 

breaths/min adjusted to achieve an end-tidal PCO2 of 30–40 mm Hg.  Carotid arterial and 

external jugular venous introducers were placed.  Surgical plane of anesthesia was 

maintained with inhaled isoflurane (1–5% in oxygen), neuromuscular blockade was 

achieved with pancuronium (0.1 mg/kg IV initial dose and 0.5–1 mg/kg hourly as 

needed).  Arterial pressure, oxygen saturation, and airway pressures were continuously 

monitored and recorded.  Animals were placed in the supine position and held with gentle 

forelimb traction.  Three ovine were used for protocol development.  Two subsequent 

ovine were used to evaluate kVp combinations for use with dual-energy scanning and the 

final (sixth) animal was used to evaluate the role played by an addition of helium to a 

xenon/oxygen mixture to ameliorate the effects of density and viscosity of xenon on gas 

distribution patterns. For our sixth study we utilized a 60kg (male) swine, selected to 

better represent the size and shape of a standard adult male human thorax. 

In the fourth and fifth animals (ovine), volumes of gas sufficient to raise mouth-

pressure from 0 to 25 cmH20 were rapidly delivered via 3-L calibration syringe to the 

anesthetized supine animal and then scanned.  The delivered gas mixtures were 

sequentially varied to include a higher proportion of xenon gas (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100% 
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Xe; balance O2) in each subsequent scan.  Scans were acquired at both 80/140Sn and 

100/140Sn during the same breath-hold.  Whole lung and central airway segmentations 

were performed on the linear mixed images from each scan using Apollo (Vida 

Diagnostics, Coralville, IA).  The mean and coefficient of variation of the xenon 

concentration in the lung parenchyma and central airways were then compared between 

the 80/140Sn and 100/140Sn scans. 

The use of 80kVp versus 100kVp provides for a greater density separation 

between low and high kVp images critical for the accurate discrimination of low xenon 

concentrations (112).  However, the use of lower photon energies increases the likelihood 

for signal artifacts (cupping etc.) caused by poor photon penetration especially in larger 

subjects.  To verify that the 60kg swine reasonably represented what might be expected 

in regards to thoracic density and density distributions in humans, we utilized image data 

acquired from two human subjects (BMI of 25 and 33) associated with another ongoing 

study protocol approved by the institutional review board and radiation protection 

committees. The anterior-posterior and lateral cumulative tissue densities through mid 

thorax of the humans and swine were compared along line profiles as shown in the right 

panel of Figure 59. Example thoracic cross sections for both humans and the swine are 

shown in the left three panels of Figure 59.  

A volume of 40% xenon, sufficient to raise mouth-pressure from 0 to 25 cmH20, 

was rapidly delivered via 3-L calibration syringe (Model 5530: Hans Rudolf, Kansas 

City, MO) to an anesthetized supine swine and then scanned.  In addition to scanning at 

both 80/140Sn and 100/140Sn, various combinations of pitch and collimation were also 

acquired.  These scans were qualitatively and quantitatively examined for artifacts by 

placing small circular ROIs along the x-axis of the same transverse slice from each scan. 

The mean and standard deviation of xenon concentration were calculated for each ROI 

and compared. 
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7.2 Results 

7.2.1 Test-Object Results 

Using the scans of the xenon-filled syringes at 80,100, and 140Sn kVp, density 

enhancements as a function of xenon concentration were determined.  Plots of mean 

density versus xenon concentration for the syringes in open air and within the Alderson 

RS-320 Chest Phantom are shown in Figure 60.  Within the Chest Phantom, HU 

enhancement per percent xenon was 2.25 at 80kVp, 1.7 at 100 kVp, and 0.76 at 140 kVp 

(with tin filter).  Similarly, in open air, HU enhancement per percent xenon was 2.5 at 

80kVp, 1.95 at 100 kVp, and 0.81 at 140 kVp (with tin filter).  These syringe tests 

provide two new sets of numbers to use in the scanner-based xenon three-material 

decomposition module.  Our “within test-object” settings for 80 and 140 kVp 

respectively are:  air; -993 and -1000 and xenon; -771 and -925.  Similar “in-air” settings 

are air: -999 and -999 and xenon: -751 and -917.  For reference, the default Siemens 

settings are air: -1000 and -1000 and xenon: -796 and -928 for 80 and 140 kVp 

respectively. 

The comparisons between the Siemens’ default three-material decomposition 

calibration parameters and those derived from our syringe calibrations demonstrate 

noteworthy differences between the balloon inside the phantom and in open air (Figure 

61, Table 10).  The Siemens’ calibration over estimates the xenon content of each 

included voxel. Thus, as the number of included voxels increases with balloon volume, 

the estimation of overall xenon content increasingly diverges from the actual value 

(dotted line in graphs displayed in Figure 61).  This effect is accentuated with the balloon 

placed inside the chest phantom (Figure 61, middle-left panel).  The results from the new 

syringe-based calibrations are offset from the manufacturer’s default calibrations and 

resulted in lower than expected calculated xenon content at the smallest balloon volumes, 

representing the highest per-voxel xenon concentrations.  However, the estimation of 
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total xenon content within the balloon showed much less deviation with increasing 

balloon volumes and in fact matched more closely with the expected xenon volume as the 

balloon volume increased. Volume renderings of the step-wise inflated balloon are shown 

in the top panel of Figure 61, and sagittal images of the balloon positioned within the 

phantom and in open air are shown in the lower panel of Figure 61.  

Time-series analysis of the 80%Xe/20%O2 and 40%Xe/60%O2 gas mixtures 

delivery to the hollow airway phantom indicates a flow-rate dependent profile.  While 

gravitationally dependent airways achieved their expected maximal luminal density 

regardless of delivery speed (velocity) (Figure 62, right column), gravitationally non-

dependent airways only achieved their expected maximal luminal density during high-

speed delivery of xenon gas (Figure 62, middle column).   However, when the gas density 

was lowered using a mixture containing helium (40%Xe/40%He/20%O2) the 

gravitational effects were attenuated, thus allowing both dependent and non-dependent 

airway pathways to achieve their expected luminal density at both delivered speeds 

(Figure 62, rows 3 and 6). 

To test the effect that helium vs. oxygen carrier gases had on the three-material 

decomposition-based assessment of xenon in a 40% xenon mixture, we replaced a portion 

of the oxygen with increasing amounts of helium within a set of 4 syringes. The syringes 

were placed in the Alderson Chest Phantom, and our developed xenon calibration shown 

in Figure 60 was used to assess xenon concentration in the 4 syringes.  As demonstrated 

in Figure 63, the helium did not affect the calculated xenon percentage.   

7.2.2 Animal Experiment Results. 

Deviations from the suggested default values for pitch and collimation from 

Siemens (0.55, 64 channels) yielded images suffering from considerable visual artifacts.  

Changing the pitch from 0.55 to 1.00, increasing the number of channels from 64 to 128, 

or doing both increased artifacts (Figure 64, left panel).  The mean xenon value (Figure 
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64, upper-right panel) stays relatively consistent when the number of channels is changed 

from 64 to 128, however, the standard deviation (Figure 64, lower-right panel) increases 

in many of the ROIs.  Changing the pitch from 0.55 to 1.00 causes variations in the mean 

xenon value and considerable increases in standard deviation. 

Scanning with 80/140Sn kVp yielded better overall dual-energy xenon-CT image 

quality compared to 100/140Sn kVp.  Though a single-energy 100kVp scan has less 

image noise than an 80kVp scan (133), the lower HU enhancement of xenon at 100kVp 

produces inferior material separation and consequently inferior three-material 

decomposition.  This difference is clear in the transverse (left column), sagittal (middle 

column), and coronal (right column) views from scans of a swine following a large single 

breath inhalation of 40%Xe/40%He/20%O2 gas mixture seen in Figure 65.  While the 

mean xenon concentrations for the entire lung are similar (80/140Sn, 22.7%; 100/140Sn, 

21.8%) the coefficient of variation of xenon concentration is higher in the 100/140Sn 

scan (80/140Sn, 0.349; 100/140Sn, 0.380).  Even more telling are the airways. For the 

same delivered xenon gas mixture, the airways are brighter the 80/140 kVp scan 

(80/140Sn, 31.6%; 100/140Sn, 25.1%) with considerably lower noise (80/140Sn, CV of 

0.140; 100/140Sn, CV of 0.216).  Thus the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio; SNR = 1/CV) for 

the 80/140 kVp pair is 7.1. For the 100/140 kVp pair SNR = 4.6.  The SNR for the 

80/140 kVp pair is greater than the Rose Criterion (SNR > 5) (206) while the 100/140 

kVp pair is not.  As shown in Figure 66, when a 40Xe/40He/20O2 gas mixture was used 

in conjunction with 80/140kVp DECT, good xenon delivery is achieved in both the 

dependent and non-dependent airway structures.  Shown here is a volume rendering of 

the high xenon concentration regions of the xenon image represented by the lower panel 

of Figure 65. 

The comparison between the 80/140Sn and the 100/140Sn kVp pairs in two 

animals (animals 4 & 5) scanned over a range of xenon concentrations (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 

100% Xe) using a paired samples t-test shows statistically significant differences to the 
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p<0.05 level between the mean of the measured xenon concentration in the lung 

parenchyma (p<0.001) and in the mean (p<0.001) and CV (p<0.001) of the measured 

xenon concentration in the central airway tree. 

The body size comparison, using integrated radial density profiles, showed that 

the 60kg swine had a relative density of 138% of the 25 BMI and 89% of the 33 BMI 

human subjects respectively.  

7.3 Discussion 

An improved understanding of the technique and proper calibrations are necessary 

in order to accurately interpret physiological information from imaging studies.  To that 

end, we have determined an optimized protocol to be used when performing a xenon-

DECT scan.  The protocol includes: a gas mixture containing 35-40% xenon while using 

a helium/oxygen mixture as the carrier gas, fast delivery speeds to adequately distribute 

to both gravitationally dependent and non-dependent lung regions, scanning with the 

80/140Sn kVp pair for greater xenon contrast, while using 64 detector rows and the 

manufacturers recommended pitch setting of 0.55 to help limit imaging related artifacts.  

DECT reconstruction kernels were also used as directed by the manufacturer.  In 

addition, identifying the proper calibration parameters for the three-material 

decomposition technique in each subject is essential to adapt for variations in beam 

hardening and scatter.   While neither calibration in this study yielded the expected xenon 

content (400 mL) at every inflation level in the balloon test-object studies, the more 

consistent results from our calibrations would likely allow for improved comparisons 

between regions.   

Previous work using wash-in and wash-out xenon-CT techniques (112) have 

indicated that a 40% xenon gas concentration was minimal to achieve an SNR which 

allowed for curve fitting. To study a single breath hold DECT xenon gas protocol to 

evaluate regional ventilation, we have explored xenon gas concentrations of 25%, 40%, 
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60% and 80%. We considered that the administration of a gas mixture that is heavier than 

room air might have flow-dependent gravitational effects. The greater the gas density and 

the slower the gas flow the more likely opacification of only dependent airways would 

occur. This has been verified by use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling 

(113).  To explore whether or not these hydraulic properties of xenon gas might be 

brought more in line with room air by mixing xenon gas with helium we first sought to 

understand the effect of the presence of helium on the three-material decomposition 

methodologies.  Initially we used cylindrical test-objects filled with different xenon and 

oxygen gas mixtures guide us to the minimal xenon gas concentration that provides 

adequate opacification of the airways. 40% xenon worked best and is tolerated by the 

patient.  Honda et al. have used 35% xenon in conjunction with dual-energy imaging 

(139).  The mean alveolar concentration whereby 50% of patients will respond to a verbal 

command (MAC awake) is 33% (30). This represents a concentration of xenon gas being 

delivered continuously.  To prevent gravitational effects we used 40% helium gas along 

with the requisite 20% oxygen gas.  At higher flow rates this provided good airway 

opacification of both dependent and non-dependent airways.  These techniques were then 

performed in an anesthetized swine and confirmed that our technique was successful in 

imaging all of the swine’s central airways and peripheral airways out to those with an 

approximately 2 mm diameter as shown in Figure 66.  The rapid prototyped airway tree 

test-object that we used was derived from a CT scan of an adult human.  It has been 

shown that the bipodial airway branching pattern of a human results in different airflow 

patterns than animals with a monopodial branching pattern (207).  The ability of the 

xenon/helium/oxygen mixture to overcome the gravity dependent effects in an animal 

with a monopodial branching pattern where gravity effects on flow properties are more 

extreme than in humans provides a maximum challenge for such a methodology. 

Xenon performs well as a contrast agent for DECT studies.  However it is limited 

by it’s high density and anesthetic properties (28).  Xenon is not the only radiodense gas. 
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Recent work utilizing krypton (3.28 kg/m3) alone in conjunction with DECT has shown 

that a signal can be detected using three-material decomposition (135) whereby a 

maximum signal of 18 HU at an 80% concentration was observed and mean HU in 

emphysematous vs. normal appearing lung was 7.58 ±	 4.05 and 12.36 ±	 3.75 

respectively.  This is too low for assessment of regional ventilation heterogeneities other 

than large-scale pathologies.  The lower signal enhancement from krypton yields data 

that is highly susceptible to image artifacts.  It may be possible to use krypton alone in 

the future with advancements in reconstruction algorithms and detector design or as a 

supplement to xenon.  The advantage of krypton is that it shows no anesthetic effect. 

Krypton gas has been shown to be useful as a supplementation to 40% xenon so as to 

increase signal-to-noise while avoiding the anesthetic effects of higher concentrations of 

xenon (112).   

Three-material decomposition techniques for DECT have used paired X-ray tube 

peak energies of 100/140 kVp and 80/140 kVp.  The demonstration that our swine studies 

provide a similar density load to the reconstructed images as would be expected from 

human scanning of subjects with a BMI between 25 and 33.  Thus, our observations, 

highlighted in Figure 65, suggest that the use of 80/140 kVp would be appropriate for the 

majority of subjects up to a BMI of at approximately 33.  A future and larger study would 

be needed to more specifically define a BMI cutoff for the use of 80/140 kVp for dual-

energy xenon-CT in high BMI subjects.  The observation that 80 kVp provides better 

contrast to noise in our xenon study compared with 100 kVp is in agreement with 

previous reports (139).  Use of newly emerging iterative reconstruction techniques (208) 

along with more sensitive DECT detectors (209,210) are expected to provide further 

improvements in contrast resolution. 

In summary, we demonstrate that with appropriate calibration, three-material 

decomposition methodologies used in conjunction with dual-energy computed 

tomography provides accurate measures of xenon gas volumes within a realistic thoracic 
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phantom, and use of helium within a xenon/oxygen/helium gas mixture can overcome 

gravitational effects associated with the high density of xenon gas without effecting 

quantitative measurements. 
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Figure 57.  Groups of three 60cc plastic syringes were sequentially placed inside an 

Alderson RS-320 Lung/Chest Phantom (Radiology Support Devices, Long Beach, CA) to 

establish radiodensity enhancement scales for xenon gas at different photon energies (80, 

100, 140 kV).  A volume rendering of the setup is show in the upper-left panel.  A 

resultant xenon intensity image from dual-energy three-material decomposition is shown 

in the upper-right panel using the established scales.  This result is also presented as an 

image fusion with the greyscale CT image, seen in the bottom-right panel, and rendered 

in 3D in the bottom-left panel. 
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Figure 58.  A hollow plastic airway phantom positioned along the imaging plane of 

the CT scanner is used to characterize inspired gas distribution to the central airways.  

The syringe manifold consisted of four 60cc syringes linked together to allow controlled 

delivery of gas to the phantom. 
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Figure 59.  To explore the relationship between body size and dual-energy xenon-CT 

measurements, integrated radial density profiles from a 60 kg swine were compared 

against two human subjects. The first three panels show transverse images from an 

average size human (BMI of 25), a swine (60 kg) and larger size human (BMI 33) 

respectively.  The fourth panel is a diagram illustrating the location of the examined 

density profiles.  The 60 kg swine had a relative density of 138% of the 25 BMI and 89% 

of the 33 BMI human subjects respectively. The field of view varies between subjects, a 

5cm length reference is provided. 
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Figure 60.  Mean Hu measurements from the syringe studies, inside the Alderson RS-

320 Lung/Chest Phantom and in open air, plotted as a function of xenon concentration. 
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Figure 61.  A 3-L respiratory balloon, place inside the Alderson chest phantom 

(middle-left panel) and in open air (middle-right panel), was filled with an initial amount 

of xenon gas and scanned via DECT.  Small amounts of room air were then sequentially 

added to increase the volume of gas in the balloon while keeping the xenon content the 

same.  The balloon was rescanned (bottom-row) after each increase in volume.  The goal 

was to determine the quantitative accuracy of the assessment of total xenon content 

within the balloon as the concentration of xenon gas decreased while the xenon gas 

volume remained constant. Plots of xenon volume inside the phantom (top-left panel) and 

in open air (top-right panel) compare the default calibration with a custom calibration 

based on previous syringe tests. 
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Figure 62. Three xenon gas mixtures (80%Xe/20%O2; 40%Xe/60%O2; 

40%Xe/20%O2/40%He) were delivered during time-series MDCT axial image 

acquisition, at fast and slow flow rates, to a hollow plastic airway phantom positioned 

along the imaging plane of the CT scanner (Figure 2).  Gravitationally non-dependent 

and dependent ROIs were placed as shown in the flow profile column, row 1.  Intensity 

vs. time plots for both ROIs are shown in the middle and right columns respectively, with 

dashed lines on each plot indicating the expected level of density enhancement from 

baseline for each gas mixture.  With a fast delivery, density measurements for non-

dependent and dependent ROIs reach their expected levels in all cases.  However, when 

delivered slowly, gravity plays a larger role in the gas distribution.  Thus, all of the 

dependent ROI reach expected levels; while the only non-dependent ROI to reach it’s 

expected level is the one that includes helium.  
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Figure 63.  Helium gas does not affect the radiodensity of xenon gas.  Columns 

represent the calculated dual-energy xenon signal from plastic syringes placed inside an 

artificial chest phantom (see Figure 57) filled with 40% xenon gas and various 

percentages of helium gas, balance oxygen.  The xenon signal is the output of the three-

material decomposition algorithm within Siemen’s “xenon” module.  (Error bars reflect ± 

standard deviation) 
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Figure 64.  Deviations from the suggested default values by raising the pitch from 

0.55 to 1.00, increasing the number of channels from 64 to 128, or doing both yielded 

considerable visual artifacts (left panel).  The mean xenon value (upper-right panel) stays 

relatively consistent when the number of channels is changed from 64 to 128, however, 

the standard deviation (lower-right panel) increases in many of the ROIs.  Changing the 

pitch from 0.55 to 1.00 causes variations in the mean xenon value and considerable 

increases in standard deviation. 
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Figure 65.  Scanning with 80/140Sn kVp yields more accurate dual-energy xenon-CT 

images compared to those using 100/140Sn kVp.  Transverse (left column), sagittal 

(middle column), and coronal (right column) views are shown from scans of a swine 

following a large single breath inhalation of 40%Xe/40%He/20%O2 gas mixture.  The 

increased density separation between 80 and 140 kVp (bottom row) over 100 and 140 

kVp (top row) allows for better calculation of xenon content.  Airways are clearer and 

brighter in the 80/140 kVp results in addition to an overall smoother image. 
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Figure 66.  Volume rendered image of the three-material decomposition derived 

xenon imaged of a swine.  Xenon-DECT using a 40%Xe/40%He/20%O2 gas mixture was 

successful in imaging all of the swine’s central airways and peripheral airways out to 

those with an approximately 2-mm diameter. 
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Inside Alderson 

Chest Phantom 

Tests 

Instilled Volume Measured Volume 

Xe Air Total % Xe Mask 
Volume 

Siemens 
Calibration 

Phantom 
Calibration 

400 200 600 67 616 383 318 

400 400 800 50 821 405 328 

400 800 1200 33 1198 442 343 

400 1200 1600 25 1588 469 350 

400 2000 2400 17 2395 523 360 

400 2600 3000 13 2879 544 357 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

Open Air Tests 

Instilled Volume Measured Volume 

Xe Air Total % Xe Mask 
Volume 

Siemens 
Calibration 

Open Air 
Calibration 

400 200 600 67 588 398 319 

400 400 800 50 767 411 329 

400 800 1200 33 1189 449 359 

400 1200 1600 25 1573 459 367 

400 2000 2400 17 2374 474 377 

400 2600 3000 13 2953 475 348 

Table 10. Xe-DECT three-material decomposition calibration test results comparing 

the default values suggested by Siemens with those obtained via our syringe calibrations 

in open air and inside the Alderson RS-230 Lung/Chest Phantom. 
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CHAPTER 8: DUAL-ENERGY PULMONARY PERFUSED BLOOD 

VOLUME AS SURROGATE FOR DYNAMIC PULMONARY 

PERFUSION ASSESSED BY MDCT 

Despite considerable successes with quantitative computed tomography, and its 

adoption into numerous multi-center pharmaceutical and device trials, the assessment of 

the presence and distribution of emphysema and airway wall remodeling in chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) may be missing critical underlying differences 

more closely aligned with disease pathophysiology (14,15).  It has recently been 

demonstrated (14) that a subset of smokers with very early CT-based evidence of 

susceptibility to centrilobular emphysema and normal spirometry have increased regional 

heterogeneity of pulmonary blood flow (PBF) and mean transit time (MTT). These 

findings are consistent with the hypothesis that patchy, inflammation-based hypoxic 

pulmonary vasoconstriction (HPV) is occurring in smokers susceptible to centrilobular 

emphysema while the normal response to inflammation associated hypoxia (local 

alveolar flooding) is to maintain regional perfusion(115,211).  We strongly believe that 

an assessment of functional phenotypes such as PBF and MTT are critical in the 

advancement of the understanding of the etiology of the disease and are critical to the 

development of new, targeted therapies.  

Implementation of the CT-PBF method, requiring placement of a central line for 

rapid high-pressure injection of X-ray contrast agent during sequential cardiac-gated axial 

CT scans during a breath-hold, is impractical for wide spread implementation in multi-

center studies. Recent developments in dual-source dual-energy CT offer the ability to 

image regional pulmonary perfused blood volume (CT-PBV) utilizing a peripheral 

venous line and slow infusion of contrast agent while spirally imaging the entire lung in a 

single, short breath-hold; a protocol similar to that used for assessment of pulmonary 

emboli (147,149,212-216).   
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The lung has a large capacity for dilation and recruitment of capillary beds as the 

entire blood volume passes through the pulmonary vascular bed while maintaining very 

low pressures relative to the systemic circulation (217). There is a close relationship 

between pulmonary perfusion and capillary recruitment (218).  Thus, one would expect 

that there is a correlation between CT measures of regional perfused blood volume (PBV) 

and CT measures of pulmonary perfusion. As perfusion to a region increases, capillary 

beds would be expected to both expand and new portions of the capillary bed may be 

recruited. Thus, simpler measures of pulmonary PBV, requiring only a single volume 

scan using dual-energy CT (19) to quantitate regional iodine concentrations can serve as 

a surrogate for the dynamic imaging methods that have been used to date (14,122). In this 

study, we utilize two pig models whereby interventions are employed to modify regional 

patterns of pulmonary parenchymal perfusion so that our measures of regional PBV and 

PBF can be compared. 

8.1 Materials and Methods 

8.1.1 Animal Preparation. 

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved all animal studies 

reported here. Four farm-bred swine (32.7 ± 5.6 kg; 2 males) were premedicated with 

Ketamine (20 mg/kg) and Xylazine (2 mg/kg) intramuscularly, and anesthetized with 3–

5% isoflurane in oxygen by nose cone inhalation. Once surgical depth of anesthesia was 

achieved, an 8.0-mm inner diameter cuffed endotracheal tube was placed through a 

tracheostomy and the animal was mechanically ventilated with 100% oxygen, tidal 

volume of 10-14 mL/kg, rate of 10-20/min adjusted to achieve an end-tidal PCO2 of 30–

40 mm Hg. Femoral arterial, femoral venous, and external jugular venous introducers 

were placed. A 7-French pigtail catheter was advanced into the right ventricle under 

hemodynamic and fluoroscopic control. Surgical plane of anesthesia was maintained with 

inhaled isoflurane (1–5% in oxygen), neuromuscular blockade was achieved with 
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pancuronium (0.1 mg/kg IV initial dose and 0.5–1 mg/kg hourly as needed). Arterial 

pressure, oxygen saturation, and airway pressures were continuously monitored and 

recorded. Thermodilution cardiac output was performed. 

8.1.2 CT Imaging 

All imaging was performed on a second-generation dual-source CT scanner 

(Somatom Definition Flash: Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany).  Axial (4 

cm z-axis extent) ECG-gated dynamic CT-PBF scans (80 kV, 150 mAs, 0.75 mm slice 

thickness, 0.5 mm increment, 0.28 sec rotation time, 25 time-points, ~4.2 mSv) were 

acquired during continuous airway pressure breath-holds with right ventricular injection 

of iodinated contrast (0.5 cc/kg over 2 sec, Isovue: 370mgI/mL, Bracco Diagnostics Inc., 

Princeton NJ), as previously described (14,119,122). Spiral dual-energy CT-PBV scans 

(either 80/140 or 100/140 kV, 0.75 mm slice thickness, 0.5 mm increment, 0.55 pitch, 

~3.5 mSv) were acquired during continuous airway pressure (Pawy) breath-holds with an 

infusion of Isovue (4 cc/sec).  A delay adequate for Isovue equilibration, approximately 

15 seconds, was included before the initiation of the dual-energy scan in accordance with 

the standard pulmonary embolism scanning protocol (219).  

The issue in using dual-energy CT and iodinated intravenous contrast material for 

assessing PBV is that there are three unknown independent variables per voxel (air, soft 

tissue/blood, and iodine and only two measured linear attenuation coefficients per voxel. 

We solve this using a generalized three-material mass fraction decomposition technique 

discussed elsewhere (134).   

8.1.3 Perfusion Heterogeneity 

Pulmonary perfusion was altered using two methods chosen to facilitate the 

comparison of the two techniques over a variety of PBF values and induce a range of 

PBF heterogeneities.  Two of the animals (animal 1 & 2) were examined following 

sequential occlusion with a balloon catheter placed in a pulmonary artery, such that blood 
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flow to progressively larger portions of lung parenchyma was occluded.  In the other two 

animals (animals 3 & 4), the continuous airway inflation pressures were increased by 5 

cmH20 increments, from 5 to 25 cmH20 Pawy, to obtain five different lung inflation levels 

for comparison. The acquisition of CT-PBF and CT-PBV datasets was done as a coupled 

pair performed sequentially at each state with a minimal delay between scans necessary 

for animal recovery and contrast washout.  Thus, at each state, animals received two CT 

scans, one for PBF and one for PBV.  The balloon model incorporated 4 states (baseline, 

balloon 1, balloon 2, & balloon 3) resulting in 8 scans, while the lung inflation model 

incorporated 5 states (5, 10, 15, 20, & 25 cmH20) resulting in 10 scans. 

8.1.4 Image Analysis 

Quantitative regional CT-PBF was determined by the application of indicator 

dilution theory and first-pass kinetics to the 4-D ECG-gated axial CT perfusion images 

(119,122).  CT-PBF was calculated using the ratio of peak parenchymal density 

enhancement to the area under the time-density curve of a reference pulmonary artery 

using the Time-Series Image Analysis (TSIA) module of the Pulmonary Analysis 

Software Suite (PASS) (Figure 67) (161).  Voxels for the CT-PBF imaging were 0.46 x 

0.46 x 0.5 mm.  The software performs a curve fitting process on the mean intensity of a 

ROI over time.  To reduce noise, a neighborhood-averaging filter is applied on each ROI 

such that the mean value from a 7x7-voxel region surrounding a voxel was used to 

represent the intensity of the voxel for that time-point.    Regional perfusion (PBFroi) 

values (milliliters per minute per ROI) were normalized by total blood flow in the 4-cm 

slice stack and presented as a percentage to allow for comparisons between conditions.  

CT-PBV was calculated using scanner associated (Somatom Definition Flash: Siemens 

Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) three-material decomposition software (Figure 68) 

that extracts the iodine signal and creates and image for the entire lung representing blood 

volume as discussed above.  Voxels for the CT-PBV imaging were 0.46 x 0.46 x 0.5 mm.  
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Similarly to CT-PBF, noise reduction for CT-PBV, performed by the scanner associated 

software, is accomplished by calculating values using a 7x7 neighborhood average to 

represent the intensity of each voxel.  Corresponding regions from the full lung CT-PBV 

scan were isolated and extracted to match the axial 4-cm slice stack obtained in during 

the CT-PBF scans.   Thresholding was used to exclude voxels outside of the -910 HU to -

50HU range.  CT-PBF was thresholded using a range of 0 to 0.25 ml/min, and CT-PBV 

was thresholded using a range of 0 to 375.  Simple thresholding is confounded by 

potential difference in contrast distribution between CT-PBF and CT-PBV scans.  CT-

PBF utilizes the distribution over time of a short bolus of iodinated contrast while CT-

PBV utilizes a continuous infusion until a plateau is reached.  Scans acquired during CT-

PBF will have a variety of iodine profiles as the distribution of contrast will vary with 

mean transit times for each location.   Therefore in addition to simple thresholding, a 

combination of semi-automated lung and vessel segmentations were used to restrict the 

areas of comparison to the lung parenchyma.  Manual removal of areas affected by partial 

volume artifacts (e.g. near cardiac and diaphragmatic borders) as well as regions with 

artifacts caused by contrast filled catheters placed in the right ventricle of the heart 

necessary for CT-PBF.  The lung boundaries were also eroded to further reduce edge 

artifacts.  CT-PBV values were also normalized to represent a percent of total signal in 

the 4-cm slice stack.  CT-PBF and CT-PBV were compared on a regional basis by 

dividing the matching 4-cm slice stacks into a 10x10x3 (X, Y, Z) grid of blocks.  The 

volume of each block contained between 100 and 25000 CT-PBF or CT-PBV ROI.  

Blocks that had a difference in ROI count between CT-PBF and CT-PBV greater that 

40% were also excluded.  Normalized mean CT-PBF and CT-PBV values as well as the 

coefficient of variation (CV) of Normalized CT-PBF and CT-PBV values were compared 

using the sectioned data.  Pearson’s R and linear correlation coefficients were calculated 

for both comparisons.  The analysis process is depicted in Figure 69. 
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8.2 Results 

Normalized CT-PBF values and CV of CT-PBF were highly correlated with 

normalized CT-PBV values and CV of the CT-PBV, respectively.  Normalized 

colormaps for CT-PBF and CT-PBV are shown in Figure 70 and Figure 71 for the 

balloon occlusion and lung inflation models respectively.  CT-PBF and CT-PBV 

colormaps for both paradigms are strikingly similar.  Representing an example data set 

from the balloon occlusion model, Figure 70 demonstrates the decreased CT-PBF 

(bottom row) in the occluded region of the left lung and the increased area of this region 

when the balloon is repositioned to a more proximal location.  As seen in the middle row, 

CT-PBV tracks closely with CT-PBF maps.  In Figure 71, note the increasing extent of 

the non-dependent low perfusion regions (lower row) associated with lung inflation. The 

increased non-dependent area of low perfusion associated with lung inflation is mirrored 

in the CT-PBV maps (middle row).  

As shown in Table 11 for the balloon occlusion model, Pearson’s R ranged from 

0.91 to 0.99 comparing normalized mean CT-PBF with normalized mean CT-PBV and 

0.78 to 0.98 for CV of normalized mean CT-PBF with CV of normalized mean CT-PBV 

with all correlations being statistical significant (P < 0.01).  R2 values for the linear 

correlation of normalized mean CT-PBF and normalized mean CT-PBV in Animal 1 

were equal to 0.83 for the combined data (0.91 Baseline, 0.87 Balloon 1, 0.86 Balloon 2 

and 0.91 Balloon 3) (Figure 72A) and equal to 0.96 for the combined data in Animal 2 

(0.96 Baseline, 0.97 Balloon 1, 0.96 Balloon 2 and 0.97 Balloon 3) (Figure 72C).  R2 

values for the linear correlation of CV of normalized mean CT-PBF and CV of 

normalized mean CT-PBV in Animal 1 were equal to 0.53 for the combined data (0.59 

Baseline, 0.26 Balloon 1, 0.55 Balloon 2 and 0.60 Balloon 3) (Figure 72B) and equal to 

0.76 for the combined data in Animal 2 (0.57 Baseline, 0.52 Balloon 1, 0.86 Balloon 2 

and 0.68 Balloon 3) (Figure 72D).  Table 11 also demonstrates that, for the lung inflation 

model Pearson’s R ranged from 0.94 to 0.97 comparing normalized mean CT-PBF with 
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normalized mean CT-PBV, and 0.64 to 0.84 for CV of normalized mean CT-PBF with 

CV of normalized mean CT-PBV with all correlations being statistically significant (P < 

0.01).  R2 values for the linear correlation of normalized mean CT-PBF and normalized 

mean CT-PBV in Animal 3 were equal to 0.88 for the combined data (0.93 PEEP=5, 0.93 

PEEP=10, 0.89 PEEP=15, 0.90 PEEP=20 and 0.89 PEEP=25) ( 

Figure 73A) and equal to 0.88 for the combined data in Animal 4 (0.90 PEEP=5, 

0.93 PEEP=10, 0.93 PEEP=15, 0.92 PEEP=20 and 0.94 PEEP=25) ( 

Figure 73C).  R2 values for the linear correlation of CV of normalized mean CT-

PBF and CV of normalized mean CT-PBV in Animal 3 were equal to 0.54 for the 

combined data (0.41 PEEP=5, 0.58 PEEP=10, 0.71 PEEP=15, 0.56 PEEP=20 and 0.60 

PEEP=25) ( 

Figure 73B) and equal to 0.51 for the combined data in Animal 4 (0.41 PEEP=5, 

0.57 PEEP=10, 0.62 PEEP=15, 0.58 PEEP=20 and 0.46 PEEP=25) ( 

Figure 73D). 

To address the possibility that the correlation between CT-PBF and CT-PBV 

might simply reflect a persistent association in the regions studied we performed 

additional statistical evaluations for the lung inflation model.  This was not possible for 

the balloon occlusion model for several reasons: 1) Animal 1 had the left lung occluded 

while animal 2 the right and 2) the balloon was placed along whatever peripheral path the 

catheter took at the time of insertion with the goal of occluding a sublobar segment when 

the balloon was resting at its most distal location.  The lung inflation model had no 

localized intervention effects and was simply associated with lung geometry. Therefore 

we chose to use the inflation model for the test of region-based effects.    

For each block within the 4-cm slice stack, the mean value between both animals 

for the normalized means and CV were calculated and then subtracted from animal 4.  A 

second Pearson correlation analysis was then performed on the mean-corrected animal 4 

data.  For the normalized means, prior to correction, the Pearson’s R was 0.93 using 
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1,011 regions.  After correction, Pearson’s R was 0.75 and remained statistically 

significant well below the p<0.001 level.  This correction suggests approximately a 31% 

region level effect. While not small, the 31% region level effect yields an R2 (after 

adjustment) of 0.56, a value well above a standard error of 0.06 for a measurement 

containing 1,011 regions.  Following a similar correction for the CV, the Pearson’s R was 

0.54 also statistically significant well below the p<0.001 level.  The CV correction 

suggests approximately a 25% region level effect. While not small, the 25% region level 

effect yields an R2 (after adjustment) of 0.29, a value well above a standard error of 0.06 

for a measurement containing 1,011 regions. 

8.3 Discussion  

CT-PBV has been shown here to be a good surrogate for CT-PBF heterogeneity, 

providing an alternative protocol that is considerably more suited for implementation in a 

clinical setting and in association with multi-center studies.  A prerequisite for the CT-

PBV method is the requirement of a dual-energy CT scanner.  Dual-energy scanners are 

available from two of the major manufacturers, and will likely be more widely available 

in the near future. An assumption of the CT-PBV method is that the pulmonary blood 

volume is uniformly enhanced.  In this paper we used normal pigs of similar age and 

weight and utilized an injection and scanning protocol that had previously proven to 

assure good, uniform blood pool enhancement.  To implement this study in a clinical 

setting, a protocol should incorporate a test injection to assure that the timing and rate of 

infusion is adequate for blood volume enhancement. With experience, protocols may 

emerge which limit the need for such test injections. 

The visual assessment of the CT-PBF and CT-PBV color maps in Figure 70 

shows that a strong relationship exists between these two methods for assessing regional 

pulmonary parenchymal perfusion.  With progressive obstruction of pulmonary 

parenchymal perfusion, equivalent lobar boundaries become visible in both of the 
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functional maps.  Comparing the CV of the two techniques shows a strong correlation, as 

seen by direct comparison (Figure 72,  

Figure 73) and by examining the bivariate Pearson’s correlation (Table 11). From 

this we can conclude that CV of CT-PBV is a suitable surrogate for CV of CT-PBF. 

The main goal of this study was to determine whether CT-PBF and CT-PBV 

correlate with each other in general, which we believe has been clearly demonstrated in 

our results.  That being said, CT-PBF and CT-PBV are not 100% the same due to 

differences in methodological artifacts unique to each method.  The major artifacts in 

both methods relate to measurement proximity to the heart being either partial volume 

effects from cardiogenic motion or beam hardening streaks related to high concentration 

of contrast and the presence of catheters in the heart.  Ideally, we would simply avoid 

regions containing the heart, however the CT-PBF method requires a reference ROI 

placed in a main pulmonary artery in order to perform properly and with the axial 

sections acquired being only 4-cm long in the z-axis, the heart could not be avoided in 

this study. 

In Figure 72A and Figure 72C as well as  

Figure 73A and  

Figure 73C, we observe that the shape of the plots comparing the normalized 

means indicate that the steepness of the slope correlating CT-PBF and CT-PBV increases 

at a certain level of CT-PBF.  We believe that flow through the vessel can increase to a 

point beyond which there is no further room for capillary recruitment or vessel 

expansion. Thus, at the higher flow rates, CT-PBF is seen to increase while CT-PBV 

increases more slowly. When the two parts are combined it yields an overall slope greater 

than 1.  Linear regression plots for CV on the other hand have a slope very close to 1 

indicating that the measurement error for each technique is likely unaffected by the flow 

limitation and clearly illustrates that the CV is not a duplication of mean PBF with a 

constant standard deviation but offers added information. 
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CT-PBV, in addition to providing a simpler protocol, reduces radiation exposure 

compared with CT-PBF protocols and provides for an assessment of the whole lung.  

Because the Siemens 128-slice Flash CT scanner splits energy spectra between the two 

X-ray guns such that there is minimal over-lap, dual-energy imaging is achieved with no 

additional radiation dose compared to single X-ray gun scanners (220).  The CT-PBV 

method also eliminates the need for central line placement because of the elimination of a 

high-pressure injection.  In principle, dual-energy imaging allows the removal of the 

iodine signal from the images, creating a “virtual” unenhanced image data set that can 

provide the more traditional quantitative measures of the lung parenchyma and airway 

structure.  

In summary, this study supports the notion that CT-PBV is a suitable surrogate for 

CT-PBF, providing a functional measure that may lead to new insights into disease 

processes not achievable by simply mapping the aftermath (parenchymal destruction and 

airway remodeling) of the pathologic process. 
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Figure 67.  Example CT images and time-intensity curves from the lung inflation 

model (top) and balloon occlusion model (bottom).  A gravitational gradient in CT-PBV 

is clearly evident in the lung inflation model.  The placement of the occlusion balloon has 

severely reduced CT-PBF in the left lung (bottom, curves A and E).  In addition to the 

time-intensity curves shown here an arterial input curve (not shown) from an ROI placed 

in a main pulmonary artery is utilized to calculate CT-PBF. 
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Figure 68.  Screenshot of the dual-energy application used to calculate CT-PBV. 

Sagittal and transverse views of the lung in greyscale with a color overlay of CT-PBV 

values are seen in the left panels.  The upper-right panel is the parameters box used to 

input the energy-dependent three-material decomposition attenuation properties used to 

calculate CT-PBV.  A 3D visualization of the pulmonary vasculature is visible in the 

bottom-right panel. 
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Figure 69. Flowchart of the image acquisition and analysis process.  The CT-PBV 

method (left-column) employs dual-energy imaging in spiral scanning mode (left-column, 

1st row) with a three-material decomposition process (left-column, 2nd row) to extract the 

iodine signal for the full lung (left-column, 3rd row). The CT-PBF method (middle-

column) employs an axial scanning mode (middle-column, 1st row) to perform time-series 

indicator dilution (middle-column, 2nd row) resulting in a blood flow map for a 4-cm slice 

stack of the lung near the heart (middle-column, 3rd row).  To compare CT-PBF with CT-

PBV a matching 4-cm slice stack is identified and extracted from the full-lung CT-PBV 

scan (left & middle-columns, 4th row).  Semi-automated lung segmentation along with 

vessel and airway segmentation is used to limit the analysis region to the lung 

parenchyma (right-column, 2nd row).  4-cm slice stacks are then divided into a 10x10x3 

grid of blocks (middle-column, 3rd row) and the mean and coefficient of variation within 

each block is calculated (middle-column, 4th row). 
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Figure 70.  Greyscale (top), CT-PBV (middle), and CT-PBF (bottom). Color map 

comparison of CT-PBF and CT-PBV from an example pig studied in the balloon 

occlusion model. For each condition color-coding is the same with low to high values 

represented by from blue to red colors respectively for both CT-PBV and CT-PBF. 
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Figure 71.  Greyscale (top), CT-PBV (middle), and CT-PBF (bottom). Color map 

comparison of CT-PBF and CT-PBV from an example pig studied over five different 

lung volumes, used to achieve a range of pulmonary perfusion values.  For each condition 

color-coding is the same with low to high values represented by from blue to red colors 

respectively for both CT-PBV and CT-PBF. 
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(Panel A) 

 
(Panel B) 

Figure 72.  Comparison of normalized mean and coefficient of variation of CT-PBF 

vs. CT-PBV.  Data are from two animals studied using the balloon occlusion model, used 

to achieve a range of pulmonary perfusion values and heterogeneities. The comparison of 

normalized mean values for animals 1 and 2 are in panels A and C respectively with the 

comparison of CV of normalized values in panels B and D. 
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(Panel C) 

 
(Panel D) 

 

Figure 72 (Continued) 
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(Panel A) 

 
(Panel B) 

Figure 73.  Comparison of normalized mean and coefficient of variation of 

CT-PBF vs. CT-PBV.  Data is from two animals studied over five different lung 

volumes, used to achieve a range of pulmonary perfusion values and heterogeneities. The 

comparison of normalized mean values for animals 3 and 4 are in panels A and C 

respectively with the comparison of CV of normalized values in panels B and D. 
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(Panel D) 

 

Figure 73 (Continued) 
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Balloon Occlusion Model Lung Inflation Model 

State 

Animal 1 Animal 2 Animal 3 Animal 4 

Inflation 
Level CT-PBF 

vs.      
CT-PBV 

CV of 
CT-PBF 

vs.      
CV of 

CT-PBV 

CT-PBF 
vs.      

CT-PBV 

CV of 
CT-PBF 

vs.      
CV of 

CT-PBV 

CT-PBF 
vs.      

CT-PBV 

CV of 
CT-PBF 

vs.      
CV of 

CT-PBV 

CT-PBF 
vs.      

CT-PBV 

CV of 
CT-PBF 

vs.      
CV of 

CT-PBV 

Baseline 0.96 0.77 0.98 0.75 0.96 0.64 0.95 0.64 5 cm H20 

Balloon 1 0.93 0.51 0.99 0.72 0.97 0.76 0.97 0.69 10 cm H20 

Balloon 2 0.93 0.74 0.98 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.96 0.79 15 cm H20 

Balloon 3 0.96 0.78 0.98 0.83 0.95 0.75 0.96 0.76 20 cm H20 

- - - - - 0.95 0.77 0.97 0.68 25 cm H20 

Combined 0.91 0.73 0.98 0.87 0.94 0.74 0.94 0.69 Combined 

Table 11. Pearson R values from the comparison between normalized values of CT-

PBF and CT-PBV and from the coefficient of variation (CV) of normalized values of CT-

PBF and CT-PBV.  Data are from all animals using either method to create range of 

pulmonary perfusion values and heterogeneities. All values are statistically significant to 

the 0.01 level. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION & FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

Pulmonary diseases such as emphysema and COPD are characterized by both 

small-scale and large-scale alterations in structure and function of the lung.  It is therefore 

critical to accurately measure structure and function on both large and small-scales.  In 

recent years, MDCT has emerged as a powerful tool for the quantitative assessment of 

parenchymal destruction, air trapping (density metrics) and airway remodeling (metrics 

relating airway wall and lumen geometry) in COPD and asthma (16-23).  With the latest 

advances in MDCT and DECT, along with novel imaging techniques and contrast agents, 

the ability to measure regional function in addition to structure has finally become a 

clinical reality.  In this thesis we focused on developing and evaluating MDCT-based 

tools for measuring regional lung function.  We did initial development and testing in 

animal models and then transitioned these methods so that they were also suitable for 

studying human subjects.   

We begin by validating regional ventilation measurements from the wash-in 

xenon-CT method by performing a comparison with inhaled fluorescent microspheres, a 

highly invasive but recognized gold standard for measuring regional ventilation.  Wash-in 

xenon-CT correlated well with FMS and demonstrated similar vertical gradients in the 

prone and supine postures.  Small-scale measurements of regional ventilation with wash-

in xenon-CT seem to be less susceptible to partial volume errors and resulted in reduced 

scatter in regional ventilation measurements. 

Once validated with FMS, we began the process of transitioning the wash-in 

xenon-CT method from animals to humans by systematically developing the tools 

necessary to adequately control the conditions under which subjects were scanned.  Our 

goal was to acquire measures of regional structure and function on awake-free-breathing 

humans.  Since a critical factor of the accuracy and interpretability of MDCT-derived 

metrics is the assurance that the lungs are scanned during at a standardized volume, we 
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realized it was necessary to develop and validate systems appropriate for lung volume 

standardization during static and dynamic breathing.   

The next step in the transition process was the development of a 4D image 

registration program to properly align time-series datasets and make them robust in the 

face of variability caused when scanning awake-free-breathing subjects.  After alignment, 

airway and vessel segmentation was used to prepare xenon-CT datasets for analysis.  Due 

to the anesthetic effects of xenon gas on awake-human subjects, it was necessary to use 

30% rather than 55% xenon concentration used previously in animal models.  By 

lowering the xenon gas concentration, the available signal enhancement diminished 

resulting in a lower signal-to-noise ratio.  A lower signal-to-noise ratio made it more 

difficult to fit time-series data to the single exponential curve-fit algorithm available and 

required improvements to increase its accuracy in order to bolster our confidence in 

regional ventilation measurements from human subjects. 

We were then able to use these tools to compare regional ventilation between 

normal never-smokers (NS), normal smokers (SNI), normal smokers with early signs of 

centrilobular emphysema not evident by PFTs (SCE) and smokers with COPD.  In this 

study we showed an increase in regional ventilation heterogeneity in SNI compared to 

NS along with lengthened time constants in COPD and SCE.  We also showed that 

smokers with normal PFTs could be split into two groups based on their regional 

ventilation parameters, those susceptible and demonstrating early signs of emphysema 

not evident by PFTs (SCE) and those with normal lung parenchyma (SNI).  These 

findings are consistent with our hypothesis that, while patchy inflammation will occur in 

all smoking subjects, there is a subset of the population in which perfusion will be 

decreased because of a failure to block HPV creating a susceptibility to emphysema. 

In order to make studying regional lung function possible in a clinical 

enviornment, simpler-to-perform dual-energy-CT measures of regional ventilation and 

perfusion were devised and evaluated to replace time-series laboratory-centered 
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techniques.  DECT ventilation measures using xenon gas were optimized through a series 

of phantom and animal studies designed to determine the proper three-material 

decomposition calibrations, the best set of imaging parameters, and the proper gas 

mixture and delivery protocol.  These studies showed that the greater contrast provided 

by using the 80/140 kVp pair was superior to the 100/140 kVp pair and reduced 

measurement noise.  Furthermore, by replacing a portion of the oxygen with helium in 

the xenon / oxygen gas mixture we were able to decrease gas density improving the 

distribution of gas to gravitationally non-dependent airways while not affecting 

radiodensity.  DE CT-PBV was then validated as a surrogate for CT-PBF in a series of 

animal studies in which blood flow patterns were altered either by increasing lung 

inflation or by occluding a portion of the vascular bed with a balloon catheter.  The value 

of CT-PBV and the CV of CT-PBV correlated well with the value of CT-PBF and the CV 

of CT-PBF in both models of blood flow alteration thus demonstrating the suitability of 

DE CT-PBV as a simpler-to-perform surrogate for CT-PBF. 

In summary, we have validated a dynamic xenon wash-in methodology for 

assessing regional ventilation by MDCT; we have established the lung volume control 

system used to translate this wash-in methodology to humans.  In a series of human 

studies comparing smokers with never-smokers, we have provided evidence that 

smokers, with and without evidence of emphysema susceptibility, show ventilation-based 

signs consistent with the presence of inflammatory processes serving to interfere with 

regional ventilation, consistent with our notion that all smokers have inflammatory 

processes present but only a portion of those smokers show an aberrant perfusion 

response to inflammation whereby HPV is not attenuated in the regions of inflammation.  

To allow for the extension of our ventilation studies to a broader set of clinical centers, 

we have established dual-energy methods for assessing regional ventilation heterogeneity 

and we have established that similar technology can be used to assess regional perfused 

blood volume as a surrogate for parenchymal perfusion.  To aid in the analysis of the 
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resultant images from the above work, we have established a series of software tools for 

time series analysis of ventilation and perfusion-based images and have established 

methods to register images within a time series study, required for use in human data sets 

where temporal stability of gated time series are less reliable than when an animal is 

studied on a ventilator. 

The key element necessary to examine the complexity of lung function and 

provide greater insight into the effects of the disease processes and their etiology is the 

ability the describe the parameters of gas-exchange not only globally but on a small-scale 

as well.  Novel MDCT-based techniques provide the spatial resolution necessary to 

examine ventilation and perfusion on a small-scale offering an avenue to identify novel 

phenotypes that may not only yield insights into disease processes but also may provide 

tools leading to drug and device developments, outcomes assessment and ultimately to 

the selection of subpopulations suitable for a particular intervention.     
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